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Abstract
This work addresses relaxation mechanisms of photoexcited organic molecules of small and
medium size, up to 62 atoms. For most systems it is investigated theoretically, how modifications,
often in the form of substituents, influence the decay processes. The research in large parts is
done in close collaboration with groups providing experimental data, which allows to formulate
robust hypotheses and models.
Four systems are discussed in this context. We find the formation of the dewar lesion in
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to only occur, when the nucleobase is embedded in the DNA back-
bone, which sterically hinders accessing alternative channels. Substituting hydroxy groups at
certain points of thioindigo is shown to open up an efficient deactivation channel via excited state
intramolecular proton transfer, and greatly enhance the photostability of the molecule. By sub-
stituting electron donating groups to the stilbene moiety of the hemithioindigo photoswitch and
correlating their effect to their Hammett parameters, the isomerization speed of hemithioindigo
is optimized. And lastly, when adding an aldehyde group to furan, an additional pathway is
found for its derivatives furfural and β-furfural. Their relaxation is slowed down regardless.
The effects on the excited state potential energy surfaces are described as general means, by
which the surfaces can be influenced, and likely can be translated to other molecules as well.
This eventually allows to predict properties and tailor molecules to yield desired behavior. In
this context, for example for furan, furfural and β-furfural the structural implications of the
aldehyde substituent on one conical intersection are deducted from the extended two-electron
two-orbital model prior to any calculations or experiments.
Alongside the system specific investigations, an interface for the on-the-fly dynamics package
NewtonX to the quantum chemistry package Molpro was programmed. Non-adiabatic semiclas-
sical on-the-fly dynamics are a powerful tool to simulate complete relaxation processes without
constraints in the dimensionality. For the interface, which in its primary setup uses complete ac-
tive space self consistent field theory calculations, a number of features has been implemented.
Most notably, it enables non-adiabtatic dynamics on complete active space perturbation and
ONIOM level of theory.
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Introduction
Many chemical and physical processes taking place around us are induced by light. Photo
excited molecules can relax to the electronic ground state (GS) through different mechanisms,
and which pathway a system chooses can have decisive consequences for its properties and
functions. Nature is fundamentally shaped by this. One criterion for many important molecules
is their photostability: The fragments of our deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) should preferably fall
back to their initial structure after excitation reliably, to avoid any damage [1, 2]. Our vision,
on the contrary, is only enabled by an isomerization of retinal, which is triggered by visible light
[3]. Another example are the molecules forming the light-harvesting complexes of organisms
performing photosynthesis. They do not reach the GS themselves, but rather transfer the energy
received to the photosynthetic reaction center, where it fuels the light-dependent reactions [4, 5].
In the same way man-made products are influenced. Dyes should not bleach [6], optical storage
based on photochromic materials which can be switched between two conformeres is researched
[7, 8], and a huge field, where light is used to initiate photophysical processes are solar cells
[9, 10, 11]. Naturally, understanding how photorelaxation works and how it can be influenced
is desirable.
Considering a single molecule which cannot transfer its energy to the surrounding, it has
two basic ways to return to the GS after photoexcitation (fig. 1). Either it fluoresces or
phosphoresces, which means it just falls back while emitting a photon, or it decays radiationless
by following a pathway which smoothly decreases the electronic energy and passes through all
states inbetween the one it is excited to, and the GS. The former is a statistical process which
happens on the whole potential energy surface (PES) with a certain lifetime, dependent on the
two states involved. The latter is mediated by conical intersections (CoIns) in case of two states
of the same spin state, or e.g. singlet-triplet intersections for the respective states crossing.
Especially in the case of CoIns, which this work focuses on, the radiationless decay can happen
ultrafast and very efficient [12, 13].
GS
T1
S1
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product
phosphorescence fluorescence
FC
Figure 1: Sketch of a photorelaxation. From the GS minimum of the PES, the system is excited
to the FC state, the S2. From here different relaxation pathways are indicated: Radiationless
decay via CoIns, fluorescence from the singlet states and phosphorescence from the triplet state.
CoIns are the (F − 2) dimensional hypersurfaces (with F being the vibrational degrees of
freedom) where two adiabatic states, solutions to the electronic Schro¨dinger equation (eq. B.2),
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degenerate. The electronic character of both states is exchanged on two opposite sides of a CoIn
very abruptly. When a molecule passes a CoIn, this sudden change breaks the independence
of the electronic wavefunction of the motion of the nuclei and thus the condition for the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. In the vicinity of CoIns, now looking at a whole wavepacket rather
than a single molecule, population can flow between the involved states, making them the central
points for the radiationless decay. For a specific radiationless relaxation pathway to be chosen,
however, the mere existence of the respective CoIn is not sufficient. It has to be reachable from
the FC point and no significantly better alternatives should exist. Thus, when investigating
relaxation processes, the whole passage from the FC point to the GS has to be considered.
This work features three major topics around radiationless relaxation of photoexcited mole-
cules. Firstly, it treats the interfacing of the semiclassical dynamics package NewtonX [14] and
the quantum chemistry package Molpro [15]. Non-adiabatic, semiclassical on-the-fly dynam-
ics can be used to simulate the whole relaxation process [16]. Contrary to quantum chemical
calculations which mostly focus only on critical points of the PES, they inherently fulfill the
requirement to investigate the whole pathway. On the other hand, because of the mere amount
of calculations alone, they are much more demanding in terms of computation time, and often
tradeoffs with respect to the accuracy of the quantum chemical methods used, have to be done.
The our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics (ONIOM) method
[17, 18], which presents one approach to describe molecules as efficient as possible, was therefor
implemented. To, at the same time, meet the accuracy focused requirements of small molecules,
which impose less computational restrictions, the interface of NewtonX to Molpro also enables
the simulation of complete active space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) dynamics.
Secondly, quantum chemical and semiclassical dynamics investigations on the photorelax-
ation of different molecules will be presented. Here, besides the implications for the systems
themselves, ranging from nucleobases forming the dewar lesion in the DNA, dyes based on
thioindigo, photoswitches built from the related hemithioindigo, to the smaller molecules ethy-
lene and furan, used as reference systems, it will be shown, how alterations at all parts of the
relaxation path, the FC point, the CoIn and the region inbetween can be made, predicted, and
how they can influence the relaxation process itself.
Lastly, one study focuses on the passage of a CoIn itself, how it can be experimentally
observed using attosecond stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy (ASRS), and how the spectra
of this method can be computed via semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics, to be able to interpret
the experimental results.
Chapter 1
Semiclassical dynamics - interfacing
NewtonX and Molpro
Predicting the outcome of non-reversible processes generally is challenging, as it is not sufficient
to just investigate the possible outcomes and thermodynamically weight them. Evaluating the
kinetics of photorelaxation processes using barrier heights of the excited state transition states
is more suitable, but still provides no complete description. First of all, also the CoIns on the
pathways have to be considered, oftentimes even the direction of the wave packet traversing
them can influence the outcome [19]. Generally, when the relaxation is happening on an ultra-
fast timescale, the vibrational energy does not necessarily spread equally over all modes and
the momentum of the wavepacket has to be considered throughout the processes [20, 21, 22].
Ultimately it can be necessary to simulate the whole dynamics.
Semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics treat the movement of the nuclei classically by solving
Newtons equation of motion (eq. B.1). The gradient acting on the nuclei, however, is obtained
quantum mechanically by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the electrons (eq. B.2). Quan-
tum effects of the nuclei like tunneling or coherence cannot be described this way, but the big
Figure 1.1: Flowchart of NewtonX.
See equations 1.4, B.1 and B.2.
advantage compared to quantum dynamics is, that
the classical treatment of the nuclei allows to simu-
late the dynamics of a molecule on-the-fly (fig. 1.2a).
This eliminates the need to calculate the complete
PES in advance, which leads to substantial con-
straints for quantum dynamics, where one usually
is forced to limit the simulations to a few reactive
coordinates. Semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics can
without further drawback compute full-dimensional
trajectories.
The on-the-fly dynamics package used in this
work is NewtonX. It is a modular program which first
of all handles the classical evolution of the nuclei us-
ing the Velocity-Verlet algorithm (eq. B.3). For the
quantum chemical part a set of interfaces is provided,
which operate the execution of different third party
quantum chemistry packages (fig. 1.1). To emulate
a wave packet as far as probabilities are concerned,
when simulating the photorelaxation usually a set
of trajectories is started from a Wigner distribution
[23, 24] over the normal modes of the ground state
(fig. 1.2b). The trajectories are set to the desired
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excited state, from where they can decay non-adiabatically to the GS via Tullys fewest switches
surface hopping [25] (see chapter 1.2.1).
One part of this work has been the implementation of an interface between NewtonX and
Molpro. Compared to the quantum chemistry package Gaussian [26], for which an interface
is provided, Molpro offers more flexibility for its complete active space self consistent field
(CASSCF) routine. A number of other methods and options have been added over time, two
of the main ones, the ONIOM and CASPT2 methods are described in chapters 1.1 and 1.2.
A full overview about the current functionality and status is given in appendix A. The first
version of the interface, a customized version of the template provided by NewtonX, used in
chapter 1.1, was adopted from Benjamin P. Fingerhut and was mostly only adjusted to the
molecule. With the introduction of CASPT2 however, the code was completely rewritten, to
be more universal concerning the investigated systems, as well as providing a structure which
permits easier inclusion of further functionality. With the exception of chapter 1.1 all dynamics
simulations in this work are based on this second version.
gradient momentuma) b)
Figure 1.2: a) Schematic course of a classical particle on a PES. The gradient can be calculated
in each step, on-the-fly, for the current position. b) To simulate a wavepacket and cover the
spread of it, a set of trajectories with different starting conditions is generated.
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1.1 ONIOM in semiclassical dynamics on the Dewar valence
isomerization
Excited states are (for comparable systems and accuracy) much more computationally demand-
ing than GS calculations. Especially for dynamics simulations, which need a large amount of
computations to be performed, this makes the treatment of molecules of growing size challeng-
ing. Although the excitation oftentimes can be described by orbitals localized at rather small
segments of a molecule, inertia and sterical and electronic influences of the complete system can
seldom be neglected. Here, the ONIOM method can be used. A molecule is separated into a
small fragment which is described by a high level quantum chemical method, to treat excited
states, for example, and the other part which can be computed by a less demanding method.
This way the whole system can be included in situations where it is impossible to use the method
required for the high level region on the complete structure.
Below, non-adiabatic semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics incorporating ONIOM are presented
for the formation of the Dewar photolesion in a dinucleotide. When DNA is photoexcited in the
ultra violet (UV), two primary lesions can be formed in thymine-thymine and thymine-cytosine
dinucleotides, the cyclobutane dimer and the (6-4)-lesion [27]. From the (6-4)-lesion, further
irradiation in the visible can lead to formation of the Dewar photolesion. The formation [27], as
well as the repair [28] of the the lesion have been investigated based on static calculations. In
the present study the influence of the backbone on the mechanism is shown using additionally
dynamics simulations.
In the following, the article “ONIOM approach for non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular dy-
namics demonstrated for the backbone controlled Dewar valence isomerization”, J. Chem. Phys.
136 (2012), 204307, is reprinted with the permission of AIP Publishing. The supplementary
information is available at aip.scitation.org/doi/suppl/10.1063/1.4720090. Key points of the
article are:
• The integration of ONIOM into the non-adiabatic semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics method
is presented.
• The dynamics of the photorelaxation of the (6-4)-lesion of a modified thymine-thymine din-
ucleotide were simulated on ONIOM(CASSCF:Hartree-Fock (HF)) level of theory and sup-
ported by static ONIOM(CASPT2:HF) calculations.
• A CoIn, related to the formation of the Dewar lesion, is found within the trajectories and
further investigated via dynamics simulations started in its vicinity. This ultimately yields
trajectories forming the Dewar lesion. The quantum yield is, in agreement with experimental
observations [27], concluded to be low (< 10%).
• Comparison to the isolated pyrimidinone, which do not show the Dewar formation, demon-
strates the strong impact, the DNA backbone has, on which CoIns are accessible. Inclusion
of it, e.g. via the ONIOM approach, proves to be a requirement for the correct description
of the process.
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Non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular dynamics (NA-O-MD) simulations require the electronic wave-
function, energy gradients, and derivative coupling vectors in every timestep. Thus, they are com-
monly restricted to the excited state dynamics of molecules with up to ≈20 atoms. We discuss an
approximation that combines the ONIOM(QM:QM) method with NA-O-MD simulations to allow
calculations for larger molecules. As a proof of principle we present the excited state dynamics of a
(6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide (63 atoms), and especially the importance to include the confine-
ment effects of the DNA backbone. The method is able to include electron correlation on a high level
of theory and offers an attractive alternative to QM:MM approaches for moderate sized systems with
unknown force fields. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4720090]
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular dynamic (NA-O-
MD) simulations allow to follow the ultrafast excited state dy-
namics of molecules in the full-dimensional coordinate space
and have revealed the mechanistic details of photoreactions in
conjunction with time-resolved experiments.1–4 While in NA-
O-MD the motion of the nuclei is treated completely clas-
sically, the electrons are treated on a quantum-mechanical
level, at the expense of a quantum chemical calculation at
every timestep. The non-radiative molecular relaxation of
excited electronic states occurs in the vicinity of conical in-
tersection (CoIn) seams,5–8 which constitute points of de-
generacy between different electronic states. Thus, to fol-
low these CoIn mediated relaxation processes the electronic
wavefunction has to comprise all relevant states in a balanced
fashion. This requirement is fulfilled by the use of multi-
configuration self consistent field (MCSCF) method or com-
plete active space self consistent field (CASSCF) as one pop-
ular variant. Furthermore analytic energy gradients of ground
and excited states together with derivative coupling vectors
are available for MCSCF methods. These first order proper-
ties define the forces on the nuclei and the transition prob-
ability between electronic states. Additionally, the accuracy
of MCSCF calculations can be systematically improved by
multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) (Refs. 9
and 10) or multi-reference second order perturbation theory
(MRPT2) (Refs. 11 and 12) which both cover the dynamic
part of the electron correlation. Due to the computational ex-
pense of these high level electronic structure methods NA-
a)Current address: Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine,
California 92697-2025, USA. Electronic mail: bfingerh@uci.edu.
b)Electronic mail: Regina.de_Vivie@cup.uni-muenchen.de.
O-MD simulations are restricted to medium sized molecules
typically with less than 20 atoms.
In this paper we present the integration of the
ONIOM(QM:QM) (our own N-layered integrated molecular
orbital + molecular mechanics)13, 14 approach into the frame-
work of Tully’s surface hopping methodology,15 as a pop-
ular variant of NA-O-MD. Within the ONIOM(QM:QM)
method the molecules are partitioned into layers and each
layer is treated at an appropriate QM level. The essential re-
active part of the molecule is treated on a higher level of
theory than unreactive remote parts allowing to reduce the
computational effort of the complete molecule.16 Recently
ONIOM(QM:MM) NA-O-MD with mechanical17 and elec-
trostatic embedding18–20 allowed to get insight on the molec-
ular level into the primary events of photodynamics of vi-
sion and the photoswitching of fluorescent proteins. In the
ONIOM(QM:MM) ansatz the careful parametrization of the
force fields MM part is a pre-requisite. The treatment of
link atoms between the QM and MM regions requires care-
ful consideration,21 furthermore the convergence of the QM
region imposes further difficulties.22 The ONIOM(QM:QM)
variant offers the advantage that the parametrization of non-
standard force fields, like in DNA photolesions is not required
and in parallel to increase the size of the QM region at a re-
duced computational cost compared to a high level treatment
of the complete system. We make use of the advantages of
the ONIOM(QM:QM) methodology and present the success-
ful combination with NA-O-MD allowing for purely QM cal-
culations of the primary events of localized photoreactions in
complex molecules, such as photodamaged dinucleotides.
The combination of ONIOM(QM:QM) with NA-O-MD
relies on strategies for efficient evaluation of excitation ener-
gies and first order properties which define the excited state
0021-9606/2012/136(20)/204307/10/$30.00 © 2012 American Institute of Physics136, 204307-1
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relaxation dynamics of the complete molecule. As a proof
of principle of the ONIOM NA-O-MD method we present
the excited state dynamics of a (6-4)-lesion containing din-
ucleotide (consisting of 63 atoms) whose mechanism of De-
war valence isomerization was recently revealed in a collab-
orative approach.23 Based on the dynamical simulations we
could pinpoint the crucial role of the backbone, encompass-
ing both nucleobases, for Dewar formation. Here, we discuss
the differences in the dynamics of isolated versus confined
nucleobases in detail.
The Dewar valence isomer is the stable product upon
continuous irradiation with sunlight of thymine-thymine (TT)
and thymine-cytosine (TC) dinucleotides, or TT/TC contain-
ing DNA strands.23–25 Several deactivation mechanisms of
DNA nucleobases26–28 involving the barrier-free access to
CoIn seams have been identified by high level quantum chem-
ical calculations,29–41 NA-O-MD,42–46 full-multiple spawn-
ing (FMS) (Refs. 47 and 48) and direct quantum dynam-
ical simulations.49 These investigations have developed the
intriguing idea of the photostability of life. First experiments,
however, demonstrated that formation of photolesions such
as the TT to CPD dimerization proceeds on a comparable ul-
trafast timescale.50, 51 Support came from mechanistic studies
revealing a CoIn mediated process.52–54 The presented anal-
ysis goes beyond the study of isolated DNA bases and in-
corporates the structural confinement. In the (6-4)-lesion it is
the macrocycle of the dinucleotide. We give a microscopic
interpretation for a change in reactivity, from photophysical
deactivation in the isolated 5-methyl-2-pyrimidinone (5M2P)
(Refs. 55 and 56) to a photochemical Dewar valence isomer-
ization in (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotides.23 This exam-
ple demonstrates the importance to include mechanical em-
bedding effects within dinucleotides. The remainder of the pa-
per is outlined as follows: in Sec. II we briefly summarize the
concepts of NA-O-MD simulations and present the integra-
tion of the ONIOM approach into the framework of NA-O-
MD. Section III presents the results of the applied ONIOM
NA-O-MD to investigate the valence isomerization of the
(6-4)-lesion to the Dewar lesion. Section IV aims at a compre-
hensive picture of the reaction mechanism. Finally the advan-
tages, possible applications, and limitations of the presented
ONIOM NA-O-MD method will be discussed.
II. THEORY
In the following we present the integration of the ONIOM
approach into the framework of NA-O-MD. The implementa-
tion relies on Tully’s surface hopping methodology15 as pop-
ular variant of NA-O-MD, straightforward generalization to
NA-O-MD variants where the trajectories evolve on a single
potential energy surface is possible. We start by briefly sum-
marizing the concepts of NA-O-MD simulations.
A. Non-adiabatic on-the-fly
molecular dynamics
In NA-O-MD simulations the nuclei are treated classi-
cally and follow Newton’s equation of motion. The accelera-
tion ¨R on the nuclei is defined by the gradient of the respective
populated electronic state i
¨R = − 1
M
∂ESi (R)
∂R
. (1)
The forces on the nuclei ∂ESi (R)/∂R are evaluated by solving
the time-independent Schödinger equation for the electrons
and a subsequent gradient calculation based on the Ehren-
fest theorem.15, 57 The time-dependent electronic population is
described by the electronic expansion coefficients ck/j, which
follow the equation of motion:
i~c˙k =
∑
j
cj (Vkj − i~ ˙R · dkj (R)). (2)
Changes in the electronic population are thus defined by the
velocity vector ˙R, given by the PES gradient (see Eq. (1)) and
the potential energy matrix Vkj . In the adiabatic representation
Vkj is diagonal. The derivative coupling vector
dkj (R) = 〈k(r; R)| ∂
∂R
|j (r; R)〉, (3)
with k(r; R) and j(r; R) being the adiabatic wavefunctions
of state k and j, depends parametrically on the position of the
nuclei R. The transition probability can be evaluated by the
scalar product ˙R · dkj (R). A balanced description of the gra-
dients ∂ESi (R)/∂R and derivative coupling vectors dkj(R) for
several electronic states is thus the basic requirement of NA-
O-MD. An excellent overview over the theoretical methods
suitable for NA-O-MD simulations is given in Ref. 58.
B. ONIOM non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular
dynamics
First we shortly highlight the advantages of the ONIOM+
(Refs. 13 and 14) approach. In an ONIOM(QM:QM) calcu-
lation the complete molecule is partitioned into layers and
each layer is treated at an appropriate QM level (see Fig. 1
for the example of the (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide
T(6-4)CT). Thus, the method is an hierarchical, but purely
QM ansatz.
The ground state potential energy in a two-layer ONIOM
calculation (the extension to more layers is straightforward)
is obtained by an extrapolation scheme and is defined by
E(ONIOM) = E(high,model) + E(low, real)
−E(low,model). (4)
FIG. 1. QM:QM partitioning for ONIOM non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular
dynamic simulations of the (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide T(6-4)CT.
 Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Downloaded to  IP:  129.187.254.47 On: Wed, 22 Jun
2016 14:47:52
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Here E(low, real) is the energy of the complete system on
a low level of theory, E(low,model) describes the selected
model system on a low, and E(high, model) on a high level
of theory. Thus, the high level calculation on the complete
system is avoided. Although the reproduction of absolute en-
ergy values is out of scope of the ONIOM approach, relative
energy differences (e.g., excitation energies and reaction bar-
riers) can be reliably calculated.13, 59
In general ONIOM calculations can be interpreted in two
different ways: the term E(low, real) − E(low,model) in
Eq. (4) accounts for substituent effects on the model sys-
tem. Furthermore, calculations on a low level of theory for
the complete system can be improved systematically for cor-
relation effects in the model region, reflected in the energy
difference E(high,model) − E(low,model) of Eq. (4).
1. Electronic excited state energies
with ONIOM(QM:QM)
Electronic excitation energies between different elec-
tronic excited states are calculated as relative energy dif-
ferences in the ONIOM method.16, 60 The excitation energy
E(ONIOM) of a two-layer ONIOM calculation is given by
E(ONIOM) = ESi (ONIOM) − ES0 (ONIOM)
= E(high,model) + E(low, real)
−E(low,model), (5)
where ESi (ONIOM) describes the energy of the ith ex-
cited state and ES0 (ONIOM) is the ONIOM energy of
the electronic ground state. The rigorous calculation of
E(ONIOM) thus requires three excited state calculations
(e.g., ONIOM(CAS:CIS)). In the case of localized excitations
within the model system E(ONIOM) can be approximated
by16
E(ONIOM) = ESi (ONIOM) − ES0 (ONIOM)
≈ E(high,model). (6)
Within this constrained low-level state (CLS) approximation
only one excited state calculation on the model system is
required.
2. First order properties: Energy gradients
and derivative coupling vector
The combination of ONIOM with NA-O-MD requires
the efficient implementation of first order properties defin-
ing the dynamics of the complete molecule. The respective
properties are the energy gradients ∂ESi /∂R and the deriva-
tive coupling vectors dkj(R) between the considered electronic
states k and j. Within the ONIOM(QM:QM) ansatz the ground
state energy gradients are uniquely defined by
∂E(ONIOM)
∂R
= ∂E(high,model)
∂R
+ ∂E(low, real)
∂R
− ∂E(low,model)
∂R
. (7)
The high- and low-level wavefunctions are not di-
rectly coupled, thus ∂E(ONIOM)/∂R is efficiently evalu-
ated by the three independent terms. Again substituent
and correlation effects are contained in the respective
differences ∂E(low, real)/∂R − ∂E(low,model)/∂R and
∂E(high,model)/∂R − ∂E(low,model)/∂R.
Invoking the CLS approximation on the complete system
allows to calculate the energy gradients of electronic excited
states:
∂ESi (ONIOM)
∂R
≈ ∂E
Si (high,model)
∂R
+ ∂E(low, real)
∂R
− ∂E(low,model)
∂R
. (8)
The excited state ONIOM gradient ∂ESi (ONIOM)/∂R
accounts for substituent effects of the complete system
due to the gradient difference term ∂E(low, real)/∂R
− ∂E(low,model)/∂R. The derivative coupling vectors
(within the CLS approximation) are localized within the high
level region
dkj (ONIOM) =〈k(high,model)| ∂
∂R
|j (high,model)〉.
(9)
The outlined procedure (see Fig. 2) allows to cal-
culate all required quantities for NA-O-MD simulations
on ONIOM(QM:QM) level of theory for molecules with
localized excited states. Such a situation is found in many
bio-molecules such as nucleosides or dinucleotides. The em-
bedding of the high level model system within the complete
molecule accounts for sterical and substituent effects by
the inherent mechanical embedding scheme of the ONIOM
method. An electronic embedding scheme accounting for
polarization effects on the high level model by surround-
ing low-level point charges61, 62 is straightforward. The
description of the non-adiabatic dynamics near conical inter-
sections requires a multi-configuration description for several
electronic states for the high-level QM part, CASSCF is a pos-
sible choice. For the low-level treatment a single determinant
method, such as Hartee-Fock (HF), is sufficient to describe
FIG. 2. ONIOM(QM:QM) partitioning for the NA-O-MD simulations.
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FIG. 3. Reactant (left) and product structure (right) of the (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide T(6-4)CT: the pyrimidinone core is treated on high level of
theory (CAS(12/9)) and mechanically embedded in the complete dinucleotide. The latter one is treated on a lower level of theory (HF). As relevant coordinates
in the ONIOM(QM:QM) NA-O-MD simulations the N3–C6 distance R, the hybridization angle at C4 (defined by the dihedral angle φ = ^(N3, C4, C6′, C5)
and indicated by the red tetrahedral), the out-of-plane motions of N3 (green plane), and C6 (blue plane, defined by the dihedral angles ϕ = ^(C5, C2, C4, C3)
and θ = ^(C2, C5, N1, C6), respectively) emerged.
the dynamics in the complete molecule. The resulting nomen-
clature of the QM:QM combination is the CASSCF:HF. For
the high-level QM part the same challenges arise as in
other hybrid approaches. Within our approach a systematic
improvement in accuracy using theoretical methods which ac-
count for dynamic electron correlation effects (e.g., QM:QM
= CASPT2:MP2) is within reach. According to Fig. 2,
Eqs. (4), (6), (8), and (9) are used to simulate the non-
adiabatic dynamics of a (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide
according to Eqs. (1) and (2).
III. NON-ADIABATIC ON-THE FLY
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS OF THE DEWAR
VALENCE ISOMERIZATION BASED
ON THE ONIOM(QM:QM) ANSATZ
The described ONIOM(QM:QM) approach for NA-O-
MD simulations is ideally suited for the description of the UV-
B induced Dewar valence isomerization of (6-4)-lesions. The
formally 4π electrocyclic reaction occurs localized within the
pyrimidinone entity of the dinucleotide. The localized charac-
ter of the excitation is extensively tested by quantum chemi-
cal calculations which rely on multi-state multi-reference sec-
ond order perturbation theory (MS-PT2) (Sec. III A). Based
on these investigations the dynamic description of the Dewar
valence isomerization demonstrates the essential role of the
DNA backbone (Secs. III B and III C).
Computational details: The complete system consists
of a dinucleotide containing a thymine-thymine (6-4)-lesion
(T(6-4)T). Instead of a phosphate bridged DNA backbone
a bio-isosteric formacetal backbone is used (T(6-4)CT, 63
atoms, see Figs. 1 and 3). The modification in the DNA
backbone does not affect the structure of the dinucleotide
but allows to synthetically access the T(6-4)CT in substan-
tial amounts.23, 63 The photochemical activity to form the De-
war valence isomer is preserved in the artificial (6-4)-lesion
T(6-4)CT.
The 5M2P pyrimidinone core is the photoreactive unit
in the (6-4)-lesion and thus represents the model system (see
Fig. 3) which is treated on high level theory (CASSCF). All
π orbitals as well as two lone pairs (nN, nO) are included
in the active space. The resulting CAS(12/9) wavefunction
(CAS(m/n) with m being the number of active electrons and
n being the number of active orbitals) allows for a descrip-
tion of the relevant electronic states (Sec. III B), namely, the
electronic ground state (S0), the optical accessible ππ* state,
and two dark states, which correspond to excitations from the
nN and nO lone pairs into anti-bonding π* orbitals (nNπ*,
nOπ*).56 The simulations start in the optical bright ππ* state
(S3, see Table I) and include the four electronic states S0, ππ*
(S3), nNπ*, and nOπ* during the dynamics. For additional sta-
bility of the electronic wavefunction the doubly excited π*2
state is considered, resulting in a state average (sa)-CASSCF
wavefunction without symmetry restrictions with five equally
weighted states (sa5-CAS(12/9)) for the high level QM part
of the molecule. For the low-level method on the complete
system we used the HF method. The ONIOM-wavefunction
is thus described by ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF).
The CASSCF method used for the dynamic simula-
tions leads to an overshooting of the ππ* state in the
Franck-Condon (FC) region (see Table I, Sec. III A). At the
reactive CoIn the ground state and the nNπ* state intersect
(see Figs. 5 and 6), here the state order is properly described
on ONIOM(CAS:HF) level of theory. The lack of dynamic
electron correlation thus affects the initial relaxation dynam-
ics. Due to the excess in the excitation energy the reaction
dynamics speeds up, which leads to shorter excited state life-
times than in the experiment. Further characteristic features
of the excited state potential energy surfaces are reasonably
well described (for a schematic of the PES highlighting re-
gions where dynamic electron correlation effects are impor-
tant, see Fig. S1 of supplementary material64) leading to a
correct description of minima, conical intersection, and re-
action pathways46 and the relative weight of competing re-
action pathways.45 For all dynamic calculations we employ
the 6-31G* basis set. Basis set effects are checked with the
larger aug-cc-pvdz basis (see Table I). In all high level calcu-
lations on the 5M2P core the free valencies of the carbon and
nitrogen atom are saturated with hydrogen atoms. The bond
lengths have been rescaled with a constant, atom type depen-
dent factor as described in Ref. 61.
Quantum chemical calculations have been performed
to inspect the localized nature of the excited state of the
(6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide. Here we take into ac-
count the dynamic part of the electron correlation which has
been shown to be important for accurate vertical excitation
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TABLE I. Vertical excitation energies (in eV) of 5M2P on sa5-CAS(12/9) and MS-PT2 level of theory. The
excitation energies of T(6-4)CT are calculated on ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) and ONIOM(MS-PT2-CAS:HF)
level of theory. Transition moments |〈Si |μx,y,z|S0〉|2 are given in debye, additionally the absolute energy of the
electronic ground state S0 (HF optimized geometry) is presented (in hartree). Changes in the state order are
indicated with (Si).
Electronic state S0 S1 S2 S3 S4
Character nNπ* ππ* nOπ* π*2
Basis: 6-31G*
5M2P
sa5-CAS(12/9) −376.66290 4.51 4.79 5.01 6.51
MS-PT2-sa5-CAS −377.71952 4.39 (S2) 4.34 (S1) 5.05 6.60
|〈Si |μx,y,zS0〉|2 0.0 4.26 0.0 0.52
T(6-4)CT
ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) −1778.01310 4.56 5.74 (S3) 4.86 (S2) 6.69
ONIOM(MS-PT2-sa5-CAS:HF) −1779.05028 3.95 4.48 5.02 6.18
|〈Si |μx,y,zS0〉|2 0.65 3.42 0.52 0.13
Basis: aug-cc-pvdz
5M2P
sa5-CAS(12/9) −376.71370 4.46 4.68 4.98 6.45
MS-PT2-sa5-CAS −377.86242 4.28 (S2) 4.16 (S1) 4.95 6.44
|〈Si |μx,y,zS0〉|2 0.0 4.46 0.0 0.39
MRCIσπ2 (Refs. 55 and 56) −377.01369 4.37 4.42 5.07 . . .
Expt.76 3.85
T(6-4)CT
ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) −1778.06336 4.50 5.63 (S3) 4.81 (S2) 6.66
ONIOM(MS-PT2-sa5-CAS:HF) −1779.19855 3.78 4.28 4.93 . . .
|〈Si |μx,y,zS0〉|2 0.71 3.23 0.58 . . .
Expt.23 3.84
energies in nucleobases65 and 5M2P.55, 56 The calculations
use MS-PT2 (Refs. 11 and 66) for the isolated 5M2P and
the ONIOM approach for T(6-4)CT (ONIOM(MS-PT2-sa5-
CAS:HF)). The calculations serve as a benchmark for verti-
cal excitation energies, in all MS-PT2-sa5-CAS calculations a
levelshift s = 0.3 (Ref. 67) has been applied. It turns out that
the close succession of electronic states (see Table I) requires
a multi-state treatment of the dynamic electron correlation.
Single state variants of the MRPT2 method can lead to severe
artefacts, resulting in unphysical small excitation energies, as
the electronic ground state and excited states are not treated in
a balanced fashion. This holds for both considered molecules,
5M2P with Cs symmetry and the asymmetric T(6-4)CT.
Our ONIOM NA-O-MD simulations rely on the Newton-
X program package,68 where surface hopping between dif-
ferent electronic states is described by Tully’s surface hop-
ping algorithm.15 For the low-level QM part we used the
advantages of the GAUSSIAN 03 program package69 for the
ground state properties of large molecules. Excitation en-
ergies, excited state gradients, and derivative coupling vec-
tors for the high level QM part are evaluated with the
MOLPRO program package (version 2006.1).70 The equations
of motions of the nuclei are integrated with the Velocity-
Verlet algorithm71 using a timestep t = 0.5 fs, within this
interval a reduced timestep of t/20 is used to interpolate the
energy gradients and derivative coupling vectors for a con-
tinuous update of the electronic population.68, 72 For the inte-
gration of the electronic Schrödinger equation the 5th-order
Butcher algorithm is used.73 During the dynamics of the in-
dividual trajectories the derivative coupling vectors are eval-
uated between neighboring electronic states, the phase of the
derivative coupling vector is followed to avoid phase jumps
during the dynamics. The energy conservation of the trajecto-
ries is ensured by using an energy threshold of 0.5 eV for the
total energy. After a hopping event between electronic states,
the momentum of the nuclei is adjusted along the direction of
the derivative coupling vectors to conserve the total energy.
To investigate the dynamics of the Dewar valence iso-
merization an uncorrelated Wigner distribution of the elec-
tronic ground state of the complete system was sampled
and 74 trajectories were generated for the NA-O-MD sim-
ulations. Fifty additional trajectories were generated at the
transition state (TS) towards the Dewar-valence isomeriza-
tion. The TS and the S1/S0 CoIn have been optimized with
the GAUSSIAN 03 program package69 on CAS level of the-
ory. ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) optimizations of the S1/S0
CoIn have been performed on an energy only level according
the algorithm given in Ref. 74. To compare the dynamics of
the isolated 5M2P with the respective dynamics of the com-
plete dinucleotide 50 trajectories were generated by sampling
the ground state equilibrium Wigner distribution.
A. Localized excitation in the T(6-4)CT dinucleotide
Table I lists the vertical excitation energies of 5M2P
and the T(6-4)CT dinucleotide on sa5-CAS(12/9) and
ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) level of theory for two basis
sets (6-31G* and aug-cc-pvdz). For isolated 5M2P we find
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a close succession of three electronic states within an interval
of 0.5 eV. The dark state with nNπ* character75 is the lowest,
followed by a bright ππ* and a dark nOπ* state. By symme-
try the ππ* state only has a transition dipole moment with the
electronic ground state S0. In the dinucleotide T(6-4)CT the
symmetry preserved in 5M2P is broken by geometric defor-
mations induced by the substituents. The energetic position of
the dark states (nNπ* and nOπ*) is only slightly affected, but
both obtain a weak transition moment (0.52–0.65 D) with the
electronic ground state. The bright ππ* is still the strongest
transition with 3.42 D, however, it is energetically destabi-
lized and now corresponds to the third excited state S3 (see
Table I).
Calculations on MS-PT2-sa5-CAS level of theory for the
isolated 5M2P show that the dynamic electron correlation
substantially stabilizes the bright ππ* state by ≈0.50 eV,
which becomes the first excited state. The dark nNπ* and
nOπ* states are nearly unaffected. The calculated excitation
energy is in very good agreement with the experimentally ob-
served excitation energy of 3.85 eV.76 On ONIOM(MS-PT2-
sa5-CAS:HF) level of theory the stabilization of the ππ* state
in T(6-4)CT is even more pronounced (E = 1.35–1.26 eV
depending on the basis set), the dynamic electron correla-
tion compensates for the destabilizing effect on ONIOM(sa5-
CAS(12/9):HF) level of theory. The vertical excitation en-
ergy of 4.28 eV compares well to the experimental value of
3.84 eV.23 The effect on the dark nNπ* and nOπ* states is
again minor. The good agreement between the presented cal-
culations and experiment allows to conclude that the optical
bright ππ* state is a localized excited state within the pyrim-
idinone core of the T(6-4)CT dinucleotide. Further support for
the CLS approximation is the nearly identical experimental
excitation energies of the 5M2P and T(6-4)CT. Test calcula-
tions which additionally include the adjacent dihydrothymine
unit of the dinucleotide (ONIOM(sa6-CAS(16/12):HF), for
details see Table SI of supplementary material) show that the
higher lying orbitals of the adjacent ring (with broken aro-
maticity) do not further stabilize the ππ* state nor do they
mix with the dark states. The additional π and nO orbitals of
the adjacent ring are orthogonal with respect to the pyrim-
idinone core (see Fig. 3), as a result no configuration mixing
is observed in the sa6-CAS(16/12) wavefunction. The exci-
tation of the bright ππ* state is completely localized on the
pyrimidinone chromophore.
The CLS approximation employed in the simulations
neglects coulomb coupling between the high-level and the
low-level method. To estimate the accuracy of this approx-
imation we calculated the relative energy differences and
excitation energies on sa5-CAS(12/9) level of theory for the
complete T(6-4)CT dinucleotide at selected geometries of the
reaction coordinate of the Dewar valence isomerization (see
Table SII of supplementary material). The sa5-CAS(12/9)
results serve as reference, as here polarization of ground and
excited states are implicitly included, describing, in ONIOM
notation, the coulomb coupling between the chromophore
and the residue. The differences found for the sa5-CAS(12/9)
and the ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) results give the error
included in the CLS approximation. We find that the relative
energy, as well as excitation energies are unaffected (within
0.1 eV) for the S1 minimum and the TS of the photoreac-
tion which is located on S0 in close spatial and energetic
vicinity to the S0/S1 CoIn. The S0/S1 CoIn on sa5-CAS(12/9)
is located slightly above the TS (0.25 eV), whereas on
ONIOM(sa5-CAS(12/9):HF) level the CoIn is nearly isoen-
ergetic to the TS. The close energetic proximity between the
TS and the S0/S1 CoIn is preserved on both levels of theory,
justifying the CLS approximation and the neglect of the
coulomb coupling between the high-level and the low-level
method.
Key geometric parameters are compared for the S0 min-
imum of T(6-4)CT and the S1/S0CoIn as the crucial point of
the photoreaction, and the TS (Table SIII of supplementary
material). The comparison shows that the bond length and an-
gles show close agreement (∅ONIOM−CAS = 0.024 Å and
0.014 Å; ∅ONIOM−CAS = 1.0◦ and 1.2◦) for the S0 minimum
and the S1/S0CoIn. Especially the bond lengths at the ONIOM
boundary (N1–C13 and C4–C6′) are reproduced well. At
the TS the deviations are somewhat larger (∅ONIOM−CAS
= 0.041 Å and 3.7◦) as the N3–C6 bond length is slightly
elongated (0.18 Å). The average deviation in the dihedral an-
gles is comparable at all three critical points (∅ONIOM−CAS
= 3.1◦, 4.2◦, and 4.4◦, respectively). We find that especially at
the S1/S0CoIn as key geometry during the non-adiabatic dy-
namics the error in bond length angles and dihedral angles is
similar to the S0 minimum which indicates that the CLS ap-
proximation remains valid over the reaction coordinate. Sur-
prisingly the errors in T(6-4)CT are close to the reported devi-
ations on ONIOM(CAS:HF) level of theory for previtamin D
(Ref. 16) indicating the general applicability of the ONIOM
approach. An elaborate study of various mechanically embed-
ded CoIn on ONIOM(CAS:HF) compared to full CAS level
of theory could be an interesting topic for future error esti-
mates and benchmarks but is beyond the scope of the current
publication.
In summary we inspected different aspects of the
ONIOM(CAS:HF) approach to assure sufficient accuracy for
the non-adiabatic dynamics of T(6-4)CT: (i) by high-level
quantum chemical calculations the effect of the neglected
dynamic electron correlation was inspected (Table 1 and
Fig. S1 of supplementary material), we find that in the
FC region the state ordering is affected but at the reac-
tive S1/S0CoIn the correct state order is already obtained on
ONIOM(CAS:HF) level of theory. (ii) Calculations which in-
clude the adjacent dihydrothymine unit (Table SI of supple-
mentary material) show that the higher lying orbitals of the
adjacent ring do not further stabilize the ππ* state and con-
firm the localized excitation within the pyrimidinone core.
(iii) The effect of the neglected coulomb coupling due to the
CLS approximation along the reaction coordinate is minor
(Table SII of supplementary material). (iv) Reliable geome-
tries can be obtained on ONIOM(CAS:HF) level of theory
with high accuracy at the S1/S0CoIn as the crucial point of the
photoreaction (Table SIII of supplementary material). (v) The
closed shell method HF as low-level method gives reasonable
results for the ground state energetics along the reaction co-
ordinate compared to ROHF (Table SI of supplementary ma-
terial). These results show that the ONIOM(CAS:HF) ansatz
together with the applied CLS approximation is an accurate
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and efficient method combination for NA-O-MD simulations
on T(6-4)CT.
B. Non-radiative photophysical deactivation
pathways of T(6-4)CT
The NA-O-MD simulations start in the optical bright
ππ* state (=S3, see Table I) of the T(6-4)CT and follow the
ultrafast dynamics via different excited states in the full co-
ordinate space. The mean electronic population of all 74 tra-
jectories are shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S3).
Population is transferred from S3 via S2 to S1 already in the
vicinity of the FC region. The trajectories are temporarily
trapped in the minimum of the S1 state leading of a temporary
constant excited state population. After 250 fs several trajec-
tories relax into the ground state. Note that due to the excess
in the excitation energy on CASSCF level the reaction dy-
namics speeds up, which will lead to shortened excited state
lifetimes, but the relative importance of the different reaction
paths is adequately described.45
For a typical trajectory the non-radiative relaxation dy-
namics is analyzed in detail and depicted in Fig. 4. The tem-
poral evolution of the potential energy E of the different elec-
tronic states is shown in Fig. 4 (top). The actually popu-
lated state is highlighted in magenta. Three prominent time
periods can be identified. First the ultrafast S3 → S2 → S1
relaxation (in the time period of 0–50 fs), second the S1
FIG. 4. ONIOM non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular dynamics of the (6-4)-
lesion containing dinucleotide T(6-4)CT: the progression of the potential en-
ergy (in eV) is shown on top, a low-pass filter has been applied to separate
the essential dynamics from the superimposed high-frequency C–H modes.
Middle panel: time evolution of the re-hybridization coordinate at C4 (φ, red
line), and the out-of-plane deformations of the pyrimidinone core (ϕ, green
line and θ , blue line). Bottom panel: time evolution of the N3–C6 distance R.
→ S2 → S1 population exchange (between 50 and 150 fs).
Finally the dinucleotide relaxes into the S0 state. All hoping
events occur in the vicinity of conical intersections. The con-
ical intersection S1/S0 crucial for the photoreaction is reached
at 207 fs (highlighted by the dashed vertical line).
Additionally we follow the motions in the coordinates R,
φ, ϕ, and θ . R (Fig. 4, red line in bottom panel) describes
the N3–C6 distance crucial for the Dewar formation and is
closely related to the angles ϕ and θ (Fig. 4, green and blue
lines in middle), which describe the out of plane deformation
of the 5M2P pyrimidinone core. φ is the hybridization angle
at C4 (Fig. 4, red line in middle panel) and relevant to reach
the lowest energy CoIn in the isolated 5M2P.55, 56 All four co-
ordinates are defined in Fig. 3. The initial S3 → S2 → S1
relaxation occurs in planar reactant like structures. In the sec-
ond period the S1 → S2 → S1 population exchange induces
an out-of-plane deformation within the 5M2P pyrimidinone
core. The N3 atom (ϕ coordinate) and the C6 atom (θ coordi-
nate) move in phase and are displaced out of the pyrimidinone
plane, finally reducing the N3–C6 distance R (bottom). Con-
trarily to the isolated 5M2P (Refs. 55 and 56) the combination
of the out-of-plane motions leads to a minimum-energy S1/S0
CoIn. The hybridization angle φ is not involved in the relax-
ation of T(6-4)CT, the sp2 hybridization of the C4 atom is pre-
served. The excited state dynamics passes a Dewar-like struc-
ture at the S1/S0 CoIn. For the selected trajectory the N3–C6
distance R increases again on S0. As in most of the trajectories
the Dewar valence isomer is not formed and photophysical re-
laxation towards the reactant structure occurs.
C. Photochemical Dewar valence isomerization
of the T(6-4)CT dinucleotide
To improve the statistics for the branching between pho-
tophysical and photochemical pathways we sample the re-
gion near the Dewar-like S1/S0 CoIn. This avoids the local
minimum in the excited S1 state. The TS shows structural
similarity to the minimum-energy conical S1/S0 CoIn with
Dewar-like bi-radical character (both optimized structures are
depicted in the Fig. S4 of supplementary material). Around
the TS structure 50 additional trajectories are generated by
sampling the Wigner distribution. All trajectories start in
the first excited S1 state and approach the S1/S0 CoIn seam
within few femtoseconds, they relax ultrafast into the elec-
tronic ground state S0. Most trajectories (>90%) lead to the
T(6-4)CT reactant structure, in agreement with the typical tra-
jectory depicted in Fig. 4. Directly after the transition through
the CoIn the relevant N3–C6 distance is further shortened up
to Rmin ≈2.33 Å, however, the strong component of the S0 gra-
dient towards the reactant slows down and reverses the N3–C6
contraction. Re-planarization of the pyrimidinone core results
in photophysical deactivation.
The formation of the Dewar valence isomer is only ob-
served in the minority of trajectories. An example of a pho-
toreactive trajectory leading to the Dewar valence isomer is
depicted in Fig. 5. The requirement is an appropriate velocity
component of the N3 and C6 atom towards the Dewar va-
lence isomer. This velocity component has to be large enough
to pass a shallow potential barrier in the S0 (Fig. 5, snapshot
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FIG. 5. ONIOM non-adiabatic on-the-fly molecular dynamics of the (6-4)-
lesion containing dinucleotide T(6-4)CT started in the vicinity of the S1/S0
conical intersection. The top panel shows the evolution of the electronic states
(S0, red; S1, green; S2, blue). The populated electronic state is highlighted
with cyan squares. Additionally the total energy Etot is depicted in light grey.
Bottom panel: N3–C6 distance R.
two and three). In this case the N3–C6 distance R is reduced
towards the equilibrium value Requi = 1.48 Å of the Dewar
valence isomer.
Figure 6 gives a summary of the ONIOM NA-O-MD
simulation results of the Dewar valence isomerization of a
(6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide. The initially excited
ππ* state (= S3) relaxes ultrafast and nearly quantitatively
into the S1 state. The population is trapped in the S1 mini-
mum with predominant nOπ* character (and weak ππ* con-
tributions) and geometrically characterized by butterfly dis-
tortions of the chromophore planarity. To reach the reactive
S1/S0 CoIn a nOπ* → nNπ* population exchange is required
which induces an out-of-plane deformation within the 5M2P
pyrimidinone core and occurs in ≈20% of the trajectories.
The ONIOM NA-O-MD calculations show that the branch-
ing at S1/S0 CoIn the between photophysical and photochem-
ical pathways is decided by the reachability of the Dewar-like
FIG. 6. Scheme summarizing the ONIOM NA-O-MD simulations on the
(6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotide. Percentages refer to the consecutive
branching events, which involve non-adiabatic transitions.
CoIn seam together with a subsequent ground state control.
The assignment of branching ratios is not yet possible. Our
simulations suggest a low quantum yield for the photochemi-
cal reaction, which is in line with the experimentally observed
quantum yield of 5%–7%.23
IV. CONCLUSION: BACKBONE CONTROLLED
REACTION MECHANISM
The final discussion aims at a comprehensive picture
summarizing the results from our presented ONIOM NA-O-
MD investigations, theoretical work on the isolated 5M2P
(Refs. 55 and 56) and investigations on the (6-4)-linked
pyrimidinone-dihydrothymidine model system.77 The theo-
retical investigations will be set in context to the available
experimental results.23, 76, 78 We conclude with a brief discus-
sion of the advantages, possible applications, and limitations
of the presented ONIOM NA-O-MD method.
Starting with the isolated 5M2P, we observe in the FC re-
gion a remarkable close succession of three electronic states
(nNπ* , ππ*, nOπ*) within an interval of 0.5 eV. The state
ordering is highly sensitive to the dynamic electron correla-
tion. On the highest MS-PT2 level of theory the order nNπ*
= S1, ππ* = S2 is reversed compared to the sa5-CAS(12/9)
method. The close proximity of states leads to an elaborate
S3/S2/S1 CoIn seam in direct vicinity of the FC point (sym-
metric stretch vibrations act as tuning modes and drive the
system towards the CoIn seam79) which leads to an ultrafast
relaxation into the S1 state. These results are in full agreement
with the results of Refs. 55 and 56 who extensively inves-
tigated the CoIn seams in 5M2P by high level MRCI(σπ2)
calculations. The structural displacement found at the S1/S0
CoIn is an out-of-plane motion of the N3 atom together with
a sp2 → sp3 re-hybridization (highlighted in grey in Fig. 7,
bottom). Together with the preserved planarity in the C5–C6–
N1 unit a sofa-like structure is formed. These deformations
are energetically and sterically possible in isolated 5M2P and
have proved the recipe for photophysical deactivation. No De-
war formation is observed. The sofa-like structure of the S1/S0
CoIn is also found in cytosine.48 The difference in both pyrim-
idinones is the access to the S1/S0 CoIn, which is barrier free
in cytosine, but not in 5M2P, explaining the observed fluores-
cence and long excited state lifetime.76, 80, 81
In (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotides and DNA strands
the pyrimidinone core acts as the light absorbing chro-
mophore and photoreactive unit. The Dewar valence isomer
is formed in substantial amounts by the UV/B component of
sunlight,23–25, 82 whereas cleavage of the DNA backbone leads
to an increase of the fluorescence quantum yield.83 The pre-
sented ONIOM NA-O-MD simulations show that in T(6-4)CT
different S1/S0 CoIn structures are accessible than in the iso-
lated 5M2P (compare Fig. S2 of supplementary material, top
and bottom). The dominant motion to reach the S1/S0 CoIn
seam is now an in-phase out-of-plane displacement of the N3
and C6 atoms. The resulting bi-radical Dewar-like S1/S0 CoIn
(Fig. 7, top) is similar to the TS of the valence isomerization
reaction (Fig. S2 of supplementary material) and the energet-
ical lowest solution. The reason for this significant change
is the confinement within the backbone, which sterically
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FIG. 7. Decisive hybridization scheme leading to the photochemical Dewar-
valence isomerization in (6-4)-lesion containing dinucleotides and photo-
physical deactivation in isolated 5M2P.
hinders the sp2 → sp3 re-hybridization motion at C4 (high-
lighted in grey in Fig. 7, top). As a consequence the photo-
chemical deactivation in T(6-4)CT towards the Dewar isomer
becomes accessible. The branching between the photophysi-
cal and photochemical channels is decided on the S0 and de-
pends on whether enough kinetic energy is deposited in the
N3–C6 motion.
Though helpful to describe the relaxation process in the
FC region, investigations on model systems without any DNA
backbone-bridge have a limited significance. We showed
the important role of the backbone to describe the essen-
tial structures and dynamics of the Dewar-valence isomeriza-
tion. Experimental investigations with backbone opened dinu-
cleotides show no Dewar formation like in isolated 5M2P.23, 77
Our approach allows to go beyond the non-radiative de-
cay mechanism of single DNA bases46 and incorporates
the structural confinement within the complete dinucleotide.
The ONIOM NA-O-MD ansatz is a computational efficient
scheme, which allows to incorporate relevant structural con-
finements. The ONIOM(QM:QM) approach has been proven
to be computationally stable in the vicinity of CoIn struc-
tures. The calculation of CoIns inherently requires a multi-
configuration ansatz in the wavefunction. Although the low-
level QM part does not fulfill this requirement the evaluated
ONIOM energies benefit from systematic error compensa-
tion of the two performed low-level calculation (E(low, real)
− E(low,model)). The essential CoIn structure is accurately
described by the localized high-level calculation. A straight-
forward extension based on an ONIOM(CAS:CIS) combi-
nation has been proposed13, 16 and can be used for dynam-
ical investigations of photochemical reactions with delo-
calized electronic states. The presented ONIOM(QM:QM)
NA-O-MD method is very general and broadly applica-
ble. The approach can be easily adopted for the investiga-
tions of a broad range of excited state reactions, such as
the ultrafast photoreactions leading to primary DNA damage
(e.g. CPD (Ref. 50) or (6-4)-lesions). The generality of the
ONIOM(QM:QM) scheme avoids the parametrization of non-
standard force fields, which is required in QM/MM methods
and is thus flexible to describe different kinds of photolesions.
Three layer ONIOM (QM:QM:MM) schemes59 together with
electronic embedding additionally should allow for the em-
bedding in the DNA double strand and to account for polar-
ization effects.
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1.2 Numeric CASPT2 non-adiabatic coupling for ethylene
When instead of focusing on the simulation of molecules as large as possible in the previous
chapter, the goal is an increased accuracy of the quantum chemical calculations, besides changing
basis sets and maybe increasing the active space (AS) used in CASSCF, for static calculations one
would resort to methods which are better suited to describe the dynamic electron correlation. At
the equilibrium geometry and in regions where single reference methods are sufficient this could
be coupled cluster methods. In cases where electronic states couple, multi reference methods
like CASPT2 or multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) are usually the more reliable
choice. For dynamics simulations MRCI will in almost all cases be too time demanding. CASPT2
could be a realistic choice for smaller molecules in this regard. Up to now, however, none of
the quantum chemistry program packages known to the author has an analytical calculation
of CASPT2 non-adiabatic coupling vectors implemented. When including the capability to
perform non-adiabatic CASPT2 dynamics into the interface, one major part therefore was the
computation of the required fraction of the non-adiabatic coupling. It was done as suggested by
Tao et al. [29]. The implementation was then validated by conducting on-the-fly dynamics for
ethylene.
Ethylene is likely one of the molecules studied most thoroughly. As a small molecule, it
is well suited as model system to verify and test theoretical methods. Still its photochemistry
comprises a long, energetically reachable seam of CoIns which can funnel population to the GS
at diverse structures [30]. The two main CoIns are the pyramidalized and an ethylidene like
CoIns (see figure 1.3). Furthermore, the pipi∗ transition of ethylene has some diffuse character,
which complicates its accurate description, and rather than CASSCF, CASPT2 or other high-
level methods should be used, to compute the energies of the diverse valence and Rydberg states
in a balanced way [31, 32].
FC pyr eth
Figure 1.3: FC point, and the pyramidalized (pyr) and ethylidene like (eth) CoIn of ethylene.
1.2.1 Theoretical and computational background
Within the separation of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation into an electronic and a
nucleic equation and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the total electronic wave function
Ψ is split into a linear combination of the eigenfunctions of the electronic Hamilton operator.
These are the wave functions ψj of the adiabatic states j, which are computed by standard
quantum chemistry packages, and on which our semiclassical dynamics are conducted,
Ψ =
∑
j
cjψj . (1.1)
When a system switches its adiabatic state in the vicinity of a CoIn, the coefficients cj of
the specific adiabatic states in the total wave function change. To follow this change within the
trajectories over time, one has to consider the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
ih¯
∂
∂t
|Ψ〉 = Hˆ |Ψ〉 , (1.2)
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which, when inserting equation 1.1 multiplying from the left with 〈ψi| and integrating results
in:
ih¯
∑
j
(( ∂
∂t
cj
) 〈ψi |ψj〉+ cj 〈ψi| ∂
∂t
ψj〉
)
=
∑
j
cj 〈ψi| Hˆ |ψj〉
∑
j
( ∂
∂t
cj
) 〈ψi |ψj〉 = −∑
j
cj
(
i
h¯
〈ψi| Hˆ |ψj〉+ 〈ψi| ∂
∂t
ψj〉
)
.
(1.3)
Here, only the summand with j = i remains on the left side, as the functions ψj are or-
thonormalized. Indicating the derivative of time as a dot, and using ψ˙j = R˙∇Rψj this then
writes as,
c˙i = −
∑
j
cj
(
i
h¯
Hij + R˙hij
)
, (1.4)
with Hij = 〈ψi| Hˆ |ψj〉 and the non-adiabatic coupling vectors hij = 〈ψi| ∇Rψj〉. Using
adiabatic states, the Hij vanish for i 6= j. Hii is responsible for the rotation in phase space.
One way to emulate the non-adiabatic behavior of a wavepacket in semiclassical dynamics is
to run a set of trajectories in such a way that the number of trajectories in state i, Ni, resembles
the fraction of |ψi|2 in |Ψ|2, aii, in each time step. (Ni = aii = cic∗i , see eq. 1.1.) This is done
by Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping algorithm [25] with the additional condition that the
number of hops between different states in each step is minimized. This ensures that also the
amount of trajectories switching states reflects the derivative of aii with respect to time, which
means, trajectories switch in regions of significant coupling hij between states and else stick to
their respective states. Using equation 1.4, a˙ii is expressed as:
a˙ii = cic˙
∗
i + c˙ic
∗
i
= −
∑
j
cic
∗
j
(−i
h¯
H∗ij + R˙hij
)
−
∑
j
cjc
∗
i
(
i
h¯
Hij + R˙hij
)
= −
∑
j
(−i
h¯
(
aijH
∗
ij − a∗ijHij
)
+
(
aijR˙hij + a
∗
ijR˙hij
))
= −
∑
j 6=i
(
2
h¯
=(aijH∗ij)+ 2<(aijR˙hij))
=
∑
j 6=i
−2<(aijR˙hij) = ∑
j 6=i
bij .
(1.5)
Here the summand j = i vanishes as aii is real and because of hii = 0. Using adiabatic
states, the Hij elements can be left out completely this way. Equation 1.5 can be understood as
separation of the total change of population of state i, a˙ii, into the fractions which flow between
i and all other states j, bij . To satisfy the condition that the number of hoppings is minimized,
in the trajectories only hoppings in the direction of the population flow are allowed. Thus, in
the case of population flowing from state i to state j, all Ni trajectories in state i will have the
probability Pij to jump from i to j within a certain time window ∆t,
Pij =
∆tbij
aii
. (1.6)
Within the dynamics, equation 1.6 will be evaluated for all pairs of states including the
occupied state in each timestep and for each individual trajectory. A random number will then
decide, whether the specific trajectory hops or remains on its current PES.
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The population flow between the states does not depend on the whole non-adiabatic coupling
vector hij , but only on its dot product with the motion vector of the molecule R˙. In cases where
hij has to be constructed numerically by finite differences, as is the case for the CASPT2
dynamics, it is sufficient, to only determine its fraction, parallel to R˙ [29], which greatly reduces
the expense of this task with growing molecular size,
R˙hij = vhij =
〈ψi(R) |ψj(R + ev)〉 − 〈ψi(R) |ψj(R)〉

|v|
=
〈ψi(R) |ψj(R + ev)〉

|v| = hvij |v| .
(1.7)
Here ev is the unit vector in the direction of motion v of the molecule, and  is a small, finite
number. As NewtonX calculates the dot product vhij in its surface hopping routine, the value
which has to be determined within the quantum chemistry part is hvij , the magnitude of the
non-adiabatic coupling vector in direction of R˙ = v. In the quantum chemistry package Molcas
[33] equation 1.7 can be directly used, but for Molpro the CASPT2 wavefunctions can, to the
authors knowledge, not be stored, to calculate the overlap between two different ones. Therefore
further transformation and one approximation are necessary. The multi-state (MS)-CASPT2
wave function ψMSPT2i can be written in terms of its single-state (SS) references ψ
SSPT2
i and
the mixing coefficients Ci, which are listed in the program output:
ψMSPT2i =
∑
j
Cijψ
SSPT2 . (1.8)
One now wants to express the SS wavefunction at the displaced geometry ψSSPT2i (R + e
v)
as a linearcombination of the wavefunctions at R, ψSSPT2j (R),
ψSSPT2i (R + e
v) =
∑
j
Uijψ
SSPT2
j (R) . (1.9)
Here we assume, that the AS does not significantly change with a small . Using Sij =〈
ψSSPT2i (R)
∣∣ ψSSPT2j (R)〉 and inserting equations 1.8 and 1.9 into 1.7, hvij is then written in
matrix notation as:
hv =
1

CRSU
TCTR+ev , (1.10)
only considering the off-diagonal terms. Molpro provides a routine called DDR to calculate
the transformation matrix U, but only for the CASSCF states, the reference wave functions of
the SS-CASPT2 states. This adds up to the approximation made with equation 1.9. It can be
justified by writing the SS-CASPT2 wave function as the perturbed CASSCF wave function,
ψSSPT2i = kiψ
CAS
i + ψ
δPT2
i and inspecting
〈
ψSSPT2i (R)
∣∣ ψSSPT2j (R + ev)〉 =
k∗i kj
〈
ψCASi (R)
∣∣ ψCASj (R + ev)〉+ k∗i 〈ψCASi (R)∣∣ ψδPT2j (R + ev)〉+
kj
〈
ψδPT2i (R)
∣∣∣ ψCASj (R + ev)〉+ 〈ψδPT2i (R)∣∣∣ ψδPT2j (R + ev)〉 .
(1.11)
If the description of the states i and j is sound, the perturbation part of the wave function,
ψδPT2, has to be small. For the different overlaps in equation 1.11 this means, that especially
the last one between both perturbations, is very limited in size, compared to the coupling
between the CASSCF wave functions. Furthermore, the perturbation should follow the diabatic
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state characters of the CASSCF states and thus mix comparably to their adiabatic references.
The configurations which underlie the CASSCF and the perturbation part can be considered
orthogonal for a small .a The mixed overlap terms thus vanish.
Equation 1.10 was used in early versions of the interface. The assignment of the phase
information between the MS coefficient matrices C at R and the displaced geometry, however,
proved troublesome. This is solved by
〈ψi| ∇Rψj〉 = 〈ψi| ∇RHˆ |ψj〉
Ej − Ei , (1.12)
where Ei is the energy of state i, one receives the expression, which is finally used to calculate
the non-adiabatic coupling in direction of the movement as antisymmetric matrix:
hv =
CRU
THR+evUC
T
R
∆E
. (1.13)
Here H is the Hamilton matrix of the SS-CASPT2 states,
〈
ψSSPT2
∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣ψSSPT2〉, and the
transformation matrices U are this time used, to transform the wave functions from R + ev
back to R. ∆E is the energy difference matrix, where ∆Eij = Ej − Ei. Only the off-diagonal
terms are defined and used.
1.2.2 Computational details and CASPT2 spectra
Although ethylene was used to test the implementation of the CASPT2 non-adiabatic cou-
pling first and foremost, because it is small, it was also well suited to test the accuracy,
7: σCH 8: π
10: 3s
11: 3py
12: 3s*
13: 3px
14: 3py*
15: 3pz
9: π*
Figure 1.4: Orbitals 7 to
15 of ethylene; 8(pi) is the
HOMO.
CASPT2 can provide with larger AS’ and basis sets than the
more usual focus on the pi space together with 6-31G*.b It is
known for ethylene, that the vertical excitation energy of the
pipi∗ state at the FC point is not located in the center of the
absorption band, but shifted to the blue [36]. Therefore, to
compare the results the Wigner-distribution provided by New-
tonX was used to generate a complete spectrum.
For the AS a variety of setups was used. The largest MS-
CASPT2 calculation was performed as a single-reference cal-
culation with the (4,9) AS shown in fig. 1.4, considering 12
states. From here the AS was reduced to two versions to calcu-
late the spectra with multi-reference MS-CASPT2 . The first,
a (2,6) AS, including orbitals 8 to 13, covers the pipi∗ and the
four energetically lowest lying, excited Rydberg states. They
are S1 to S4, S6 and S7 with the (4,9) AS. The second, a (4,4)
AS includes orbitals 7 to 10 and was used, to not only compute
excitations from the pi orbital, the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO), but also from σCH , the HOMO-1. The re-
spective states are not described by the (2,6) AS. The lowest
excitation from the σCH orbital, σCHpi
∗, is the S5 in with the
(4,9) AS.
Table 1.1 shows the computed energies of the lowest five
states for the (4,4) AS and different basis sets. The number of
contracted functions is provided as indicator for the size of the
aDepending on the implementation, the reference space is either left out of the perturbation calculation com-
pletely [34], or is only optionally included and found to only have a minor and indirect influence [35].
bThe calculations were performed in 2011. Over time, the capabilities here changed considerably, of course.
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Table 1.1: Absolute energies on CASSCF and excitation energies on CASPT2 level of theory for
the first five states in ethylene, calculated with a (4,4) AS for different basis sets. The number of
contracted functions as main indicator for the basis set size, as well as the energy differences of
all basis sets to aug-cc-pVQZ are provided. (The calculations were performed with a preliminary
geometry and set of options, to evaluate the basis sets.)
basis set and number of contractions
6-31+G* aug-cc-pVTZ TZ-ANO full ANO aug-cc-pVQZ
44 184 184 336 344
CASSCF energy [H] (∆E [eV])
GS -78.041 (0.83) -78.067 (0.11) -78.072 (-0.03) -78.071 ( 0.02) -78.071 (0.00)
pi3s -77.772 (1.65) -77.827 (0.15) -77.831 ( 0.04) -77.827 ( 0.14) -77.832 (0.00)
pipi∗ -77.712 (1.19) -77.748 (0.21) -77.754 ( 0.04) -77.745 ( 0.28) -77.756 (0.00)
σCHpi
∗ -77.680 (0.97) -77.713 (0.06) -77.716 (-0.01) -77.716 (-0.01) -77.715 (0.00)
σCH3s -77.645 (1.55) -77.698 (0.11) -77.701 ( 0.02) -77.700 ( 0.06) -77.702 (0.00)
CASPT2 excitation energy [eV] (∆E [eV])
pipi∗ 7.74 (0.27) 7.43 (-0.03) 7.46 ( 0.00) 7.46 (0.00) 7.46 (0.00)
pi3s 7.96 (0.35) 7.54 (-0.07) 7.57 (-0.04) 7.61 (0.01) 7.61 (0.00)
σCHpi
∗ 8.90 (0.52) 8.50 ( 0.12) 8.37 (-0.01) 8.50 (0.12) 8.38 (0.00)
σCH3s 10.15 (0.56) 9.68 ( 0.09) 9.56 (-0.03) 9.78 (0.18) 9.59 (0.00)
respective basis set.c As the higher excited states in ethylene are mostly excitation to Rydberg
orbitals, only basis sets with diffuse functions are included. All results are compared to the ones
of the biggest basis set, aug-cc-pVQZ.
For the MS-CASPT2 excitation energies, even 6-31+G*, the smallest basis set provides
qualitatively reasonable results, especially as the ∆E values to the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set are
quite constant. Interestingly the deviation between exciting to the pi∗ orbital and the Rydberg
orbital is significantly smaller, than the deviation between exciting from σCH and pi (e.g. 0.27
and 0.35 eV, vs 0.27 and 0.52 eV). Between the two medium sized basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ and
TZ-ANO, the latter results in energies significantly closer to the reference, never being off more
than 0.04 eV. The second largest basis set, the full ANO basis, differs much more. At the time
the calculations were performed, to evaluate which of the both large basis sets performs better,
the absolute CASSCF energies, which are variational values, were also compared. Here the full
ANO basis set yields the higher energies and thus performs worse - even compared to TZ-ANO.
This was further studiedd, but likely is due to a mistake by the developers [39], discovered in
2015. In the end TZ-ANO was chosen as basis set for the calculation of the spectra. The
dynamics simulations which were primarily performed to test the implementation of CASPT2
into the NewtonX interface were run with 6-31G* when only using pi and pi∗ in a (2,2) AS. For
inclusion of the 3s orbital the 6-31+G* basis set was used for the (2,3) AS. The qualitative
differences are rather small, and the smaller basis sets greatly reduce the computation time,
which is crucial for the verification purposes.
Table 1.1 merely serves to help assessing the quality of the basis sets, the calculations were
performed with a preliminary geometry and set of options. For the calculation of the spectra it
proved important to not use the standard shift (the value used was 0.3) in the CASPT2 routine,
cComparing the calculation speed on the same machine for aug-cc-pVTZ and TZ-ANO, which both have
184 contracted functions in ethylene, but the number of primitive Gaussians is increased by 41% from 242 to
342, respectively, the computation time is only increased by 2% for a state average (SA)8 (4,7) MS-CASPT2
calculation.
dThe full ANO-RCC basis set, as taken from the EMSL basis set exchange library [37, 38], does not build upon
TZ-ANO, but has many values changed slightly. When combining both basis sets, by replacing the functions of
the full ANO which also appear in TZ-ANO by the latter, the result outperforms aug-cc-PVQZ in all states but
S2.
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but rather the ionisation energy electron affinity (IPEA) version [40] (here 0.2 was used). This
for example results in the correct ordering of the pipi∗ and pi3s states at the FC point, which is
reversed in table 1.1. The normal modes used for the Wigner distribution for the spectra was
computed on coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) level of theory.
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Figure 1.5: Experimental and calculated spectra of ethylene. The experimental spectrum was
transfered from the work of Wilkinson et al. [41] as accurately as possible. The absorption
coefficient α should not be off more than 10 cm−1. The theoretical spectra are plotted from
the Gaussian-broadened CASPT2 excitation energies and transition dipole moments of 5000
points of a Wigner distribution. Two different CASPT2 setups were used, to either describe
additional Rydberg states (orange line, CASPT2 SA7 (2,6)), or excitations from σCH (magenta
and cyan lines, CASPT2 SA5 (4,4)). The whole spectra are plotted black and are the sum of
the colored, state specific fractions. The vertical excitation energies of the pipi∗ and pi3s states
at the equilibrium geometry are indicated as green and blue bars.
Figure 1.5 shows the spectra calculated from 5000 points of the Wigner distribution, where
each computed excitation energy is broadened by a Gaussian function and multiplied by its
Einstein coefficient. Comparing the calculated spectra with the experimental spectrum [41],
especially the one using the (2,6) AS resembles the experimental spectrum quite closely. Both
spectra are mostly defined by the pipi∗ excitation (green). Looking at the excitation energies
at the FC point, the pi3s state (blue) is still off. It lies at 159 and 163 nm, but is expected
at 174 nm [36] and would be responsible for the shoulder in this region of the experimental
spectrum. The Rydberg states S4 to S6 (orange) lie within the energy window of the spectra,
but have no significant impact due to their low transition dipole moments to the GS. S7 is the
double excitation from pi to pi∗, which lies at much higher energies and was included for the
stability of the AS. The excitations from σCH , seen in the spectrum of the (4,4) AS, have higher
transition dipole moments again, and contribute to the spectrum. The σCHpi
∗ state (magenta)
could be responsible for the small kink between 140 and 150 nm of the experimental spectrum.
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1.2.3 Ethylene CASPT2 on-the-fly dynamics
In addition to verifying the implementation, the non-adiabatic CASPT2 dynamics of ethylene
were compared to the CASSCF dynamics, to determine the influence of the higher level quantum
chemical method, especially when including the 3s Rydberg state. For this matter, besides the
general lifetimes, special attention was given to the CoIn, as the geometries where the trajectories
hop, are largely controlled by the newly implemented non-adiabatic couplings. Figure 1.6 shows
the comparison of the 6-31G* dynamics with a (2,2) AS, here still without the Rydberg state.
The trajectories all start in the S1, the pipi
∗ state, from where they usually run into either the
pyramidalized, or ethylidene like CoIn (fig. 1.3) and fall back to the GS. The S2 is only partially
and intermediately populated.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of the CASSCF and MS-CASPT2 non-adiabatic on the fly dynamics
with a (2,2) AS, SA3, and 6-31G* as basis set. Depicted are the populations of S1 (red), and both
excited states together (blue), averaged over the 200 initial trajectories. Both curves are fitted
by an exponential function and their lifetimes are provided. The number of trajectories running
is indicated by a gray line. (Trajectories at times abort, mainly due to convergence issues.)
At the bottom the energy differences of the populated excited state and the GS are shown for
all structures were a trajectory hops to the GS for the first time. The structures are assigned
to the two minimum energy CoIn, a pyramidalized structure (pyr, red), and a ethylidene like
structure (eth, blue). Unassigned structures are labeled undef (green). The aligned structures
of the CASSCF trajectories, together with the optimized CoIn are shown in the left plot (pyr
on the top right, eth on the bottom left).
The absolute excited state lifetimes (τ , blue) of both methods used, are somewhat faster than
the results of ab initio multiple spawning dynamics on ethylene, using the same basis set and
active space [29] (62 and 49 fs, compared to 111 and 89 fs). They are closer to the experimental
values of around 30 fs [42, 43, 44]. The source of the different results of the theoretical methods
could be the different dynamics method or starting points, but even changing the exact fitting
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procedure can be responsible for this change. We used e(t−t0)/τ + n∞ as our fitting function,
where t0 accounts for the initial time delay until the decay sets in. n∞ is needed because the
energy of the molecule is kept constant and thus trajectories can hop back from the GS to
excited states. Therefore an equilibrium is reached, rather than a complete depletion of the
excited states. When setting both, t0 and n∞, to zero, our CASSCF dynamics has a lifetime of
106 fs.
Between the two methods, both dynamics simulations show comparable lifetimes, with
CASPT2 being 20 % faster. This shows that the common overestimation of the excitation
energy of CASSCF does not necessarily increase calculated reaction speeds. The result is in ac-
cordance with [29]. We also see the higher portion of pyramidalized CoIns reached in CASPT2,
compared to CASSCF. Both, the optimized geometries and structures at which the trajectories
reached the GS for the first time in the CASSCF dynamics are depicted in the bottom left section
of fig. 1.6. Despite the increased relaxation speed, qualitatively, the amplitudes of all vibrations
in the CASPT2 trajectories seem smaller. This is in line with the distribution of CoIns reached.
The proportion of ethylidene like CoIns, which need one proton to switch sides, as well as un-
defined CoIns is higher for CASSCF. Additionally, a small fraction of the propagated molecules
dissociate before, or while reaching the GS for the first time. In the CASSCF dynamics 14
molecules break at the CC-bond, and 1 abstracts an H atom. The CASPT2 dynamics exhibits
only 3 H- and 2 H2-abstractions.
Another source for differing lifetimes can be found in the normal modes, used to generate the
Wigner distribution. The comparison to trajectories including the 3s Rydberg state (fig. 1.7) is
based on dynamics which were set up using a density functional theory (DFT) frequency analysis
calculated with the exchange correlation functional M052X [45], whereas the dynamics presented
in figure 1.6 are based on a CCSD frequency analysis. The CASPT2 SA3 (2,2) dynamics, which
is, aside from that equal to the CASPT2 dynamics of figure 1.6, is even faster. Looking at effect
of the Rydberg orbital (SA6 (2,3)), the dynamics is slowed down slightly, although the Rydberg
state itself is only weakly populated (green).
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Figure 1.7: Non-adiabatic on-the-fly dynamics of ethylene on MS-CASPT2 level of theory with
the (2,2) AS, state averaged over 3 states, and the (2,3) AS including the 3s Rydberg orbital,
state averaged over 6 states. Depicted are the populations of S1 (red), and all populated excited
states together (blue), averaged over the 200 initial trajectories. The total excited state curves
are fitted by an exponential function and their lifetimes are provided. The number of trajectories
running is indicated by a gray line. (Some trajectories abort before reaching 250 fs, mainly due
to convergence issues.) In the left picture the number of states which populate the Rydberg
state is shown as green curve.
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The dynamics simulations accompanied the programming of the CASPT2 part of the inter-
face and were partly performed prior to the spectra. They were not performed with the IPEA
shift, which, in retrospect would have been preferable. The non-adiabatic CASPT2 dynamics,
in any case, were successfully implemented for the interface between NewtonX and Molpro. The
effect of the CASPT2 in comparison to CASSCF is in accordance with Tao et al. [29], who in
a later work explains the remaining difference to the experiment with the excited state lifetime
not being equal to the photoion yield of the two photon probe of the experiments [46]. This,
too, suggests, that the impact of the Rydberg state is likely small.
Chapter 2
Substituent effects on the excited
state potential surface
Working with a specific class of molecules, oftentimes small changes to the molecular structure in
terms of different substituents have large consequences for the physical and chemical properties
of the systems. A well known example are mesomeric and inductive effects of substituents
influencing the reactivity of benzene derivatives, another one would be steric effects leading
to elimination instead of nucleophile substitution. In photochemistry, too, substituents can
decisively alter a systems properties [47, 48]. Their influence has to be considered not only at the
FC point, where a sometimes instantly visible consequence of substituents is a shifted excitation
energy (and accordingly a potentially different color of the compound [49, 50]). Along the whole
relaxation pathways the energies of the involved states may be shifted, too, as a result of an
altered electronic structure, or because of steric effects. Even new electronic states, interfering
with existing decay channels, or introducing new CoIns, can change the course of these reactions.
In most cases, looking at photochemistry, theory is still primarily used to describe and
explain experimental findings and the usually fruitful collaboration between different disciplines
is highly important. From the theorists perspective, however, one goal of course is to be able to
predict the outcome of photochemical reactions, and ultimately be able to tailor molecules to
exhibit diverse desired properties.
In this chapter three different sets of molecules will be presented. All sections feature sub-
stituents acting on the photorelaxation process of the respective molecules, and in each section
the main focus will be on a different part of the respective pathway. Hemithioindigo is analyzed
with respect to the FC region, in dihydroxythioindigo the important effect is located upon the
pathway, and finally for furan one CoIn is thoroughly analyzed.
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2.1 The FC point: Tuning the speed of hemithioindigo photo-
switches
Hemithioindigos can be used as photoswitches, molecules with different conformers, which can
be converted by irradiation with light, at least in one direction. Photoswitches are part of
nature - as noted earlier, our vision is based on one - they are researched as medium to store
information [7, 8], or can be used to trigger molecular processes [51, 52]. Hemithioindigos
combine one thioindigo and one stilbene fragment, which can be rotated between the stable
Z and the metastable E conformer around the central double bond. Among the commonly
used photoswitches, they most importantly stand out for their absorption in the visible of both
conformers, which makes them a potential choice for many biological applications [53].
In the article below, a set of substituents is presented, which systematically reduces the Z to
E isomerization time of hemithioindigo. The trend is caused by an increasingly stabilized barrier
on the excited state surface, while the FC region is not affected by the substituents at first. At
one point, however, the trend is broken by an unexpected change of the electronic character of
the state, populated at the FC point.
In the following, the article “Making Fast Photoswitches Faster – Using Hammett Analysis to
Understand the Limit of Donor-Acceptor Approaches for Faster Hemithioindigo Photoswitches”,
Chem. Eur. J. 19 (2014), 13984, is reprinted with the permission of John Wiley and Sons. The
supplementary information of this article is available under dx.doi.org/10.1002/chem.201403661.
Key points of the article are:
• The kinetics of the Z/E, as well as the E/Z isomerization of a series of hemithioindigos,
substituted differently at the para position of the stilbene moiety, were quantified by ultrafast
transient absorption measurements.
• The excited state life times, plotted as function of the Hammett σ+ parameters, exhibit two
linear regions - with increasing electron-donor strength of the substituents the isomerization
speeds up at first, but at a certain point the trend is reversed and the kinetics slow down
again.
• Analysis of excited state calculations explain the findings. Weak electron donators do not
significantly affect the FC state, but stabilize the excited state, which leads to the S1/S0 CoIn
and is populated in the process of the relaxation. Thus the main excited state barrier, located
between them, is reduced. At a critical donor strength of the parameter, the energetic order
of the excited states at the FC point changes. A formerly higher excited state is stabilized
in energy enough, to start interacting with the FC state. Thereby the character of the FC
state changes and as outcome it is strongly affected by the electron donating substituent,
too.
• Based on the linear regressions, the up to this time fastest hemithioindigo was designed, by
substituting two methoxy groups in para- and ortho-position.
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Making Fast Photoswitches Faster—Using Hammett Analysis to
Understand the Limit of Donor–Acceptor Approaches for Faster
Hemithioindigo Photoswitches
Benjamin Maerz,[b] Sandra Wiedbrauk,[a] Sven Oesterling,[c] Elena Samoylova,[b] Artur Nenov,[c]
Peter Mayer,[d] Regina de Vivie-Riedle,[c] Wolfgang Zinth,[b] and Henry Dube*[a]
Abstract: Hemithioindigo (HTI) photoswitches have a tre-
mendous potential for biological and supramolecular appli-
cations due to their absorptions in the visible-light region in
conjunction with ultrafast photoisomerization and high ther-
mal bistability. Rational tailoring of the photophysical prop-
erties for a specific application is the key to exploit the full
potential of HTIs as photoswitching tools. Herein we use
time-resolved absorption spectroscopy and Hammett analy-
sis to discover an unexpected principal limit to the photoiso-
merization rate for donor-substituted HTIs. By using station-
ary absorption and fluorescence measurements in combina-
tion with theoretical investigations, we offer a detailed
mechanistic explanation for the observed rate limit. An alter-
native way of approaching and possibly even exceeding the
maximum rate by multiple donor substitution is demonstrat-
ed, which give access to the fastest HTI photoswitch report-
ed to date.
Introduction
Properties of photoswitches
Hemithioindigos (HTIs)[1] are an extraordinary class of photo-
switches[2] because they offer a combination of advantageous
properties not accessible with the most commonly used stil-
benes,[3] azobenzenes,[4] spiropyranes,[5] or dithienylethenes.[6]
HTIs consist of a thioindigo and a stilbene fragment, which are
connected through a central, photoisomerizable double bond
(Figure 1). The Z isomeric form is thermodynamically stable
and can be photoisomerized to the metastable E isomeric
form.[7] The back isomerization can be induced either thermally
or by irradiation. HTIs show very fast and fatigue resistant[8]
photoisomerization (ps lifetimes of the excited state), strong
absorptions (e=20000–40000 Lmol1 cm1) in the visible
region (>400 nm) for both isomeric forms, they are photochro-
mic, that is, the absorptions for Z and E isomers are different,
and they possess high barriers for the thermal E/Z isomeriza-
Figure 1. Series of HTI derivatives (1–10) analyzed in this work. The central
double bond can be described as donor–acceptor substituted. Different sub-
stituents at the stilbene fragment of the molecule were chosen to broadly
vary the donor strength.
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tion, i.e. , >25 kcalmol1. Because of these favorable properties,
HTIs are of high current interest especially for biology-related
applications,[9] supramolecular,[10] or medicinal chemistry.[11] As
a result of the growing interest in HTI photoswitches a detailed
understanding of their photophysical properties and the possi-
bilities to manipulate them becomes a fundamental necessity.
Endowed with such molecular insights, rational tailoring of the
properties of HTI photoswitches to a specific application will
be possible. Recently, the molecular mechanism of photoiso-
merization of unsubstituted HTI has been studied theoretically
and experimentally,[12] allowing to relate photophysical proper-
ties to the mechanism of photoisomerization and to extrapo-
late substitution effects semiquantitatively.
One central property of a photoswitch is the rate of photo-
isomerization. For most applications it is required to be high,
because an instant response to the light signal is desired and
competing de-excitation pathways, such as fluorescence,
should be suppressed. Moreover, insights into substitution ef-
fects[13] on the rate of photoswitching allow detailed probing
of the excited-state potential energy surface (PES) and advance
our understanding of the origins of a variety of photophysical
properties, such as absorption, photoisomerization kinetics, or
fluorescence output.
The photoisomerization of unsubstituted HTIs takes place at
the picosecond timescale[12]—a convenient starting point to
create ultrafast photoswitching. In general, increasing the pho-
toisomerization rate of a photoswitch can be done by external
influences, such as solvent viscosity[14] or polarity,[15] or internal-
ly by substitution. Typically, electronic substitution effects are
described within the donor–acceptor or push–pull framework,
where faster photoisomerization
can be achieved by using stron-
ger donor–acceptor pairs. This
approach has been successfully
applied to stilbenes[3c,16] and
azobenzene photoswitches.[17]
The central double bond of HTI,
which inverts its configuration
during the photoisomerization
process, can also be described
as donor–acceptor-substituted
double bond. The carbonyl
group of the thioindigo frag-
ment serves as acceptor and the
substituted phenyl ring of the
stilbene fragment as donor
(Figure 1). The donor strength
can be increased or decreased
depending on the specific sub-
stitution at the stilbene frag-
ment. Increasing donor strength
of the substituent has been
demonstrated to lead to faster
photoisomerization kinetics.[18]
We will show herein an unex-
pected limit for the donor–ac-
ceptor approach to create
higher photoisomerization rates for HTI photoswitches, how
this limit can be explained, and possibly exceeded. We pre-
pared a series of eight HTI derivatives (HTIs 1 to 8 shown in
Figure 1) with different substituents at the para-position of the
stilbene fragment and analyzed the photophysical properties
quantitatively. The Hammett parameters (s+) of the substitu-
ents used vary broadly between electron acceptors and strong
electron donors in the range of 0.15 to 2.03 to cover a wide
range of electronic effects. The very strong donor groups NH2,
NMe2, and especially julolidine in HTIs 6 to 8 were expected to
lead to strongly accelerated photoisomerization. Additionally,
HTIs 9 and 10 were prepared (Figure 1) and the photophysical
properties analyzed to illustrate a possible solution for creating
faster HTI photoswitches.
Results and Discussion
Excited-state dynamics of the Z isomers
We quantified the kinetics of the Z/E as well as the E/Z photo-
isomerization processes for the series of substituted HTIs 1–10
by using ultrafast transient absorption measurements and ki-
netic modeling of the decay.[19] For an exemplarily description
of the time-resolved data we chose para-OMe-substituted HTI
5. The transient absorption experiment for the Z/E isomeriza-
tion was performed with 400 nm light for the excitation of the
Z isomer in CH2Cl2 solution. Absorption changes of the Z
isomer after excitation are presented as a function of time
delay and wavelength in Figure 2a. Positive signals are due to
excited-state absorption (ESA) with three maxima at 375, 460,
Figure 2. a,b) 3D-plots of the transient absorption showing excited-state decay for multiple wavelengths and
c,d) decay-associated amplitudes for the fitted lifetimes for HTI 5 in CH2Cl2. Data for the Z isomer are shown in (a)
and (c). Data for the E isomer are shown in (b) and (d).
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and 545 nm. The negative signal observed near 400 nm is
a result of ground-state bleaching (GSB). Most of the changes
in the transient absorption are observed within the first 10 ps.
At longer times, small variations in the amplitude can be seen.
The initial fast decay of the maxima can be assigned to the
temporal evolution of the excited state. This excited-state
decay is followed by a slower process assigned to vibrational
cooling in the hot ground state. The remaining signal with si-
nusoidal amplitude did not decay within the measured time in-
terval (3 ns) and is due to the stationary absorption of the
formed E isomer. Applying a global fit procedure, the decay
dynamics are fitted with the constants t1=0.16 ps, t2=3.6 ps,
t3=20 ps, and an offset with a lifetime >100 ns. Each time
constant (t) is characterized by an amplitude that changes
with the wavelength (decay-associated spectrum or DAS) as
shown in Figure 2b. The time constant t1=0.16 ps is associat-
ed with fast nuclear motions and solvent reorganization imme-
diately after the excitation pulse and a relaxation from the ini-
tially populated Franck-Condon (FC) region. Further time evo-
lution in the excited state is described with a time constant
t2=3.6 ps, after which no more signal from the excited state is
observed. For the Z isomers, t2 describes the Z/E photoisomeri-
zation rate and is called tZ/E from here on. The dynamics with
the lifetime t3 describe thermal relaxation in the electronic
ground state (S0). Depending on the HTI, t3 lifetimes in the
range of 12 to 20 ps were found.
The same data-evaluation procedure was applied to all stud-
ied compounds to determine the excited-state lifetimes tZ/E.
These data are summarized in Table 1 together with stationary
absorption and fluorescence data, calculated excitation ener-
gies, and the measured quantum yields of the Z/E photoisome-
rization (hZ/E) and will be discussed below.
Excited-state dynamics of the E isomers
The excited-state dynamics for the E isomer of HTI 5 are
shown in Figure 2c,d. 480 nm light was used for excitation of
the E isomer to minimize excitation of residual Z isomer (see
Figure 11 in the Supporting Information). As for the Z isomer,
the positive signals at 530 and 380 nm in the transient absorp-
tion spectra correspond to the ESA. The negative signals are
due to GSB. The ESA signal decays very rapidly at early time
delays (Figure 2c), and no further contributions associated
with the excited-state population are observed. At later delay
times, only a contribution due to vibrational cooling and a con-
stant offset corresponding to the formed Z isomer are present.
The fitted time constants and the amplitudes are shown in the
DAS in Figure 2d. The time constant t1=0.10 ps was assigned
to relaxation from the initially populated FC region and solvent
reorganization and is followed by an excited-state decay with
a time constant t2=0.90 ps. The vibrational cooling of a hot
ground state is described with a time constant t3=7 ps. De-
pending on the HTI, t3 lifetimes in the range of 4 to 13 ps
were found.
The measured lifetimes of the excited state of the Z isomers
describe directly the Z/E photoisomerization kinetics, because
this is the main pathway for de-excitation. The corresponding
lifetimes of the E isomers however, are a composite of two
processes leading to de-excitation (see Figure 5 in the Support-
ing Information).[12] The faster process is an internal conversion
(IC) leading exclusively to E isomer without a significant barrier.
The slower process is the photoisomerization pathway that
proceeds over a barrier and results in the formation of Z and E
isomers in an approximate ratio of 1:1.[12] Because of the fast IC
Table 1. Summary of measured lifetimes (tZ/E(R)) associated with the
decay of the excited state, stationary absorption and fluorescence
maxima, calculated stationary absorption energies (coupled cluster
(CCSD) level of theory), quantum yields hZ/E, and s
+ Hammett parameters
of the substituents for the Z isomers of HTI 1–10. The experiments were
conducted in CH2Cl2.
HTI R s+ tZ/E(R)
[ps]
S0–S1
trans. max.
[nm]
S1–S0
trans. max.
[nm]
S0–S1
trans. calcd
[nm]
hZ/E
[%]
1 p-Br 0.15 60.0 436 495 – 18
2 p-H 0.00 38.0 433 490 328 23
3 p-Me 0.31 13.0 436 488 – 14
4 p-SMe 0.60 4.8 449 495 – 23
5 p-OMe 0.78 3.6 442 485 331 17
6 p-NH2 1.30 2.4 457 513 336 21
7 p-NMe2 1.70 10.0 484 549 346 16
8 Julolidine 2.03[20] 29.0 514 584 356 20
9 o,p-OMe – 2.4 453 509 – 22
10 o,p-SMe – 5.0 457 514 – 16 Figure 3. Hammett correlations between the s+ constant of the para-sub-
stituents of HTIs 1 to 8 (indicated by bold numbers above the x axes) in
CH2Cl2 and the photoisomerization kinetics. a) Correlation between the s
+
constant and the Z/E photoisomerization rates obtained from the measured
excited-state lifetimes of the Z isomer (tZ/E). b) Correlation between the s
+
constant and the measured excited-state lifetimes of the E isomer (tE, *), and
E/Z photoisomerization lifetimes (tE/Z, ^) calculated from the measured excit-
ed-state lifetimes (tE) and the quantum yield of E/Z photoisomerization. The
data for HTI 2 were taken from the literature.[18b]
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proceeding without isomerization, the de-excitation kinetics
are dominated by this process. The kinetics of the E/Z photo-
isomerization (tE/Z) were extracted from the de-excitation kinet-
ics by taking into account the quantum yield for the formation
of the Z isomer (see the Supporting Information for details).
The same data-evaluation procedure was applied to all stud-
ied compounds to determine the excited-state lifetimes, tE.
The lifetimes are summarized in Table 2 together with the ex-
tracted lifetimes associated with E/Z photoisomerization (tE/Z),
stationary absorption data, and the quantum yields of the E/Z
photoisomerization and will be discussed below.
Hammett analysis of Z/E and E/Z photoisomerization kinet-
ics
The influence of the different substituents on the excited-state
properties of HTIs 1–8 can be analyzed with the help of Ham-
mett correlations. In Figure 3, the excited-state lifetimes are
plotted as a function of the Hammett s+ parameter of the
substituents at the stilbene fragment. For comparison we also
plotted the dependence of the lifetime on the Hammett s pa-
rameter (Figure 6 in the Supporting Information). A better cor-
relation is found for the s+-dependent plots similar to earlier
results.[18a]
Two sets of linear trends were found in the Hammett corre-
lations of the photoisomerization kinetics. For the series of
HTIs 1–5 with substituents at the stilbene fragment that act as
acceptors or medium-strong donors, the photoisomerization
rate increases with increasing donor strength of the substitu-
ent. This trend is observed for both, the Z/E as well as the E/Z
photoisomerization processes. For derivative 6 with a strong
NH2 donor substituent, the fastest photoisomerization was ob-
served with tZ/E=tE/Z=2.4 ps. However, the very strong donor
substituents NMe2, and julolidine in HTIs 7 and 8, respectively,
do not lead to a further increase of the photoisomerization
rate. Instead an abrupt change of the photoisomerization ki-
netics is observed for HTIs 6–8 with a reversed trend, that is,
stronger donor character of the substituent leads to slower
photoisomerization kinetics.
Stationary absorption and fluorescence
To aid an explanation of the sudden trend change in the pho-
toisomerization kinetics, we analyzed the stationary absorption
and fluorescence characteristics within the series of HTIs 1–8
(Figure 4, Table 1, and Table 2). For HTIs 1–5, with substituents
with widely different donor strengths (Br to OMe, that is, s+ =
0.15–0.78), no significant variation of the absorption energy
is seen. Only if the stronger donor substituents NH2, NMe2, and
julolidine are used (HTIs 6–8), a reduction of the absorption
energy is observed with increasing donor strength. We also
measured the stationary fluorescence of the Z isomers of HTIs
Figure 4. Hammett correlation between the s+ constant of the para-sub-
stituent of HTIs 1–8 (indicated by bold numbers above the x axis) in CH2Cl2
and the absorption energy (^) or fluorescence energy (^) of the Z isomers,
and the absorption energy (*) of the E isomers. The fluorescence energies
of the E isomers could not be measured unambiguously because of spectral
overlap with the fluorescence of residual Z isomers. The strongly donating
substituents NH2, NMe2, and julolidine (HTIs 6–8) lead to a decrease of the
absorption energy and the fluorescence energy. Calculated excitation ener-
gies at the FC point for the Z isomers of HTIs 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (~) show very
similar behavior.
Figure 5. HOMO1, HOMO, and LUMO of the Z isomers of HTIs 2 and 8, cal-
culated at the CCSD level of theory.
Table 2. Summary of the measured lifetimes (tE(R)) associated with the
decay of the excited state, extracted lifetimes associated with E/Z photo-
isomerization (tE/Z(R)), stationary absorption maxima, quantum yields hE/Z,
and the s+ parameters for the E isomers of all studied HTI derivatives 1-
10. The experiments were conducted in CH2Cl2.
HTI R s+ tE(R)
[ps]
tE/Z(R)
[ps]
S0–S1
trans. max.
[nm]
hE/Z
[%]
1 p-Br 0.15 3.3 33.0 454 5
2 p-H 0.00 2.3 23.0 457 5
3 p-Me 0.31 1.6 10.0 461 8
4 p-SMe 0.60 1.2 6.7 459 9
5 p-OMe 0.78 0.9 4.5 467 10
6 p-NH2 1.30 0.8 2.4 488 17
7 p-NMe2 1.70 1.0 2.3 513 22
8 Julolidine 2.03[20] 2.0 3.0 545[a] 33
9 o,p-OMe – 0.6 1.4 467 21
10 o,p-SMe – 0.8 2.7 466 15
[a] The absorption of the E isomer of HTI 8 could not be measured direct-
ly because of its very fast thermal E/Z isomerization in CH2Cl2 and was es-
timated from the photostationary state (PSS).
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1–8 and plotted the fluorescence energy against the Hammett
s+ parameters of the different substituents (Figure 4). Again,
the strong donor substituted HTIs 6–8 show significantly re-
duced fluorescence energies in comparison with the small var-
iations found for HTIs 1–5. A similar Hammett analysis of the
absorption properties of the E isomers reveals the same trend,
that is, strong-donor-substituted HTIs 6–8 show significantly
diminished absorption energy in comparison with unaffected
HTIs 1–5. The fluorescence properties of the E isomers could
not be established because of spectral overlap with the fluo-
rescence of residual Z isomer.
Together with the experimental values for stationary absorp-
tion, the corresponding calculated excitation energies at the
FC point are shown for the Z isomers of HTIs 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8
in Figure 4. The theoretically obtained energies are higher than
the experimental ones, but show a very similar behavior. For
HTIs 6–8, the excitation energy is dependent on the substitu-
ent, whereas no significant dependence was found for HTIs 2
and 5. Again, a trend is observed where stronger donor sub-
stituents lead to smaller excitation energies. The differences
between the calculated excitation energies of, for example, HTI
5 and 7 or 8 are 3.8 and 6.1 kcalmol1, respectively. These
values match the measured substituent effects on the absorp-
tion energy in CH2Cl2 where the excitation energy is lowered
by 5.6 and 9.1 kcalmol1 for HTIs 7 and 8, respectively.
Theoretical results
Substituent effects on the excited-state properties for the Z
isomers of HTIs 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were compared at the CCSD
level of theory. At the FC point, the relative excitation energies
(Figure 4) as well as the oscillator strengths (see Table 3 in the
Supporting Information) fit well with the experimental data.
The characteristic changes in these physical properties for HTIs
6, 7, and 8 (with s+ of 1.30, 1.70, and 2.03, respectively)
are well reproduced in the theoretical description. An explana-
tion for the observed changes can be found by analyzing the
character of the first optically accessible excited state (S1), for
which the charge distribution is significantly altered for HTIs 7
and 8 compared with HTIs 2 or 5.
The S1 state, a pp* excitation, is mainly described by
a HOMO–LUMO excitation in all HTIs. For HTI 2 these two orbi-
tals are distributed over the whole molecule (Figure 5). Their
distribution mainly differs at the sulfur atom, where the LUMO
has no contributions. For HTI 8, the shape of the LUMO essen-
tially stays the same, whereas the HOMO shows significant dif-
ferences. For HTI 2, HOMO and HOMO1 are both delocalized
over the whole molecule, whereas for HTI 8 these orbitals mix
and become localized. The HOMO of HTI 8 is mainly located
on the stilbene fragment, whereas the HOMO1 is located on
the thioindigo fragment. With both HOMO and HOMO1
doubly occupied, the charge distribution of the ground state
(S0) of HTI 8 is not affected. In the S1 state however, with an ex-
citation from the localized HOMO to the delocalized LUMO,
a charge separation is induced. The electron density is shifted
from the stilbene to the thioindigo fragment (see the electro-
static potentials (ESPs) in Figure 6, top). A similar charge sepa-
ration after excitation is also observed for HTIs 6 and 7, where-
as HTI 5 behaves very similar to HTI 2 (see also Table 3 in the
Supporting Information for the corresponding dipole moments
of the S0 and S1 states). For the strong-donor-substituted HTIs
(6–8), the excitation energy now depends on the donor
strength. A trend is created where stronger donor substituents
lead to a stabilization of the S1 state.
Explanation for the trend change in Z/E photoisomerization
kinetics
To explain the changed trend in photoisomerization kinetics
the mechanism of photoisomerization has to be considered
more closely (see Figure 5). Upon photoexcitation of the Z
isomer the FC region (FCS1Z) is populated. According to the
theoretical model,[12] the FC transition of the Z isomer of HTI 2
leads to a strong polarization of the molecule, where positive
charge accumulates at the sulfur atom and negative charge at
the carbonyl oxygen atom. Effects of substituents at the para-
position of the stilbene fragment are not expected to be im-
portant at this early stage, because they do not affect this ini-
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the S1 PES for the Z/E photoisomeriza-
tion of the Z isomer and ESPs of HTI 2, 5, and 8 with important points indi-
cated. The ESPs are visualized as color code on an electronic density isosur-
face (blue: positively charged, red: negatively charged). The excited-state
barrier is the result of an avoided crossing between S1 and S2 potential wells
(the barrier height is indicated by the red bars). a) The polarization of HTI 2
at the FCS1Z structure is depicted together with the polarization of the S2
structure close to the CoIn. The polarization of the FCS1Z structure is essen-
tially the same as in the MinS1Z region. b) Electron-donor substituents in the
para-position of the stilbene fragment (OMe in HTI 5) only stabilize the po-
larized structure of the S2 excited state. The stabilization of S2 against the
unaffected S1 leads to a smaller barrier (red bar) and therefore faster photoi-
somerization kinetics. c) The FCS1Z structure of HTI 8 exhibits a polarization
different from HTIs 2 and 5. The positive charge is now localized at the
para-substituent of the stilbene fragment and not at the sulfur atom of the
thioindigo fragment. For HTI 8, the S1 excited state is therefore stabilized
(red-shifted stationary absorption and fluorescence) counterbalancing the
stabilization of the S2 excited state. The result is an increase of the barrier
for photoisomerization (red bar) if very strong donor substituents are used
at the para-position of the stilbene fragment. Absorption (Abs) and fluores-
cence (Fl) are depicted by black arrows.
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tial polarization. In agreement with that model are the small
substituent effects on the absorption energy for HTI 5 versus
HTI 2 observed theoretically and the experimentally found
weak substitution effects on the absorption energy for HTIs
1 to 5. Even widely different donor strengths (Br to OMe, that
is, s+ =0.15–0.78) do not change the absorption energy as
shown in Figure 4. When the excited HTI 2 quickly moves out
of the FCS1Z region, the initial polarization persists until a local
minimum (MinS1Z) is reached (Figure 6a). Again, substituents at
the stilbene fragment should not influence the MinS1Z, because
they do not affect the polarization. The MinS1Z can be probed
directly by measuring stationary fluorescence. Experimentally
observed substituent effects on the stationary fluorescence
energy are indeed small for HTIs 1–5 (see Figure 4).
Before the molecule can leave the MinS1Z region and enter
the conical intersection (CoIn) to reach the ground state (S0),
a barrier has to be overcome (red bars indicate the barrier
heights in Figure 6). This barrier is the result of a crossing be-
tween two excited-potential surfaces: the S1 state and another
excited state (S2) with charge-transfer character. The S2 excited
state is strongly polarized with a positive charge on the stil-
bene fragment. This polarized structure of the S2 excited state
can be stabilized by donor substituents at the para-position of
the stilbene fragment leading to a lowering of the energy. In
contrast, the S1 state with the positive charge at the sulfur
atom is not affected by these donor substituents. The substitu-
ent induced stabilization of the S2 state versus the unaffected
S1 state reduces the barrier of photoisomerization as shown
schematically in Figure 6b for HTI 5. Thus, the photoisomeriza-
tion is accelerated with increasing donor strength of the sub-
stituent at the stilbene fragment as found experimentally for
HTIs 1–5 (Figure 3).
When the very strong donor groups NH2, NMe2, and juloli-
dine are used (HTIs 6–8), a different behavior occurs. Now a sig-
nificant stabilization of the S1 state is observed, leading to di-
minished absorption energies (Figure 4). The stabilization of
the FCS1Z structure in HTIs 6–8 is explained by the change of
the electronic character of the S1 state. The para-amine sub-
stituents stabilize the positive partial charge generated during
photoexcitation in the FCS1Z region. Similarly, a significant stabi-
lization of the MinS1Z structure is observed for HTIs 6–8, as can
be seen from the Hammett plots of the stationary fluorescence
energy (Figure 4). Again, localization of the partial positive
charge at the amine substituent is responsible for the ob-
served stabilization of the MinS1Z. The effect of S2 excited-state
stabilization on lowering the barrier for photoisomerization is
thus counterbalanced by S1 state stabilization. This leads to an
increase of the barrier instead of a further decrease (Figure 6c).
The unexpected deceleration of the photoisomerization rate
with stronger donor substitution of HTIs 7 and 8 can therefore
be explained in terms of concomitant stabilization of the S1
and the S2 excited states. Thus, a rate limit for photoisomeriza-
tion of donor-substituted HTI photoswitches is established.
A similar mechanism is operative for the corresponding E/Z
photoisomerization, leading again to a rate limit for this photo-
isomerization direction with strong donor substituents at the
stilbene fragment.
Approaching the limit of HTI photoisomerization rate
The limit for the donor–acceptor approach to increase the
photoisomerization rate can now be estimated quantitatively
by the Hammett s+ value at which the linear regressions of
the two subsets of data (HTIs 1–5 and HTIs 6–8 ; Figure 3a,b)
meet. A s+ value of 1.1 was found consistently for both the
Z/E and E/Z direction. By using an appropriate donor substitu-
ent with that s+ constant it should be possible to achieve the
maximum rate of photoisomerization for HTIs with a lifetime
of only 1.2 ps for the Z/E direction and a lifetime of 0.6 ps for
the E/Z direction.
Instead of using a single substituent to approach the limit
for HTI photoisomerization rate, it is also possible to use more
than one medium strong donor group at the stilbene fragment
of the molecule. Thus, HTI 9 was prepared, bearing one ortho-
and one para-OMe group. This substitution leads to a Z/E pho-
toisomerization time constant of 2.4 ps, which is as fast as for
NH2-substituted HTI 6. Similarly, an increase of the E/Z photo-
isomerization time constant to 1.4 ps is observed for HTI 9, al-
ready exceeding the E/Z photoisomerization rate of HTI 6.
Hence, HTI 9 shows the fastest photoisomerization of a HTI re-
ported to date. To approximate the extent of donating ability
of the two OMe substituents in HTI 9, the Hammett s+ con-
stant of the para-OMe substituent was doubled, yielding a s+
value of 1.56. This donor strength should already lead to a de-
celeration of the photoisomerization kinetics and a significant
redshift of the absorption and fluorescence; this is not ob-
served in this case. Apparently, multiple weak donor substitu-
ents at the stilbene fragment of HTIs can be used to approach
and possibly even exceed the rate limit of photoisomerization
set by a single strong donor. However, for the analogous
double substitution with SMe substituents (HTI 10), no in-
crease of the photoisomerization rate was detected.
Conclusion
Rational design of HTI photoswitches to enable the broad ap-
plicability in, for example, biology or supramolecular chemistry
is still limited by incomplete understanding of the photophysi-
cal properties. To gain detailed insight into substitution effects
on the photoswitching behavior, we synthesized a series of
substituted HTIs and analyzed the photoisomerization rates,
absorption and fluorescence profiles, quantum yields, as well
as thermal bistability. By increasing the donor strength of the
substituents at the stilbene fragment, we were able to signifi-
cantly increase the photoisomerization rate of the HTI photo-
switches. However, we found that there is a limit to the
donor–acceptor approach, beyond which an increase in the
substituent’s donating capacity does not further increase the
photoisomerization rate. Instead, HTIs with very strong donor
substituents, such as NH2, NMe2, or julolidine, at the stilbene
fragment follow an opposite trend where stronger donor ca-
pacity leads to slower photoisomerization. Taking both trends
into account, we were able to identify a principal upper limit
of the photoisomerization rate for donor-substituted HTIs. This
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maximum photoisomerization rate will be observed for a sub-
stituent with a Hammett s+ constant of 1.10.
Based on Hammett analyses of stationary absorption and
fluorescence energies as well as theoretical investigations of
the excited states, we propose a model to explain this behav-
ior. According to our model, the deceleration of the photoiso-
merization rate is a result of concomitant stabilization of the S1
and the S2 excited states, whose crossing point defines the re-
action barrier. Our model allows a fundamental understanding
of the unusual absorption, fluorescence, and photoisomeriza-
tion behavior of HTIs and the counterintuitive effects of substi-
tution. It will therefore serve as
a solid basis for future rational
design of HTI-based molecular
devices.
In addition, we established an
alternative approach that could
potentially overcome the ob-
served rate limit of photo-
isomerization by using multiple
weak donor substituents. With
this approach we were able to
generate the fastest photoiso-
merizing HTI reported to date.
Future investigations will be
aimed at exploiting this substitu-
tion pattern to create ultrafast
HTI photoswitches, exceeding
the established photoisomeriza-
tion rate limit.
Materials and Methods
Chemical synthesis and charac-
terization
HTIs 1–10 was synthesized follow-
ing established protocols for HTI
synthesis[8–10] and is outlined in the
Supporting Information. All com-
pounds were fully characterized,
including extinction coefficients for
both isomeric forms in CH2Cl2 and
thermal stability of the E isomeric
forms in [D8]toluene. The kinetic
measurements of the thermal E/Z
isomerization were carried out in
toluene, because measurements in
CD2Cl2 gave inconsistent results.
For HTI 8 the extinction coeffi-
cients of the E isomer were mea-
sured in toluene, because of the
low barrier (<20 kcalmol1) for the
thermal E/Z isomerization in
CH2Cl2. For HTIs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and
10, X-ray crystallographic analysis
confirmed the expected planar
structures. Essential structural de-
tails are given in Table 3. The bond
lengths of the central double bonds (C8C9) as well as the bond
lengths of the neighboring single bonds to the stilbene fragment
of the molecule (C9C10) do not show any significant variations.
Time-resolved absorption measurements
The pump–probe setup for the time-resolved experiments is based
on a Ti:Sapphire amplified laser system (Spitfire Pro, Tsunami, Spec-
tra Physics) that delivers pulses at a central wavelength of 800 nm,
with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a pulse duration of 100 fs. The
output of the laser is split into a pump and a probe pulses. The
pump pulse is frequency doubled (l=400 nm) and, if required,
Table 3. Selected parameters of the crystal structures of HTIs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 in the Z isomeric form.
Structure HTI CCDC No. C8C9
[]
C9C10
[]
C8-C9-C10-C11
[8]
4 CCDC-1004239 1.350 1.448 2.6
5 CCDC-1004240 1.349 1.450 2.2
6 CCDC-1004241 1.348 1.437 6.0
7 CCDC-1004242 1.334, 1.341 1.444, 1.449 12.5, 11.1
8 CCDC-1004243 1.355 1.442 12.4
10 CCDC-1004244 1.353 1.452 2.70
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converted into light in the visible spectral range by using a home-
built two-stage non-collinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA).[21] For the excitation of the HTI-derivatives presented here,
the excitation (pump) wavelengths of 400, 480, 500, 530, and
580 nm were used. The NOPA-output was compressed with
a prism pair to a pulse duration between 70 and 100 fs and the
pump pulses were temporarily delayed with a delay stage before
interacting with the sample solution. The white-light pulses (l=
350–700 nm), used as the probe, are generated by super-continu-
um generation from the 800 nm light in a rotating CaF2 plate.
[22]
The pump and the probe laser beams are focused and overlapped
on the sample cuvette with polarization at magic angle. The excita-
tion energy per pulse on the sample is 200–300 nJ. A mechanical
chopper blocks every second excitation pulse to improve referenc-
ing. The transient absorption spectra at each delay time are record-
ed with a home-built spectrometer. The sample was dissolved in
CH2Cl2 and continuously circulated with a peristaltic pump (Isma-
tec, ISM404B) during a time-resolved measurement to allow the
sample solution to exchange between two consequent laser shots.
The sample used was returned to a reservoir and photoisomerized
back to the initial pure isomeric content by irradiation with suita-
ble wavelengths: 420 or 490 nm light-emitting diodes (LEDs; Roith-
ner Lasertechnik GmbH) were employed to obtain E isomers and
a white-light source (Schott, KL2500 LCD) with colored glass filters
(GG495–OG570 and KG5, Schott) to obtain Z isomers. For measure-
ments of the E isomers, freshly prepared solutions containing only
Z isomer were preilluminated to the photostationary state with
420 or 490 nm LEDs. Stationary UV/Vis absorption spectra (Shimad-
zu, UV1800) were recorded before and after transient measure-
ments to guarantee consistent sample conditions during the transi-
ent measurements.
Quantum-yield measurements
The photochemical quantum-yields of the photoisomerizations (hZ/
E/hE/Z) were calculated as the ratio between the number of isomer-
ized molecules (nZ or nE) and the number of absorbed photons
(nhv). HTI samples were dissolved in 3 mL of CH2Cl2 and, for the E/Z
reaction, preirradiated with suitable wavelengths to obtain high
content of the E isomer. The absorption of the solution at the irra-
diation wavelength was adjusted to be 3 OD to guarantee >99%
absorption. Irradiation was carried out with a cw laser at 440 nm
(RLTMDL-442-10-5, Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH), 472 nm (VA-I-N-
473, Viasho) and with a tunable nanosecond laser (NT200, Ekspla)
at several wavelengths in the range of 440–570 nm. Irradiation
wavelengths were chosen to match the absorption spectra of the
Z and E isomers. To calculate the number of the isomerized mole-
cules, absorption at a suitable read-out wavelength was recorded
(Shimadzu, UV1800) as a function of irradiation time. For the quan-
tum yield calculations, only the linear part of the data was used.
Absorption changes of HTI 8 were corrected for the fast thermal E/
Z isomerization.
Computational details
The theoretical calculations were performed with the program
packages Gaussian09[23] and Molpro2012.[24] A standard basis set 6-
31G* was used. The ground state minimum geometries were locat-
ed by using density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP func-
tional. The selected geometries used for the ESPs of the S2 poten-
tial energy surfaces had to be optimized on complete active space
self consistent field (CASSCF) level of theory (see the Supporting
Information). All physical properties were then calculated by using
equation-of-motion coupled cluster (EOM-CCSD) theory. The state
specific wavefunctions needed for the ESPs (S1 and S2) also stem
from CASSCF calculations.
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2.2 Blocking the passage: Photostability of 4,4’-dihydroxythio-
indigo
Indigo is mostly known for its use as dye. One important property for this purpose, its photosta-
bility has been attributed to an excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) occurring
between the two moieties [54]. The ESIPT opens a channel for an efficient and ultrafast relax-
ation to the groundstate which leads back to the product structure. Unlike indigo, its derivative
thioindigo shows isomerization around the central double bond and strong fluorescence, which
is in agreement with this explanation. In the present study, it is shown, that an ESIPT can
provide a possible relaxation channel even if it is located on only one of the fragments for
4,4’-dihydroxythioindigo.
Relating to substituent effects on the photorelaxation, it can be seen that, even if both,
the electronic situation at the FC does not vary significantly, and the CoIn of a decay channel
remains energetically below the FC energy, the passage can be obstructed nonetheless. Replacing
the hydrogen atom responsible for the ESIPT by a methyl group blocks the transfer of the
substituent and the CoIn can not be reached anymore.
In the following, the article “Photostability of 4,4’-Dihydroxythioindigo a mimetic of indigo”,
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 53 (2014), 591, is reprinted with the permission of John Wiley and
Sons. The supplementary information is available under dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.201307016.
Key points of the article are:
• 4,4’-Dihydroxythioindigo and 4,4’-dimethoxythioindigo were synthesized and their transient
absorption and fluorescence were measured. The dimethoxy derivate exhibits significantly
longer excited state lifetimes.
• Critical points of a relaxation pathway were quantum chemically determined. The pathway
involves an ESIPT, which, for the methoxy substituted moiety is obstructed by a substantial
barrier on the PES. This confirms the measurements.
• The mixedly substituted thioindigo was synthesized and found to behave comparable to the
dihydroxy derivate, which confirms the theoretical interpretation.
Indigo Mimetic
DOI: 10.1002/anie.201307016
Photostability of 4,4’-Dihydroxythioindigo, a Mimetic of Indigo**
Marc Dittmann, Franziska F. Graupner, Benjamin Maerz, Sven Oesterling,
Regina de Vivie-Riedle, Wolfgang Zinth,* Martin Engelhard,* and Wolfgang Lttke
Abstract: The photochemical properties of indigo, a widely
used industrial dye, has attracted both experimentalists and
theoreticians from the beginning. Especially the high photo-
stability of indigo has been the subject of intensive research.
Recently, it was proposed that after photoexcitation an intra-
molecular proton transfer followed by a nonradiative relaxa-
tion to the ground state promote photostability. In indigo the
hydrogen bond and the proton transfer occur between the
opposing hemiindigo parts. Here, we provide experimental and
theoretical evidence that a hydrogen transfer within one
hemiindigo or hemithioindigo part is sufficient to attain
photostability. This concept can serve as an interesting strategy
towards new photostable dyes for the visible part of the
spectrum.
Indigo (1) has been used as brilliant dye for centuries. After
the determination of its structure and its chemical synthesis by
Adolf von Baeyer,[1] indigo was and still is produced indus-
trially because of its characteristic color and most importantly
its high photostability. In recent times new applications have
been proposed for this “old” dye. For example, an ambipolar
organic field-effect transistor on the basis of indigo has been
developed.[2] Derivatives of indigo like hemithioindigo[3] are
promising tools in the competitive field of chemical opto-
genetics.[4]
The photochemical properties of indigo, for example its
long-wavelength absorption maximum and its photostability,
have attracted the interest of experimentalists as well as
theoreticians from the beginning and have resulted in an
abundance of publications over the past decades. Quite early
on, in theoretical studies using LCAO molecular orbital
calculations (LCAO= linear combination of atomic orbitals)
a basic chromophore structure of indigo was proposed[5]
which was later confirmed by chemical synthesis.[6]
The photostability of indigo was attributed originally to
the lack of trans–cis photoisomerization.[7] In contrast, indigo
derivatives like thioindigo (2) readily isomerize about the
central double bond[8] and, unlike indigo, show strong
fluorescence.[9] It was proposed that the trans isomer of
indigo is stabilized by hydrogen bonds formed between the
NH and CO groups connecting the two halves of the
molecule.[7,10] It was also discussed that after photoexcitation
an intramolecular proton transfer followed by a nonradiative
relaxation to the ground state occurs.[11] However, in pico-
second infrared experiments Elsaesser et al. detected only
small changes and they concluded that a proton transfer does
not occur in the S1 state.
[12] Recent work reexamined indigo
photochemistry. Iwakura et al.[13] reported on the fast photo-
excited proton transfer which should occur on the femto-
second time scale. Interestingly the back reaction should be
completed already at 0.5 ps, which explains the results of
Elsaesser et al.[12] Computational analysis on the photosta-
bilty of indigo addressed the role of isomerization and
excited-state proton transfer and found that rapid internal
conversion is induced by intramolecular single-proton trans-
fer.[14] In indigo the hydrogen bond and the proton transfer
occur between the opposing hemiindigo parts. The question
whether a hydrogen transfer within one hemiindigo (HI) or
hemithioindigo part would be sufficient to ascertain photo-
stability is addressed herein.
Here we report on the synthesis and photophysical
properties of the newly synthesized 4,4’-dihydroxythioindigo
as well as 4,4’-dimethoxythioindigo (3), which was first
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prepared by Friedlnder.[15] The spectroscopic properties of
these compounds are similar to those of indigo (1) and
thioindigo (2), respectively. Like indigo, 4,4’-dihydroxythioin-
digo does not undergo photoisomerization and displays a fast
internal proton transfer. However, the possible proton trans-
fer occurs only within the hemithioindigo units.
4,4’-Dihydroxyindigo (3) and its dimethyl ether 4 were
synthesized in six and five steps, respectively, using a strategy
proven successful for the synthesis of thioindoxyls.[16,17]
Oxidation of thioindoxyls resulted in the formation of the
thioindigo derivatives with overall yields of 25% for 3 and
30% for 4. 4-Methoxy-4’-hydroxythioindigo (5) was obtained
by partial hydrolysis of (4) and purified by thin-layer
chromatography (see the Supporting Information).
Stationary irradiation experiments yielded the following
results. Table 1 summarizes the results from long-term
irradiation experiments. The samples were illuminated with
a lamp (15 W) equipped with a yellow filter (for experimental
details and use of another irradiation system see the
Supporting Information). As expected, indigo (1) was photo-
stable after 2 h of irradiation. Even after six weeks of
exposure to daylight dihydroxythioindigo (3) showed no
detectable signs of decomposition. A trans–cis isomerization
yielding a stable product was not observed. In contrast, under
identical conditions the dimethoxy derivative 4 and thioin-
digo (2) decomposed completely. In addition, the fluores-
cence of 3 and 5 was considerably weaker than that of 2 and 4.
Interestingly, isomerization of thioindigo (2) and dimethox-
ythioindigo (4) is quite dependent on the solvent (Table 1).
Generally, more polar solvents inhibit trans–cis isomerization.
When a strong acid (trifluoroacetic acid, TFA) was added to
a solution of thioindigo, practically no isomerization was
observed after two hours.
The strong change in fluorescence intensity is directly
related to the lifetime of the light-emitting S1 state, as can be
seen from the time dependence of the fluorescence emission
recorded with a streak camera (Figure 1a, light red and light
blue symbols; for experimental details see the Supporting
Information). For compound 4 we observe a decay of the
fluorescence emission with a time constant of approximately
11 ns (dots). The decay time of compound 3 of 50 ps
(triangles) is roughly 200 times faster. Data recorded at
618 nm (4) and 597 nm (3) show that the absorption transients
evolve with the same decay times as those found for
fluorescence emission (Figure 1a). Additional information
was obtained from time-resolved absorption spectra recorded
at distinct delay times. The transient difference spectra of
compound 3 (Figure 1b) evolve on the picosecond time scale
and finally disappear with the same time constant (50 ps) as
that found for the decay of the excited electronic state. No
absorption change remains at later times. At early times the
transient absorption spectrum displays a strong and narrow
peak at 600 nm due to excited-state absorption. Aweaker and
broader excited-state absorption band is found in the blue
part of the spectrum around 430 nm. At longer wavelengths
(630–700 nm) stimulated emission is visible and around
550 nm, the bleaching of the original ground state absorption
is found. A global fitting procedure reveals additional
absorption dynamics with a time constant of roughly 8 ps,
which can be related to motions on the excited-state potential
energy surface away from the originally populated Franck–
Condon region.
Dimethoxythioindigo (4) shows very similar spectral
features in the excited electronic state. Again there is
a pronounced excited-state absorption peak for compound 4
at 618 nm. The decay of the absorption changes occurs much
slower than in compound 3. This long-term behavior can be
well fitted with the same time constant as that found in the
emission experiments.
The experiments on the two thioindigo compounds are
summarized as follows: Dihydroxythioindigo (3) has higher
photostability, a much shorter excited-state lifetime, and
a weaker fluorescence quantum yield than dimethoxythioin-
digo (4). The excited electronic state of both compounds,
Table 1: Photoisomerization of indigo dyes in different solvents.[a]
DMSO DMF CHCl3 Benzene
Thioindigo   + +
4,4’-Dimethoxythioindigo + +  +
4,4’-Dihydroxythioindigo    
Indigo    
4-Methoxy-4’-hydroxythioindigo  n.d.  n.d.
[a] “+”: photoisomerization trans!cis ; “”: no photoisomerization
trans!cis ; n.d.: not determined.
Figure 1. a) Time-dependent absorption change (Trans. Abs., red,
blue) and fluorescence emission (light red and light blue) for 4 (red)
and 3 (blue). b, c) Transient absorption difference data for the two
compounds. Excitation wavelengths 525 nm (emission) and 550 nm
(absorption experiments). For details of the experiments see the
Supporting Information.
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which is reached after 8 ps, shows very similar absorption and
emission spectra. The major difference in the two molecules is
the lifetime of this state. No indication of a long-lasting
absorption change is found for compound 3. Apparently
isomerization at the central double bond of the molecule does
not take place. Since compounds 3 and 4 differ only by the
substitution at positions 4 and 4’, the hydroxy group and
a transient proton transfer as suggested for indigo should play
a major role in the differences in photostability and reaction
dynamics. The nearly identical features of the excited-state
spectra of the two compounds suggest that the first relaxation
out of the Franck–Condon region leads to similar intermedi-
ate states. A reaction along the proton-transfer coordinate of
compound 3 should only occur afterwards and mediates the
relaxation out of the S1 state. For dimethoxythioindigo (4) the
methyl group prevents this reaction path and relaxation to the
ground state occurs predominantly by fluorescence emission.
The long lifetime of the S1 state may also increase the
importance of other, destructive decay routes in compound 4.
To support these qualitative interpretations, quantum-
chemical computations were performed on suitable model
molecules (for details see the Supporting Information). For
both model molecules a conical intersection with the ground-
state surface is found, located slightly below the energy at the
Franck–Condon geometry. To reach this conical intersection
the molecules must undergo a proton/methyl cation transfer
and an out-of-plane deformation of the phenyl ring. The
methyl cation transfer (red line), however, involves a large
barrier (TSScan), which obstructs access to this conical
intersection. In contrast, the proton transfer (blue line)
occurs without a barrier in the model system and exhibits
only a small barrier in the full system (compound 3). Thus
theoretical modeling indicates that both molecules 3 and 4
leave the Franck–Condon range in the direction of a nearby
local minimum (MinS1) on the S1 potential surface due to the
rearrangement of the p system. Only for compound 3 is the
conical intersection accessible after passing the global mini-
mum on S1 (MinPS1; see Figure 2). The shape of the potential
energy surfaces in the vicinity of this conical intersection
guides the molecule back to the planar structure. Back
transfer of the proton from a first and shallow local ground-
state minimum (MinPS0) completes the photophysical process.
For compound 4 the large barrier in the S1 state prohibits
access to the conical intersection, the excited electronic state
becomes long-lived, and a high fluorescence quantum yield
results.
A direct consequence of the long lifetime of the excited
electronic state of compound 4 is the possibility that slow and
destructive reaction channels in the nanosecond time domain
may gain importance. Another implication may be photo-
decomposition induced by the absorption of another photon
during the long population of the S1 state. The possibility of an
excited-state proton transfer in compound 3 opens a new path
for internal conversion, shortens the lifetime of the excited
electronic state, and finally leads to the observed large gain in
photostability.
The vastly different photochemical properties of the two
thioindigo compounds 3 and 4 demonstrate that excited-state
proton transfer within the rigid ring system of only one
hemithioindigo moiety improves photostability. To prove this
point the monomethoxy derivative of thioindigo (5) was
synthesized by partial hydrolysis of 4. Indeed, the photo-
stabilty of 5 in CHCl3 was comparable to that of dihydrox-
ythioindigo (3). No photo-isomerization was found and the
fluorescence emission was as weak as that of 3 (see the
Supporting Information). The basic promoting mechanism—
excited-state proton transfer—is the same as that in indigo
and in many UV stabilizers (see Ref. [18] for the photo-
chemistry of highly photostable compounds). However, the
results on 3 show that suitably arranged proton donating and
accepting groups promote excited-state proton transfer even
if they are within rigid ring systems. This concept can serve as
an interesting strategy towards new photostable dyes for the
visible part of the spectrum.
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2.3 The CoIn: Relaxation dynamics of furan, furfural and β-
furfural
Furan is a basic building block of many larger compounds. In the present study, furan, together
with its derivatives furfural, an important, renewable chemical feedstock and β-furfural, serve
as model systems to investigate the influence of substituents on CoIns. Furfural and β-furfural
have an aldehyde group attached in α- and β-position, respectively. Depending on its location,
the electronic influence on the degenerating states of one of the S1/S0 CoIns of furan differs.
Thereby the geometry of the CoIn is altered in two different directions. Although the study
shows, that in the end, the electronic effect at the FC point outweighs this for the example
of furan, it is still apparent, that CoIns are crucial points, which could be altered to control
photoprocesses. Most importantly in this regard, it is shown, how the extended two-electron
two-orbital model [55, 56] can be used to even predict structural implications on CoIns when
introducing substituents.
In the following, the article “Substituent effects on the relaxation dynamics of furan, fur-
fural and β-furfural: a combined theoretical and experimental approach”, Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys. 19 (2017), 2025, is reprinted with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. At
www.rsc.org/suppdata/c6/cp/c6cp06240g/c6cp06240g1.pdf the supplementary information is
available. Key points of the article are:
• The photorelaxation of furan was investigated experimentally using time resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy, as well as theoretically by quantum chemical computations of critical
points and semiclassical dynamics simulations. The time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
was performed with a high intensity probe pulse, which allowed to follow the whole relax-
ation of furan in the two photon probe signal. The evolution of the signal was attributed to
two distinct processes, namely the movement of the wavepacket on the excited state PES,
and the subsequent decay to the GS. The dynamics simulations showed two involved decay
channels, a ring opening, and a puckering of furan.
• Using the extended two-electron two-orbital model, the S1/S0 CoIn of the puckering pathway
was analyzed in detail and implications on the effects of the substituent patterns of furfural
and β-furfural on the CoIn were proposed.
• Quantum chemical calculations on furfural and β-furfural were performed, which confirm
the geometrical predictions of the model. In agreement with experiments, they show, how-
ever, that further adjustment had to be made, to outweigh the simultaneous impact on the
relaxation process, via the FC region.
• Theory and experiment combined, model the photorelaxation of furfural and β-furfural.
Compared to furan, in both molecules an additional pathway is opened up by the aldehyde
group.
This journal is© the Owner Societies 2016 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.
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Substituent eﬀects on the relaxation dynamics
of furan, furfural and b-furfural: a combined
theoretical and experimental approach†
Sven Oesterling,a Oliver Schalk,b Ting Geng,b Richard D. Thomas,b Tony Hanssonb
and Regina de Vivie-Riedle*a
For the series furan, furfural and b-furfural we investigated the eﬀect of substituents and their
positioning on the photoinduced relaxation dynamics in a combined theoretical and experimental
approach. Using time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy with a high intensity probe pulse, we can,
for the first time, follow the whole deactivation process of furan through a two photon probe signal.
Using the extended 2-electron 2-orbital model [Nenov et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2011, 135, 034304] we
explain the formation of one central conical intersection and predict the influence of the aldehyde
group of the derivatives on its geometry. This, as well as the relaxation mechanisms from photo-
excitation to the final outcome was investigated using a variety of theoretical methods. Complete active
space self consistent field was used for on-the-fly calculations while complete active space perturbation
theory and coupled cluster theory were used to accurately describe critical configurations. Experiment
and theory show the relaxation dynamics of furfural and b-furfural to be slowed down, and together
they disclose an additional deactivation pathway, which is attributed to the nO lonepair state introduced
with the aldehyde group.
1 Introduction
A general quest in chemistry is to find rules and correlations
which can be used to describe, or, even better, predict proper-
ties and behaviours of molecular systems. In photo processes,
substituents can not only influence the excitation energy, but
also the conical intersections (CoIns) of a molecule, which are
the sensitive regions for ultrafast population transfer between
electronic states, and thus play a crucial role in most deactiva-
tion processes. This work investigates the relaxation pathways
of photoexcited furan and two of its derivates, furfural and
b-furfural, which have an aldehyde group substituted in a- and
b-position (Fig. 1). For all three molecules, new theoretical and
experimental data are provided. We discuss the influence of the
substituent and of its positioning on the whole reaction path.
Recently, it was shown that the energetic position and the geo-
metry of CoIns can systematically be influenced by substituents.1–3
Thus, one focus of our study is, to explain such influences for our
series of molecules by the extended 2-electron-2-orbital model.1,2
The substituent effects of furfural and b-furfural are predicted by
the model for the ring puckering CoIn, one prominent relaxation
pathway, and are verified by quantum chemical calculations.
A number of studies on the photorelaxation of furan has
previously been performed.4–9 Two possible relaxation path-
ways have been reported,4 ring opening of the CO-bond, also
known from relatedmolecules like thiophene,5 and ring puckering,
which features a CoIn with a puckered structure with,most notably,
the H-atom in either a- or d-position being bent out of the ring
plane. The opening has the energetically lower lying S1/S0 CoIn.
However, dynamics simulations result in long lifetimes for
wavepacket-dynamics on EOM-CCSD surfaces in reduced
dimensions,8,9 or exclusively choose the second pathway in
on-the-fly dynamics on TDDFT level of theory.6
The experimental observation of the whole relaxation is
challenging due to the high probe energies needed. Two velocity
Fig. 1 Furan and its derivates furfural and b-furfural.
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map imaging studies were reported previously. One covered the
initial part of the relaxation.6 Here the constant photoelectron
anisotropy parameters for individual photoelectron kinetic
energies were interpreted as an indicator for a constant electro-
nic character of the excited wavepacket, and thus the puckering
mechanism. However, the measurements were restricted to the
FC region, as the ionization potential does not remain constant
with changing geometry of the molecule.10,11 A recent experi-
ment with a high energetic (160 nm) probe pulse reached
further into the direction of both CoIns, but the spectrum of
the short-time dynamics is superimposed by the signal generated
by an inverted pump and probe order.7
In the present study, we use high intensity instead of high
energy for the probing pulse, in order to cover the higher
energetic range via two photon processes and thus circumvent
this problem. This way, it is possible to follow the relaxation
of furan from the FC region to the CoIn. Theoretically the
deactivation of the three molecules is characterized by quantum
chemical calculations complemented by non-adiabatic on-the-fly
dynamics, where possible. One large challenge was to adequately
describe on one hand the diﬀuse character of electronic states
in the FC-region and on the other hand the multi-reference
character at the CoIns. To meet this challenge, several high-level
electron correlation methods were utilized which also allowed us
to benchmark the setup used for the dynamics.
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental set-up
Furan, furfural and b-furfural were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich with nominal purities of 99%, 99% and 97%, respectively,
and were used without further purification.
Absorption spectra were measured in a 1 cm quartz cell
(Hellma) under saturated vapor pressure using a Cary 5e
photospectrometer (Varian). Our magnetic bottle set-up and
wavelength generation schemes were described before.12 As
pump pulses, we used the third and fourth harmonic of the
fundamental 800 nm pulses of our 1 kHz-laser system (Coherent
Legend USP-HE) at intensities of 700 and 300 nJ pulse1. As a
probe, we used the second or the third harmonic at intensities of
6 and 1.4 mJ pulse1. The cross correlation of our pulses varied
between 180 20 fs for 267 + 400 nm experiments and 150 20 fs
for 200 + 267 nm experiments as measured by the non-resonant
ionization signal of Xe, which was also used for energy calibration
of the spectrometer. For the experiments, the pulses were aligned
collinearly and the focusing conditions were typically f/150 for
the pump and f/125 for the probe pulse. Perpendicular to the
incoming laser pulses, the molecular beam was introduced into
the interaction region of our magnetic bottle spectrometer by
a needle valve to which we applied a slightly negative voltage.
The delay between pump and probe pulses was controlled by a
stepper motor. At each delay time, the times of flight of the
generated photoelectrons were recorded and the pump–probe
signal was corrected by the independently measured signal for
pump and probe only.
2.2 Data fitting
The data sets of furfural and b-furfural were modeled with a
global fitting routine13
SðDt;EÞ ¼
X
i
AiðEÞ
ð1
0
et=ti g Dt t00 ðEÞ  t
 
dt; (1)
where the signal S(Dt,E) is a function of the delay time Dt and
the kinetic energy E. Ai(E) are the decay associated spectra (DAS)
of individual channels i characterized through the lifetimes ti.
They are broadened by a Gaussian cross-correlation function
g(Dt  t00(E)  t). Time zero t00(E) = t0 + ts(E) consists of two
values, a globally constant starting time, t0, which is measured
in a separate experiment, and potentially a time zero shift ts(E).
The shift ts(E) is used as additional fitting parameter, when the
spectrum shifts at diﬀerent photoelectron kinetic energies, which
is the case for the 2 photon probe signal of the 267 + 400 nm
experiments. For the 200 + 267 nm experiments ts(E) is set to
zero, and t00(E) = t0.
The data sets of furan were not fitted with a global expo-
nential function. Instead, the diﬀerent energy slices SE(Dt) were
fitted individually with not only ts, but also t1 used as free
fitting parameters in order to account for the temporal shift of
the photoelectron spectrum10,11 and a change of the lifetime in
the diﬀerent regions of the potential energy surface.11,14 The
temporal shift of the spectrum is caused by large amplitude
motions of the molecule after photoexcitation. Along the
relaxation paths, the ionization potential rises while potential
energy is transformed into kinetic motion of the nuclei. Thus,
when the molecules deform, the photoelectron kinetic energy
decreases and the transient spectrum shifts. Therefore, for each
energy trace, diﬀerent lifetimes t1 can be observed as only parts
of the dynamics are covered. At the energy where the largest
shift is observed, the molecule has likely reached the energetic
minimum of the potential energy surface and the decay con-
stant measured at that point can be interpreted as the time the
wavepacket needs to pass through the conical intersection back
to the ground state. As a consequence, the total excited state
lifetime can be considered as the maximum time shift plus the
exponential decay time fitted at the energy where that shift
is observed.
2.3 Computational details
Calculations were performed on several levels of theory to
obtain a high level of accuracy for the diﬀerent critical points
on the potential energy surfaces, in spite of their individual
demands. This kind of benchmarking also allows to rate the
non-adiabatic on-the-fly dynamics simulations. Their quantum
chemical description has to cover the whole potential surface.
Simultaneously, it is most limited in terms of computational
cost, which requires a compromise between accuracy and
calculation time. We used the state averaged complete active
space self consistent field (SA-CASSCF) method with 6-31G* as
basis set for the on-the-fly dynamics. The (10,9) active space
for furan involves the whole p-system and both CO s-bonds
in order to describe the ring opening (Fig. 2a). For furfural and
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b-furfural, a (12,10) CAS was used. The additional p orbitals and
the nO-lonepair of the aldehyde group were included, in return
one of the CO s-bond pairs was removed to avoid too high
computation times. This reduction is easily compensated as
both orbitals are connected by the oxygen orbitals and can
easily interchange by rotating in and out of the CAS automati-
cally. The CO s-bond can still break at both sides.
Geometry optimizations used the 6-31G* basis set for all
structures.‡ Equilibrium geometries and normal modes were
obtained at CCSD(T) level of theory. CoIns between the ground
and first excited state were optimized with CASSCF SA2 using
the full p-space and both CO s-orbital pairs as active space.
In cases where the nO-orbital does not contribute to either of
the two states, it was not included in the CAS of furfural and
b-furfural, else the active space was not stable.
In the FC region Rydberg orbitals proved to play a crucial
role. In general, their presence complicates the description
of the electronic states which becomes rather sensitive to the
quantum chemical theories used. An extensive comparison was
performed to assess results and methods at all critical points.
As reference basis set, an augmented triple-zeta ANO basis,15
as taken from the EMSL basis set exchange library,16,17 was
employed. Two smaller alternatives that also cover Rydberg
orbitals were considered, 6-31+G* as standard basis and a
further reduced custom basis set. The latter was built by
augmenting the 6-31G* basis with just the diﬀuse p-orbitals
of the 6-31+G* basis (see Section 3.1). This basis set will further
be referred to as ‘‘aug’’.
The quantum chemical methods used include CASSCF, equa-
tion of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD
red, from here on referred to, as CCSD), and complete active
space perturbation theory (CASPT2) in various implementations:
XMS-MSMR-RS2 (extended multistate multi reference Rayleigh
Schro¨dinger perturbation theory, from here on referred to, as
RS2) as reference, RS2C mainly to be able to compute the larger
molecules, and CASPT2 as implemented in MOLCAS,18 because
multistate calculations were needed at some points. Apart from
the latter, all quantum chemical calculations were performed
with the MOLPRO2012 program package.19,20
For the non-adiabatic on-the-fly simulations our modified
version of Newton-X,21,22 which supports the usage of Molpro
201223 was used. For each molecule a set of 100 trajectories was
started from a Wigner distribution around the ground-state
equilibrium geometry and propagated for 250 fs (furan) or
500 fs (furan derivates). The properties of the considered states
were computed every 0.5 fs. The non-adiabatic coupling vectors
between two states, which are used in Tully’s fewest switches
surface hopping routine,24 were calculated if the energy diﬀerence
between the states was less or equal to 2 eV in the preceding step
and else set to zero.
3 Furan
Furan serves as our reference to study the eﬀect of substituents
attached at diﬀerent positions. We follow critical points along
its possible relaxation pathways and try to find a balanced
description for the electronic structure of the whole process.
3.1 Excited states at the Franck–Condon point
An overview about the excited states of furan at the FC point
with comparison to other theoretical as well as experimental
studies was given by Gavrilov et al. 2008.5 In their work a basis
set explicitly tailored for the description of the FC-region and
thus of the Rydberg states is used in combination with the
DFT/MRCI method, feasible only for single point calculations.
Our benchmark ANO (10,10) RS2C excitation energies (Table 1)
of the first pp* excited states lie roughly 0.2 eV above the
values provided in their work. The active space consists of the
whole p-space, the CO-s orbitals (Fig. 2a) and a 3s-Rydberg
Fig. 2 Active space of furan. (a) The orbitals in the (10,9) active space used
in most calculations. (b) The Ryd3s orbital, (c) two Ryd3p orbitals and the
adapted p1* from (a). The isovalue chosen for all but Ryd3s is 0.03, the latter
is rendered with an isovalue of 0.018. The expectation values hr2i in [a02]
for the orbitals are: (a) p1*: 3.82; (c) p1*: 10.11; Ryd3s: 18.68; RydC3p: 16.87;
RydO3p: 4.03; see Fig. S9 in the ESI.†
Table 1 Excitation energies of furan in eV for diﬀerent levels of theory.
The ANO basis set is an augmented triple zeta ANO-basis, taken from the
EMSL-database.25,26 The ‘‘aug’’ basis set is 6-31G* with only the diﬀuse
p-orbitals of 6-31+G* added (compare Table S1 in the ESI). Experimental
excitation energies are 5.91 eV for the p1Ryd3s state and 6.04 eV for the
p1p1* state
5
Dominant
transition Method
(10,10)
ANO
(10,9)
ANO 6-31+G* 6-31G*
(10,11)
aug
p1p1* RS2 6.25 6.52 6.84 6.58
RS2C 6.24 6.23 6.50 6.82 6.61
CASSCF 7.72 7.62 7.69 8.00 6.79
p1Ryd3s RS2C 6.26
p1p2*
p2p1*
RS2 6.45 6.58 6.72 6.63
RS2C 6.44 6.41 6.55 6.68 6.59
CASSCF 6.78 6.64 6.70 6.80 6.65
‡ Note, that the problems with the Rydberg influences, mentioned later, neither
aﬀect the ground state in the FC-region, nor the degenerate states in the region of
the S1/S0 CoIns.
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orbital (Ryd3s, Fig. 2b). In this basis, the pRyd3s state is nearly
degenerate with the first pp* state.
The influence of the Ryd3s-orbital proved to be negligible for
the description of the pp* states (see Table 1 first and second
column). In addition, it was found that the corresponding
pRyd3s state does not play a crucial role in the relaxation
process of furan.6 To save computation time, the Ryd3s-orbital
is left out of the CAS and we will further focus the discussion on
the pp* states.
When using CASSCF instead of CASPT2, as done in the
dynamics simulations, the order of the states changes. The
excitation energy of the bright p1p1* state raises significantly
(see Table 1: RS2(C) vs. CASSCF). The dark p1p2*/p2p1* state is,
in comparison, hardly aﬀected, which results in a swap of the
energetic order of the two.
Analyzing the PT2 correction shows, that the reason for the
strong impact of the method on the p1p1* state is its diﬀuse
character. For CASSCF this eﬀect can be included by increasing
the basis set and the active space (also see Table S1 in the ESI†).
Rotating two additional Ryd3p orbitals into the CAS in the ANO
or 6-31+G* basis sets significantly improves the description of
the state (Fig. 2c). In addition, the shape of the p1* orbital
changes (compare Fig. 2a and c). For further improvement
related to computational cost and stability, we constructed a
basis set (‘‘aug’’), where we augmented the 6-31G* basis with
only the diﬀuse p orbitals from 6-31+G*. Comparing the
CASSCF results of the (10,9) CAS with 6-31+G* to the results
of the (10,11) CAS with the aug basis (Table 1), the excitation
energy of the latter is reduced by almost 1 eV and approaches
its RS2 energies. However, for the correct ordering of the states
still CASPT2 is needed.
Leaving the FC region, the diﬀuse character of the p1p1*
state decreases and the CoIns (see Section 3.3) are described
well using just the 6-31G* basis set on (10,9) CASSCF level of
theory. As the (10,11) CAS even in the aug basis frequently runs
into convergence issues outside the FC region, it was not used
for the dynamics. Thus, the compromise for the dynamics
simulations is to accept that too much energy is deposited in
the molecule in the FC region.
3.2 Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of furan
Photoelectron spectra of furan were recorded for two diﬀerent
pump–probe settings. The spectrum for the 200 nm pump and
267 nm probe (200 + 267 nm) is shown in Fig. 3 while the
200 + 400 nm spectrum is shown in the ESI.† In contrast to
previous experiments,6 we chose a higher probe intensity in
order to use the two photon probe signal which allowed us to
follow the dynamics further along the potential energy surface.
The stronger one photon probe signal [1 + 10] extends from
2.1 eV to 0 eV electron kinetic energy. The electrons that form
the weaker two photon probe signal have an additional kinetic
energy of 4.6 eV (267 nm), the two photon probe signal [1 + 20]
thus starts at 6.7 eV. The fitted ts(E) (eqn (1)), which roughly
follows the peak maximum of the photoelectron spectrum,
shifts by 60  15 fs from the FC point (at 1.85 eV in the
[1 + 10] signal) to an electron kinetic energy of 3.3 eV in the
[1 + 20] signal. This shift is attributed to a motion of the
wavepacket on the excited state potential energy surface
towards the CoIns. From here the signal decays with a lifetime
of 110 25 fs, which is attributed to the decay to the groundstate
and the accompanying fast decrease of the potential energy of
the molecules. Neither the extent of the shift nor the decay time
could be monitored by previous experiments. At the energy
cut-off of [1 + 10] ionization (at 2.1 eV), we fitted a time constant
of 30  15 fs which was assigned to the lifetime of the pRyd3s
state in accordance to Fuji et al.6
3.3 Relaxation pathways and associated S1/S0 conical
intersections
Two possible relaxation pathways of furan have been described
in literature.4 The first is a ring puckering, where the oxygen
atom moves out of the ring plane, and one of the hydrogen
atoms attached in a position bends far out of the plane in the
opposite direction (CoInp – Fig. 4, left). The other pathway is an
opening of the ring between the oxygen atom and one of the
carbon atoms (CoIno – Fig. 4, right). Both pathways were found
to be barrierless on CASSCF level of theory. Interpolations done
on CCSD4 and DFT/MRCI5 level of theory exhibit very small
barriers with an upper limit of 0.06 eV for the opening pathway.
Both S1/S0 CoIns lie below the FC-region and are thus energeti-
cally accessible. At ANO XMS-RS2 level of theory, they lie 5.0 eV
(CoInp) and 4.0 eV (CoIno) above the ground state minimum.
Literature indicates,6,8,9 that the puckering probably is the main
relaxation path, although its conical intersection CoInp lies
roughly 1 eV above the one of the opening pathway (CoIno).
Fig. 3 Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of furan upon excitation at
200 nm and ionization at 267 nm. The black line represents the time zero
shift ts(E) as fitted by eqn (1). The cut at 2.4 eV (ocher) is scaled by a factor
of 25.
Fig. 4 Conical intersections of furan.
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Our CASSCF dynamics exhibit trajectories of both channels,
with the ring opening being the clear favorite. The geometries
where the hops to the ground state occur, as well as the state
characters at these points suggest that CoInp and CoIno are
connected by a seam. Only a good half of the trajectories
involving the ring opening directly jumps to the ground state
at the CoIn. The rest stays in the excited state while the ring
opens completely, and the large flexibility of the linear mole-
cule allows for accessing various CoIn-structures, which were
not distinguished further.
Of the 88 trajectories which reached the ground state, 43 are
assigned to CoIno, 37 reach the ground state via completely
opened CoIns, and eight trajectories are assigned to CoInp.
Two trajectories of CoIno and three of CoInp lie inbetween
both structures and were assigned by inspecting orbitals and
configuration interaction (CI)-vectors, to determine whether
the states include mainly the pp*-, or the ps*-excitation.
Most likely, the importance of the opening channel is
overestimated. The small barrier along this path seemingly
vanishes in CASSCF due to the shortcomings in the FC region. A
frequency analysis of the p1p1* state at the FC-point (Table 2)
shows that the gradient in direction of the puckering is unaﬀected
when going fromRS2C to CASSCF level of theory, but the curvature
in direction of the barrier of the opening path becomes much
weaker. This is reflected by the decrease of the frequency of the
asymmetric CO stretching mode from 1989 to 667 cm1.
The excited state lifetimes, extracted from the on-the-fly
dynamics, are in good agreement with the experiment. Fig. 5
shows the temporal evolution of the population dynamics of
furan averaged over all 88 trajectories. The simulation is started
in the S2(p1p1*) state from where the S1 state is populated
almost directly. Away from the FC-region, the electronic char-
acters of the S2 and S1 state interchange. The decay of the
S1(p1p1*) state is then mediated by the S1/S0 CoIns and is most
easily followed by the rise of the ground state population. This
begins after 25 fs, the first time a S1/S0 CoIn is reached. From
here a fit (red line) to the on-the-fly data results in a total excited
state lifetime of 95  2 fs (Fig. 5), which corresponds to the
passage through the CoIns. The 25 fs correspond to the experi-
mentally observed 60 fs and the 95 fs to the observed 110 fs.
The discrepancy in the initial delay is attributed to the addi-
tional energy in the p1p1* state at the FC point on CASSCF level.
This may lead to a speed up in reaching the CoIns to the S0-state.
In addition, it may result in an overestimated fraction of the
trajectories following the relaxation pathway via the ring opening,
and could be the reason for the increased appearance of the
opening pathway compared to the work of Fuji et al.6
4 The extended two-electron
two-orbital model, introducing
the aldehyde group
Furan is an interesting example of a molecule with competing
relaxation pathways, where modification of one channel might
influence which pathway is taken.§ With this in mind, we use the
extended two-electron two-orbital model,1,2 to explain the formation
of CoInp, the central point of the puckering pathway, and discuss,
how its geometry will be altered by substitution of an aldehyde
group. Predicting the implications on the geometry of a specific CoIn
is the first step to being able to manipulate its energetic position.
The two-electron two-orbital model was first used by
Bonacˇic´-Koutecky´ et al., to explain the formation of CoIns in
polyenes27,28 and later extended by Nenov et al.1,2 In this
section, we provide a brief account of the model’s fundamentals
and utilization. The interested reader will find rigorous deriva-
tions of the formulas and in-depth discussion of the model in
ref. 1, 2, 27 and 28. In the two-electron two-orbital model the
description of the crossing states is reduced to two orbitals in
which two electrons are placed in diﬀerent occupation patterns.
Reaching degeneracy of both states is split into two steps.
Table 2 Frequencies of the low lying normal modes of the p1p1* state at
the FC point which are connected to the opening and puckering pathway.
The comparison between CASSCF and RS2C shows a major discrepancy in
the asymmetric CO stretching vibration, indicating a steeper slope to the
opened structure for RS2C. (Note that, due to symmetry, the gradients of
the first three modes shown are zero, even in the excited state.) oop: out-
of-plane motions of the O atom and the a-H atom; CO asym: asymmetric
stretching vibration of the CO-bonds; CO sym: symmetric stretching
vibration of the CO-bonds
[cm1] oop (O) oop (H) CO asym CO sym
CAS 449 394 667 796
RS2C 462 322 1989 789
Fig. 5 Excited state population of the on-the-fly dynamics simulation of
furan averaged over 100 trajectories. Lifetimes for the decay of the initially
excited state (S2, blue), as well as the total excited state lifetime (as negative
of the rise of the ground state (S0, red)) are shown. The fitting function
used is exp((x  x0)/t) + y0. x0 and y0 were included, because of the initial
delay and the non-vanishing excited state population due to single
trajectories which occasionally jump back from the ground state, or abort
before the end of the propagation. The fraction of the 100 initial trajec-
tories still running is indicated as grey line.
§ Even though the simulations likely misjudge the exact ratio between the
pathways in furan, any alteration of one channel should lead to the same
qualitative change in experiment and theory.
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The first step handles the requirements to reach orbital degen-
eracy, the second step addresses the requirements to reach
energy degeneracy. Our discussion focuses on CoInp, the S1/S0
conical intersection of the puckering pathway.
First, we explain the formation of CoInp in furan. For this
purpose, the p-system of furan is treated as a modified
cis-butadiene, its polyene building block, without the heteroa-
tom. Here, the two states involved will be described by two
occupation patterns of two electrons in orbitals a and b
(Fig. 6a). The orbitals are localized at diﬀerent atomic centers.
The states are a single occupation of a and b, written |abi, and a
double occupation of a, written |aai.
The first step is to reach a geometry where the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) degenerate. In butadiene, this can be
achieved by a disrotatoric twist of the CH2 ends. A linear
combination between HOMO and LUMO at this point yields
the orbitals a and b, which are localized at diﬀerent atomic
centers (Fig. 6a). They still have the same energy. The two
crossing states are now described by the configurations |abi and
|aai. At this point of orbital degeneracy, the resonance integral
between a and b vanishes (hab= 0). This is the first required
condition to reach a CoIn within this model.2 The energy
diﬀerence between the states |abi and |aai at this point is:
E|aai  E|abi = DJ  De , (2)
where DJ = Jaa  Jab is the additional Coulomb repulsion from
placing two electrons in orbital a, Jaa, compared to distributing
them over a and b, Jab, and De = eb  ea is the energy diﬀerence
between both singly occupied orbitals in the presence of the
remaining electrons of the molecule. Thus, at the point where a
and b are degenerate, the states |abi and |aai are separated by DJ.
This manifests the second requirement to reach a CoIn, the
heterosymmetry condition. Either the energy of a has to be
lowered, and/or the energy b has to be raised, until De equals
DJ (Fig. 6b). During this process the resonance condition hab = 0
must still persist. Degeneracy can be achieved by deformation,
e.g. one of the CH2 groups is pyramidalized which leads to an sp
3
hybridization and lowers the energy of the orbital which is
localized at the respective carbon atom.
In furan, the oxygen atom influences the electronic situation in
the molecule significantly and additional terms have to be taken
into account for the resonance condition.1 Still one can assign the
involved CAS orbitals (Fig. 6c left) to the orbitals a and b of the
model (Fig. 6a). At the CoIn, the d-H atom in Fig. 6c is bent below
the ring plane which pyramidalizes the d-C atom and thereby lowers
the energy of orbital a suﬃciently to reach energy degeneracy. Thus,
in furan the heterosymmetry condition is fulfilled by deformation.
In addition to the deformation, electronic eﬀects of heteroa-
toms influence the energy of the orbitals a and b. As both
eﬀects combine to achieve De = DJ, the deformation of the d-H
at the CoIn can be manipulated by introducing electronic
eﬀects. In (a-)furfural and b-furfural, the aldehyde group inter-
acts exclusively with a or b, depending on whether the orbital is
localized in a or b position: in furfural orbital b, in b-furfural
orbital a is aﬀected (compare Fig. 6c). In the aﬀected orbital,
the polyenic p system interacts with the unoccupied p* orbital
of the CO group, which lowers its energy. The unaﬀected orbital
stays the same in shape and energy. Consequently, De will
change, and for the CoIn to be reached, the structure of the
molecule has to be adjusted in order to fulfill De = DJ again.
In furfural, where the energy of b is lowered by the aldehyde
group, the hydrogen atom has to be bent more, compared to
furan, to equivalently lower the energy of a. In b-furfural, the
hydrogen atom has to be bent less, because a is already
stabilized by the CO orbital. In b-furfural, CoInp can also be
reached, when, instead of the d-H, the a-H atom is puckered. In
this case, the role of the orbitals a and b is exchanged. Thus,
instead of orbital a, orbital b is connected to the aldehyde-
group, and, like in furfural, the puckering has to be increased.
One can try to infer the impact of those structural changes on
the energetic position of the CoIn on the potential energy surface,
but to judge the energetic behaviour of the whole molecule, instead
of only single MOs, quantum chemical calculations are still needed
for most cases. For furan and its derivatives the question was
whether the relative energy rises in furfural and decreases in
b-furfural, as the bending of the hydrogen atom means further
deformation compared to the equilibrium geometry. The influ-
ences on the CoIn were analyzed as part of the investigation of the
deactivation process of both molecules.
5 Quantum chemical results of furfural
and b-furfural
Table 3 shows the energies and transition dipole moments for
selected excited states of all three molecules, furan, furfural,
and b-furfural at the FC point. The aldehyde group introduces
Fig. 6 (a) Schematic representation of the orbitals of butadiene, the
polyene unit of furan. A disrotatoric rotation of the CH2 ends and
subsequent linear combination of the degenerate HOMO and LUMO
forms orbitals a and b. (b) Energy diagram of orbitals a and b, and the
associated states |abi and |aai along a deformation coordinate. For the
states to degenerate, a certain energy diﬀerence De between the orbitals a
and b has to be introduced in order to cancel out DJ (diﬀerence between
|abi and the dashed line). (c) HOMO (bottom) and LUMO (top) of furan,
furfural and b-furfural (from left to right).
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significant changes. Compared to furan, the first excited state
of the derivates is always a nOp* excitation from the aldehyde
oxygen. Due to the extension of the p system by the aldehyde
group, the pp* states are lowered in energy while the Rydberg
orbitals are less aﬀected. Thus the Ryd3s state shifts from the S1
(in furan) to the S4 position and the Ryd3p orbital mixes only
with the higher lying pp* states. The highest oscillator strength
is found for the S2 state for furan and furfural, while in
b-furfural the S5 state shows the strongest transition dipole
moment.
In furan, the excitation energies change slightly, from RS2C
and the ANO basis to CASSCF with the aug basis, but the states
stay clearly identifiable. In furfural and b-furfural, the electro-
nic characters of the pp* states depend strongly on the level of
theory. While the CCSD results are characterized by dominant
pp* transitions, the CASSCF results are a mixture of many
transitions. In consequence, the CASSCF excited states show
significantly diﬀerent oscillator strengths and cannot be
assigned to the CCSD-states, which is unambiguously possible
in furan.¶
On CCSD level of theory, we could identify three low-lying
pp* states (S2, S3, S5) which are characterized by HOMO–LUMO,
HOMO1–LUMO and HOMO–LUMO+1 excitations. Between S3
and S5, several Rydberg states and another excitation from the
nO orbital are located. All these states have no oscillator
strengths and are not listed except for the S4(pRyd3s) state,
which is already known from furan. In furfural, the LUMO and
in b-furfural the LUMO+1 are most similar to the LUMO of
furan (see Fig. 7). This explains the shift of the strong oscillator
strength from S2 to S5 in b-furfural.
Regardless of which of the three basis sets is used, the pp*
states of the CASSCF calculations converge to solutions which
are not described by one or two major determinants. The
problem arises from the multitude of low-lying Rydberg states.
In contrast to furan, adding diﬀuse 3p orbitals to the active
space does not solve this issue. While no eﬀect is observed in
furfural, in b-furfural the description of the S2 and S5 states is
only slightly improved such that S5 now has the strong oscillator
strength. Nevertheless the electronic structure is still strongly
mixed and remains unreliable. For this reason it is necessary to
use multistate implementations when advancing to CASPT2.
MOLCAS-CASPT2 (SA6) was employed to further investigate
the character of the states. This results in two pp* states with
similar electronic character compared to the CCSD states for
S2(pp*) and S3(pp*).
The experimental data confirms the CCSD-results. Fig. 8
shows the experimental UV-spectra of furan (red), furfural
(green) and b-furfural (blue) together with the theoretical data.
The theoretical values are shifted by the diﬀerence between the
calculated excitation energy of furan and the measured peak
maximum. For CCSD (light green and blue) the shift is 0.39 eV
(indicated by the red arrow) and for CASSCF (dark blue) 0.73 eV.
Table 3 Excitation energies, oscillator strengths and classification of selected excited states of furan, furfural and b-furfural for diﬀerent methods and
basis sets. For furan, the involved orbitals of the pp* excitations are given and the states are ordered by electronic character. For furfural and b-furfural
only the type of excitation is noted. The states are ordered energetically. For reading convenience, some Rydberg excitations and one excitation from the
nO orbital with small oscillator strength are left out. The numbering of the states (Sn) is with respect to the listed states only. (CASSCF is abbreviated as
CAS, CASPT2 as PT2)
Furan Exc. energies [eV] (osc. str.; character)
RS2C(10,10) ANO 6.26 (0.00; pRyd3s) 6.24 (0.15; p1p1*) 6.43 (0.01; p1p2*/p2p1*)
CCSD ANO 6.21 (0.00; pRyd3s) 6.45 (0.17; p1p1*) 6.76 (0.00; p1p2*/p2p1*)
CCSD 6-31+G* 6.39 (0.00; pRyd3s) 6.63 (0.17; p1p1*) 6.86 (0.00; p1p2*/p2p1*)
CAS(10,11) aug 6.79 (0.17; p1p1*) 6.65 (0.00; p1p2*/p2p1*)
Furfural S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
CCSD ANO 3.91 (0.00; nOp*) 5.20 (0.36; pp*) 6.20 (0.03; pp*) 6.52 (0.00; pRyd3s) 7.23 (0.13; pp*)
CCSD 6-31+G* 3.96 (0.00; nOp*) 5.34 (0.36; pp*) 6.31 (0.04; pp*) 6.61 (0.00; pRyd3s) 7.41 (0.10; pp*)
CAS(14,12) 6-31G* 3.84 (0.00; nOp*) 5.94 (0.09; pp*) 6.85 (0.29; pp*) 7.51 (0.15; pp*)
PT2(14,12) 6-31+G* 3.87 (nOp*) 4.71 (pp*) 6.39 (pp*)
b-Furfural S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
CCSD ANO 4.06 (0.00; nOp*) 5.70 (0.11; pp*) 6.45 (0.10; pp*) 6.68 (0.00; pRyd3s) 6.78 (0.40; pp*)
CCSD 6-31+G* 4.08 (0.00; nOp*) 5.83 (0.10; pp*) 6.55 (0.16; pp*) 6.79 (0.00; pRyd3s) 6.92 (0.34; pp*)
CAS(14,12) 6-31G* 3.95 (0.00; nOp*) 6.19 (0.01; pp*) 7.65 (0.26; pp*) 8.18 (0.12; pp*)
CAS(14,14) aug 4.00 (0.00; nOp*) 6.13 (0.01; pp*) 6.97 (0.17; pp*) 7.78 (0.36; pp*)
PT2(14,12) 6-31+G* 3.99 (nOp*) 5.21 (pp*) 6.36 (pp*)
Fig. 7 Central p and p* orbitals of furfural and b-furfural.
¶ To facilitate the comparison at all, a set of CCSD-calculations was started from
the CAS-orbitals. This hardly aﬀected the energies but greatly helped with the
interpretation of the CI vectors.
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The CCSD excitation energies as well as the relative oscillator
strengths coincide well with the experimental spectra. The
CASSCF-results fit neither in their absolute nor relative peak
position.
Leaving the FC region, the discrepancies in the description
of the states between CCSD and CASSCF vanish. The influence
of the Rydberg states decreases as their energy rises when
outside the FC region. Therefore it is possible to apply the
CASSCF method which allows to optimize the CoIns. CASSCF
SA2 (12,11) was used to identify the S1/S0 CoIns of the puckering
and ring opening pathways. In this case the lonepair of the
aldehyde oxygen was left out, as the nOp* state lies energetically
above the first pp* state at this geometry. At another geometry, a
third energetically low lying S1/S0 CoIn between the nOp* and the
S0 state can be located for both furan derivates. It was optimized
using the full (14,12) active space. To facilitate the comparison
with the FC point, single point calculations on CCSD and MSPT2
level of theory were performed for all optimized CoIns. Table 4
shows the energy diﬀerences of the CoIns of all three molecules
to the GS equilibrium energy and to the FC energy, as well as the
pyramidalization realized in the puckered CoIns. The measure-
ment of the degree of pyramidalization is explained in the ESI†
(Fig. S2). A value of 0 corresponds to a planar and a value of 1 to a
tetrahedral structure.
From furan to its derivates the CoIns become less stabilized
with respect to the FC point (DFC-CoIn) for both, the puckering
and the opening pathway, which will slow down the relaxation
dynamics compared to furan. This is, as a general eﬀect, largely
attributed to the extension of the conjugated p-space in furfural
and b-furfural compared to furan, which decreases the gap
between the electronic states at the FC point. At the CoIns this
eﬀect is reduced, because the p-space partly segregates on the
puckering pathway, and on the ring opening pathway the s*
orbital of the ps* state is not part of the conjugation in the first
place. Therefore, DCoIn-Min hardly changes from furan to its
derivates. For both derivates the energies of the opened CoIns
still lie roughly 1 eV below the puckered ones. The new S1/S0
CoIns of the nOp* state (CoInn) lie inbetween the others.
In comparison to the energetic consequences from the
electronic changes at the FC point, the eﬀect of the diﬀerent
degrees of pyramidalization in CoInp is negligible. The exact
position of only the H-atom turns out to be of minor importance.
In case of b-furfural, where the a- and d-CoInp have the same FC
point, the increased pyramidalization in the a-position does not
even lead to the assumed higher energy.
Fig. 8 Experimental UV absorption spectra of furan (red), furfural (green)
and b-furfural (blue) and calculated excitation energies at the FC point
(bars). The spectra are given in individual arbitrary units. The ANO CCSD-
and aug (14,14) CASSCF-excitation energies are shifted by the energy
diﬀerence of the experimental peak maximum of furan with the furan
excitation energies of the respective methods. This is indicated by the
dashed, red line, which symbolizes the unshifted CCSD excitation energy
of furan (compare Table 3).
Table 4 Energetic position of the CoIns in furan, furfural and b-furfural, and the pyramidalization of the puckered CoIns. For furfural and b-furfural the
values for the CoIn on both possible sides of the molecule are given and labeled a, or d. The energy diﬀerences to the ground state energy in equilibrium
geometry and to the FC-point (S1) with the exception of the PT2 energies of furan, were calculated with either MOLCAS-CASPT2 or CCSD using
the 6-31+G* basis set. For furan the results of RS2 (10,9) with the ANO basis set are given. To show the relatively small energy discrepancy between the
methods at the CoIn structures, the DCoIn-Min on CASSCF level of theory were added (the basis sets are ANO for furan, 6-31G* for CoInp and CoIno of the
derivates, and 6-31+G* for CoInn). The pyramidalization is given as (360 
P
gi)/(360  3  gt), where gi are the three angles around the considered atom,
and gt is the angle of a tetrahedrical surrounding (109.4711). The value runs from 0 (planar), over 1 (tetrahedral), to a theoretical maximum of 11.4 (all atoms
coincide). See Fig. S2 in the ESI
Furan Furfural a Furfural d b-Furfural a b-Furfural d
Puckering DFC-CoInp [eV] PT2 1.30 0.33 0.22 0.16
CCSD 1.56 0.18 0.74 0.63
DCoInp-Min [eV] PT2 4.95 5.05 4.99 5.05
CCSD 5.07 5.16 5.09 5.20
CAS 5.28 5.23 5.28 5.29
Pyramidalization 1.644 1.830 1.790 1.455
Opening DFC-CoIno [eV] PT2 2.26 0.82 0.64 1.19 1.40
CCSD 2.39 1.19 0.99 1.45 1.74
DCoIno-Min [eV] PT2 3.99 3.89 4.07 4.01 3.81
CCSD 4.24 4.15 4.34 4.38 4.09
CAS 3.82 3.63 3.67 3.63 3.70
nOp* state DFC-CoInn [eV] CCSD 0.88 0.95
DCoInn-Min [eV] CCSD 4.47 4.88
CAS 4.48 5.11
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The influence of the substituent and its location on the
pyramidalization itself, however, is exactly as predicted by the
extended two-electron two-orbital model. The degree of pyra-
midalization is highest in furfural, followed by b-furfural,
puckered in the a-position (the two CoIns with the stabilized
orbital b), next is furan, and the last b-furfural, puckered in the
d-position (the CoIn with the stabilized orbital a). This is an
excellent confirmation for the validity of the model, and in a
next step, one could think of altering the molecule to link its
energy to the predicted structural change more strongly.
6 Dynamics of furfural and b-furfural
Time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy was performed with
two diﬀerent pump–probe settings for the furan derivates.
Fig. 10 and 11 show the spectra of furfural upon pump–probe
wavelengths of 267/400 nm and 200/267 nm, respectively. The
spectra of b-furfural are similar and are provided in the ESI.†
Overall the experimental time constants of furfural and b-furfural
confirm the theoretical findings. In comparison to furan the
dynamics are slowed down significantly, as expected from the
reduced excitation energy due to the extended p-system.
The photoelectron spectra do not show the same strong time
dependent shift of electron kinetic energy as in furan and thus
no notable wavepacket dynamics in the excited state can be
assigned. This is in agreement with the theoretically predicted
decrease in the slope of the excited states. Instead the spectrum
is highly structured (Fig. 10 and 11, top) and the individual
peaks remain throughout the measured time interval. For
excitation with the 267 nm pulse two time constants can be
attributed to the relaxation to the ground state. The time
constants are t1 = 140  30 fs and t2 = 1.58  0.2 ps for
furfural, and t1 = 300  50 fs and t2 = 2.15  0.3 ps for
b-furfural, respectively. Both time constants are visible across
the whole spectra. For excitation with the 200 nm pulse only
Fig. 9 Relaxation scheme for b-furfural. Initial excitation at the FC region populates the energetically lowest lying pp* state (blue) with the 267 nm pump
pulse, or two higher excited pp* states (light blue) with the 200 nm pump pulse. Three possible deactivation routes arise: (1) (blue) – the puckering
pathway is assumed to be the main pathway, in accordance with furan. It leads through a S1 minimum to CoInp. Here it relaxes to the ground state via a
photophysical process. (2) (green) – If one of the CO bonds in the ring is elongated far enough, the ps* state (green) stabilizes and crosses all three pp*
states (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). From CoIno the ring opens and thereby the photochemical process takes place. CoIno and CoInp are connected by a CoIn
seam. (3) (red) – The nOp* state (red) crosses the pp* states somewhere on the potential energy surface, here shown exemplarily in the puckering
pathway. It gets populated only from the lowest pp* state. If this happens, CoInn can be reached mainly by rotation of the aldehyde group. The puckering
and the opening decay with t2, relaxation via nOp* is responsible for t1.
Fig. 10 Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of furfural upon excita-
tion at 267 nm and ionization at 400 nm. The black line represents the time
zero shift ts(E) as fitted by eqn (1). The scaling factors for the cuts on the
right are 14 (2 eV, red) and 480 (3.5 eV, ocher).
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one time constant can be observed, t2 = 1.5  0.2 ps for furfural
and t2 = 1.3  0.2 ps for b-furfural. The maximum time-zero
shift ts for the 267 nm spectra is 50  10 fs for furfural and
30  10 fs for b-furfural. In the 200 nm spectra no shift is
observed, which is likely caused by the wavepacket being
temporarily trapped on the less steep, excited-state surface in
the longer process connected to t2.
The spectral structures show distinct peaks, but with diﬀerent
patterns for the two pump pulses. They can be explained by the
corresponding He(I)-ionization spectra which exhibit a compar-
able structure.29 This is exemplified in the ESI† (see Fig. S1) on
furfural. The strong peak at 0.7 eV in the 267 nm spectrum using
a two photon probe scheme has been attributed to an ionization
from the nO orbital of the aldehyde group.
29 This state is called
nO ionized state from here on. In the 200 nm spectrum the 0.7 eV
peak is missing.
In addition the short lifetime t1 only appears for the excitation
with the 267 nm pump. At this wavelength, the first excited pp*
state, S2(pp*), is populated for both molecules, while the 200 nm
pulse should populate both, S2(pp*) and S5(pp*) (see Fig. 8).
This means that an additional pathway opens when the
reaction is started directly from the S2(pp*) state and is not
reached from the higher lying S3 and S5 state. As both, t1 and t2,
can be observed over the whole spectrum, two separate relaxa-
tion pathways must exist. One of them corresponds to the one
identified in furan, which is the pathway through the CoIn
seam connecting CoInp and CoIno. Based on the reasoning
from quantum chemistry given below, the other is assigned to
CoInn, which is not included in this seam. CoInn mediates the
relaxation involving the nOp* state (see Fig. 9).
After photoexcitation with either pump pulse the valence
electrons of furfural and b-furfural are in a pnO
2p* configu-
ration. This configuration remains when the systems follow the
relaxation path towards the CoIn seam (Fig. 9, blue). Photo-
ionization of the outer electron will dominantly lead to a pnO
2
configuration. When the other pathway towards CoInn is chosen
(Fig. 9, red), the electronic character changes from pnO
2p* to
p2nOp*. Photoionization of the outer electron will now result in a
p2nO configuration, which corresponds to the nO ionized state.
Consequently t1 is assigned to the relaxation via the nOp* state.
The participation of the nOp* state is also indicated by
on-the-fly dynamics, where it gets partially populated. Keeping
in mind the performance of CASSCF in the FC region, however,
this can only be seen as a supportive indication. For the same
reason, the corresponding S2/S1 CoIns could not be optimized
in a meaningful way.
7 Conclusions
The deactivation process of photoexcited furan and two of its
derivates, furfural and b-furfural were studied by time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy and by quantum chemical calcula-
tion. The systems were selected to investigate the eﬀect of
substituents on the dynamics with furan taken as reference
system. Using a high intensity probe pulse, the relaxation of
furan from the FC region back to the ground state could be
monitored through a two photon probe process. An excited
state lifetime of 60  15 fs could be assigned to the time in
which the molecule accesses the region of the CoIns to the
ground state. A second time of 110  25 fs is assigned to the
decay of the excited state which is mediated via the CoIn seam
connecting the ring opening and ring puckering CoIns. The
relaxation of furfural and b-furfural happens on a much slower
timescale and, depending on the wavelength of the pump
pulse, one or two lifetimes are found. Interestingly, for both
molecules the pulse with the lower energy leads to the addi-
tional, shorter time constant. Quantum chemical calculations
performed on CASSCF, CASPT2 and CCSD level of theory,
assign the short life time to a deactivation via the nOp* state,
which is related to the aldehyde group and thus not available
in furan.
The general slowdown of the relaxation process from furan
to its derivates can also be explained by the aldehyde group
introduced at diﬀerent positions of the furan ring. It lowers the
excitation energy in the FC region due to the extension of the p
system, but it hardly eﬀects the position of the CoIns with
respect to the ground state minimum. Due to the structural
deformation at the CoIns, the extension of the p system is
removed. This is the dominant eﬀect which defines the relative
energies between ground state minimum, FC point and the
CoIns. The two-electron two-orbital model successfully predicted
the structural changes for CoInp of the puckering pathway when
going from furan to its derivates. The degree to which a hydro-
gen atom is bent beneath the ring has, however, only minor
energetic eﬀects. In molecules where the deformation has larger
sterical consequences and the substituent position has less, even
the energetic position of the CoIn on the potential energy surface
should be predictable.
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Chapter 3
ASRS - passing the conical
intersection
After traversing the excited state surface and reaching a CoIn, the wavepacket passes through it
and thereby can relax back to the GS. While CoIns are naturally included in quantum chemical
treatment and interpretation of photorelaxation processes, the direct experimental probing of
them is rare. One major issue is the short amount of time, a wavepacket usually is located
in their vicinity. Here the technical advances of the light sources enable a potential solution
through attosecond laserpulses. In the present work, the theoretical simulation of ASRS signals
is used to explore the capabilities of the method, and will serve as helpful tool to interpret the
at times complex spectra.
In the following, the article “Monitoring conical intersections in the ring opening of fu-
ran by attosecond stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy”, Struct. Dyn. 3 (2016), 023601, is
reprinted with the permission of AIP Publishing. The supplementary information is available
at aca.scitation.org/doi/suppl/10.1063/1.4933007. Key points of the article are:
• The basic formalism and structure of ASRS, a novel spectroscopic detection scheme, are
presented.
• A wavepacket passing through a conical intersection under three different mechanisms (adi-
abatic, diabatic, and branching) is simulated using a model system with a fixed number of
state transitions and simple progressions of the state energies. The obtained signals show
distinct characteristics, the branching signal, especially is suited to locate the CoIn. It forms,
when only a fraction of the wavepacket changes its adiabatic state.
• The technique is utilized, to calculate spectra for a set of non-adiabatic semiclassical on-
the-fly dynamics of furan, which decay to the GS via the ring opening pathway (see chapter
2.3). The signal of three distant points of one trajectory, as well as an adiabatic and a
diabatic passage through the S1/S0 CoIn of the ring opening pathway were analyzed in
detail. The generated spectra prove to be very sensitive to the molecular geometry. The
general patterns observed for the model system, however, can be found again in the spectra
of the furan trajectories.
• Ensemble averaging was done for a set of trajectories which reached the ring opening CoIn
within a certain time window. With some trajectories not hopping at the CoIn, the electronic
character of the ensemble slowly changes, and a new feature forms in the spectrum.
Monitoring conical intersections in the ring opening of
furan by attosecond stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy
Weijie Hua,1,a) Sven Oesterling,2,a) Jason D. Biggs,1 Yu Zhang,1
Hideo Ando,1 Regina de Vivie-Riedle,2,b) Benjamin P. Fingerhut,1,3 and
Shaul Mukamel1,c)
1Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, California 92697, USA
2Department of Chemistry, University of Munich, Butenandtstr. 5-13, D-81377 Munich,
Germany
3Max-Born-Institut f€ur Nichtlineare Optik und Kurzzeitspektroskopie, Max Born Strasse 2A,
12489 Berlin-Adlershof, Germany
(Received 27 August 2015; accepted 31 August 2015; published online 9 October 2015;
corrected 14 October 2015)
Attosecond X-ray pulses are short enough to capture snapshots of molecules
undergoing nonadiabatic electron and nuclear dynamics at conical intersections
(CoIns). We show that a stimulated Raman probe induced by a combination of an
attosecond and a femtosecond pulse has a unique temporal and spectral resolution
for probing the nonadiabatic dynamics and detecting the ultrafast (4.5 fs) passage
through a CoIn. This is demonstrated by a multiconfigurational self-consistent-field
study of the dynamics and spectroscopy of the furan ring-opening reaction.
Trajectories generated by surface hopping simulations were used to predict
Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy signals at reactant and product
structures as well as representative snapshots along the conical intersection seam.
The signals are highly sensitive to the changes in nonadiabatically coupled
electronic structure and geometry. VC 2015 Author(s). All article content, except
where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4933007]
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of short femto- to picosecond light pulses,1 it became possible to
monitor molecular reactions in real time and determine ultrafast reaction rates.2 Ultrafast photo-
induced reactions are widely investigated in photochemistry and photobiology. Prominent exam-
ples are the photo damage and repair of the DNA bases,3–6 the initial event in the process of
vision,7,8 electrocyclic photoreactions,9–12 photodissociations,13,14 and energy and charge trans-
fer processes.15 Ultrafast photodynamics is essential to current and emerging energy conversion
and optical storage technologies. In many cases the observed dynamics can only be explained
by the existence of conical intersections (CoIns)16 a concept which has been established theo-
retically. CoIns are points where the molecule reaches a geometry for which potential energy
surfaces of different electronic states come close in energy and may even become degenerate,
and the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation breaks down. The electronic and nuclear
motions are strongly coupled and the molecule can rapidly relax nonradiatively to the lower
lying electronic states, often all the way down to the ground state. A still existing caveat is that
the rapid passage through a CoIn had so far prevented its direct spectroscopic observation.
Only indirect evidence is available by recording the ultrafast changes in the spectroscopic
signals of the reactants and the products in a pump-probe set up. CoIns lately became the focus
of attention in the attosecond community.17 Attosecond X-ray pulses have the capacity to probe
a)W. Hua and S. Oesterling contributed equally to the work.
b)Electronic mail: regina.de_vivie@cup.uni-muenchen.de
c)Electronic mail: smukamel@uci.edu
2329-7778/2016/3(2)/023601/17 VC Author(s) 20153, 023601-1
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 3, 023601 (2016)
 Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions.
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the ultrafast electron and nuclear dynamics through CoIn. Attosecond pulses are now produced
by high harmonic tabletop sources,18–21 and much brighter femtosecond X-ray pulses are made
possible by free electron lasers.22,23
In this paper, we show how this may be accomplished by a novel spectroscopic detection
scheme, Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy (ASRS), depicted in Fig. 1. The
molecule interacts with 3 pulses. The first UV actinic pulse, k1, initiates the ring-opening reac-
tion. After a time delay T, the molecule evolves to a superposition of valence states described
by the density matrix qabðTÞ ¼ cacb. It then interacts with two X-ray pulses k2 and k3. The
50 femtosecond Raman pump k2 with frequency x2 is resonant with a core transition. The
Raman probe k3 is broadband (100 attosecond) with mean frequency x3 red-shifted from x2.
The Raman pump bandwidth is narrow compared with the lifetime broadening of the core tran-
sition and cannot induce an electronic Raman transition on its own. For example, a 30-fs pump
has a FWHM bandwidth of 0.06 eV compared with the 0.13 eV lifetime broadening of the O1s
core hole.24 The signal is defined as the difference in the frequency dispersed transmission of
the k3 pulse with and without the Raman pump. This technique is commonly used in vibrational
Raman spectroscopy, where it is known as femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(FSRS).25–27
We assume an oriented sample, with both pump and probe having the same polarization vec-
tor, . The transition dipole moments (TDMs) can then be replaced with their projection along this
vector (that is, Vij ¼ Vij  ). Assuming a monochromatic Raman pump E2ðxÞ ¼ dðx x2Þ, the
ASRS signal is given by28
FIG. 1. Physical picture of the Attosecond Stimulated X-ray Raman Spectroscopy experiment. (a) Pulse sequence shown in
the time (top) and frequency (bottom) domains. The UV actinic pump k1 initiates the reaction, and after time delay T, the
time coincident narrow femtosecond pump k2 and broad attosecond probe X-ray pulses k3 interact with molecule to gener-
ate the ASRS signal. (b) Energy level diagram and transition process involved in ASRS detection. State variables are
according to Eqs. (2)–(3): a, b, c, valence-excited states (including the ground state g); x, y, core-excited states. Energy
order in each manifold is arbitrary. (c) The two loop diagrams that contribute to the signal [Eq. (1)]. Both diagrams show a
wavefunction evolution pathway along b x c y a, but vary in the interaction with the Raman sequence in either
the bra or the ket side of the loop (see ref 66 for diagram rules).
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Sðx x2;x2; TÞ ¼ Siðx x2;x2; TÞ þ Siiðx x2;x2; TÞ; (1)
Si x x2;x2; Tð Þ ¼ Im
X
abcxy
qab Tð ÞVbxVxcVcyVyaE3 xð ÞE3 x xabð Þ
x2  xxb  icxbð Þ x2  xya þ icya
 
x x2  xac þ iCacð Þ ; (2)
Sii x x2;x2; Tð Þ ¼ Im
X
abcxy
qab Tð ÞVbxVxcVcyVyaE3 xð ÞE3 x xabð Þ
x xxb þ iCxbð Þ x xyb þ iCybð Þ x x2  xcb þ iCcbð Þ : (3)
The two contributing terms Si and Sii can be, respectively, read off diagrams i and ii in
Fig. 1(c). a, b, and c denote valence excited states (including the ground state), whereas x and
y represent core-excited states, ca is the lifetime broadening of state a with Cab ¼ ca þ cb;
cab ¼ ca  cb, and xab ¼ xa  xb stands for the energy difference. E3ðxÞ is the Raman probe
envelope. We also assumed that the electronic Hamiltonian does not change considerably dur-
ing the fast interaction with the Raman probe (i.e., we neglect the dynamics during the interac-
tion of the attosecond pulse). This is justified, since the X-ray Raman process occurs within the
core lifetime ð5 fsÞ,29 whereby the nuclear motions are frozen. We watch the system valence
dynamics by monitoring the signal variation with the time delay T.
We show that ASRS captures the geometrical and electronic structure changes when a
CoIn is reached and passed, and can discriminate reactant, product, and CoIns with high sensi-
tivity. This is confirmed by a complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) spectro-
scopic study of the dynamics and relaxation pathways in the ring opening of photoexcited
furan. Trajectories were generated by surface hopping nonadiabatic molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, and ASRS signals were calculated at selected snapshots.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Passage through a conical intersection in a model system
The ultrafast passage through conical intersections is an example of a nonadiabatic transi-
tion—a fundamental problem in many chemical and biological systems.30 The CoIn relaxation
timescale and branching ratios are controlled by the topology of the branching space around the
CoIn, the 2D subspace of nuclear degrees of freedom which lifts the degeneracy.16 To set the
stage for the ASRS signals of the nonadiabatic dynamics of a complex molecular system, i.e.,
the ring opening reaction of furan, we first illustrate the power of the technique with help of a
simple model (see scheme in Fig. 2(e)) that captures the essentials of CoIn-mediated relaxation
processes. 4 valence states, g (the ground state), e; e2, and e3, are coupled to 2 core excited
states, f and f2. A conical intersection is created by g and e. Starting from a bright e state, the
dynamics is incorporated phenomenologically, by varying the energy gap between e and g
(from 1 eV to 0 eV and back to 1 eV) as well as TDMs between g; e and core-excited states (all
parameters provided in supplementary Note 131).
The passage through a CoIn can in principle occur via three mechanisms. This is depicted
in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) (left). Starting from a pure e state, states g and e switch state character (e.g.,
closed shell $ pp) after the passage. The passage can occur (i) via a diabatic mechanism,
where the wavepacket relaxes to the ground state and keeps the state character, (ii) via an adia-
batic mechanism, where the wavepacket stays in the excited state with the character inter-
changed, or (iii) via a branching mechanism which gradually mixes the former two.32 Using the
same set of energies and TDMs, different passing mechanisms are modeled by different time
evolution of the quantum amplitudes (supplementary Fig. 1).
Figures 2(a)–2(c) (right) depict the simulated ASRS signals. Signal at the initial time
(T ¼ ) is the same for the three mechanisms. It is recaptured on top of Fig. 2(d) to demon-
strate the ASRS peak features. Three major peaks contributed from diagram i (ii) are labeled
by an A (1 and 2). For all these peaks, the same ASRS-active transition e f2  e3  f2  e
(see Fig. 2(e)) is assigned, in the order of b x c y a. Resonances are generated
when one or several factors in the denominator of Eqs. (2) and (3) vanishes: x appears only
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once in Si and resonances are attributed to c a valence transition (x x2 ¼ xac); x appears
three times in Sii, indicating resonances to b c valence transition (x x2 ¼ xcb), or b y
or b x core deexcitation (x ¼ xyb or x ¼ xxb). A single resonance from either diagram
exhibits absorptive lineshape, and captures the valence transition information. The two absorp-
tive peaks A and 2 correspond to the single valence resonance e e3 and e3  e, respectively.
Their transition energies 5.0 eV and 5.0 eV can be read off the top axis (photon energy rela-
tive to x2). Sii intensities can be greatly enhanced when two or three denominator factors
approach zero at the same time (double- or triple-resonance), creating a dispersive-like line-
shape. Among the multiple transitions, the double resonances for the same core transitions
(x ¼ xxb ¼ xyb) are the easiest to be satisfied. The dispersive peaks are an effective probe for
core transitions. Peak 1 corresponds to double resonances of the e f2 core transition. The
transition energy 532.0 eV (spreading 531.5–532.5 eV) can be read off the bottom axis (absolute
photon energy). The dispersive peak magnitude depends on the core hole lifetime (supplemen-
tary Fig. 2).
FIG. 2. Signals of a model system passing a conical intersection (T¼ 0) under 3 different mechanisms. (a)–(c) Left:
Illustration of 3 mechanisms for passing a CoIn constituted by ground state g and valence excited state e, starting (T ¼ )
from a wavepacket with only e populated, jwi ¼ 1:0jei þ 0jgi. States with different characters are colored by purple and
gold, and arrows show the wavepacket evolution. Solid lines, adiabatic representation; dashes, diabatic representation.
Right: 2D-plot of the simulated ASRS signals for the model system (defined in panel e) at different time under each mecha-
nism. (a) Diabatic passage. The system relaxes to state g while the state character persists (purple line). We assume the
system changes via jw0i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0:5
p jei þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0:5p jgi into jwþi ¼ 0jei þ 1:0jgi in our model. (b) Adiabatic process. The system
remains in state e, but the state character changes. We set jw0i ¼ jwþi ¼ jei ¼ jwi. (c) Branching mechanism with partial
population transfer. We adopt jw0i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0:9
p jei þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0:1p jgi and jwþi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0:5
p jei þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0:5p jgi. (d) 1D slices of initial and final
ASRS signals with respect to absolute (bottom axis) and relative (top axis) photon energies. Initial signal is decomposed as
Si and Sii, and peaks are labeled. (e) Level scheme of the model of 4 valence and 2 core states. g and e have a switch in state
character after the CoIn passage (purple and gold), and no change is assumed for other states (black). State energies are
labeled. Only xe and xg vary during the process, to give a energy gap 1.0 eV at T ¼ =þ and 0.0 eV at T¼ 0. Additional
parameters are given in supplementary Note 1. ASRS-active transitions at initial and final (diabatic and adiabatic passage)
time are indicated by arrows.
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Under the three mechanisms, signals evolve differently as different transitions are activated.
For the diabatic passage (Fig. 2(a)), the involved state e is gradually transformed into g. At the
final time (T ¼ þ), the active transition is g f2  e3  f2  g (Fig. 2(e)). In the diabatic
model, the ASRS signal provides a direct probe of the populated state character irrespective of
the energy order. The energy order switch leads to a red shift of peak A and a blue shift of
peaks 1 and 2 by 1.0 eV (¼ xeg). Clear signal changes are observed during the adiabatic pas-
sage (Fig. 2(b)). This is because a different type of transition e f  e2  f  e (Fig. 2(e))
is probed as time goes (while contribution of the initial transition channel decays) and uniquely
remains till the end. Two absorptive peaks at x x2 ¼ 2:0; 2:0 eV from Si and Sii probe sin-
gle valence resonance e e2 and e2  e, respectively. A dispersive Sii peak at x¼ 525.0 eV
(spreading 524.5–525.5 eV) probes the double core resonance e f. In the 2D signal of
Fig. 2(b), these new peaks become gradually stronger, and the Si and Sii peaks manifest blue
and red shifts. Figure 2(c) gives the signals of a prototypic population branching mechanism.
Significant signal changes are observed during the passage, which arise from the adiabatic path-
way. At the final time, the system is still in a superposition of states e and g (supplementary
Fig. 1(c)), and the final signal combines features of the former two mechanistic limiting cases
(Fig. 2(d)).
B. Semiclassical molecular dynamics simulations of furan
Nonadiabatic MD simulations of the relaxation of photo-excited furan were performed
using Tully’s fewest switch trajectory surface hopping (TSH) algorithm.33 100 250-fs trajecto-
ries were generated where 4 low-lying singlet valence states (S0–S3) were considered at the
state-averaged CASSCF level. The simulations started with a bright pp state S2 prepared
by the actinic pump and shortly underwent a population redistribution to S1 (supplementary
Fig. 3). Then in an average time of 95 fs, S1=S0 CoIn structures were reached with smooth var-
iation from deformed to ring opening geometries. Most trajectories ended in the ground state
S0, in agreement with previous predictions.
34 Both pathways, the deformation,35 as well as
relaxations through a ring opening, were observed.
Snapshots were selected, aiming to study the signal change (1) among the reactant, S1=S0
conical intersection, and product; and (2) during the diabatic/adiabatic passage of the CoIn. The
conical intersections are not isolated points but form multidimensional seams. Signals for sev-
eral CoIns within the seam are compared in supplementary Fig. 13. Nuclear coordinates and
amplitudes of electronic states were used for the ASRS signal calculations. We had increased
the number of states (from 4 S0–S3 to 10 V0–V9) and basis set (6-31G* to aug-cc-pVDZ) to
achieve more accurate and broad signals. The amplitudes of S0–S3 were projected into the
new basis set, and the original S1/S0 CoIn can be tracked as the V1/V0 CoIn (supplementary
Note 2).
C. Signals at the reactant, conical intersection, and product configurations
To observe the structural changes around the C–O bond in the ring opening reaction, we
focused on the core excitations at the O1s edge. This avoids the complexity caused by multiple
core centers at the C1s edge.36 50 core excited states (C1–C50) were computed with the state-
averaged restricted-active-space SCF (RASSCF) method.37 The Raman pump frequency was set
to 533.0 eV. A Gaussian spectral envelope E3ðxÞ ¼ er2ðxx3Þ2=2 was used for the broadband
probe pulse, with x3 set to 528.0 eV and pulse duration r¼ 100 as. Most trajectories followed
the ring opening pathway, where a possible product is a 3-membered ring. We picked one
trajectory, traj. 3, which ran into a comparable geometry, and selected 3 snapshots at T¼ 0.0 fs
(Reac-3), 62.5 fs (CoIn-3), and 231.0 fs (Prod-3) as representative structures for the reactant,
conical intersection, and product (see structures in Fig. 3(c)). The resulting ASRS signals
displayed in Fig. 3(a) reveal strong variations in both shapes and magnitudes. This is to be
expected due to the drastic changes in geometry and electronic structure. Absolute magnitude
of the signals are sensitive to transition dipole moments due to the quadratic dependence [Eqs.
(2) and (3)]. Here, Reac-3 has absolute intensity 103 orders lower than the others simply
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because small X component of TDM between active valence and core states (it is a nearly pla-
nar structure put in the XY plane and we set the photon X-polarized).
The dominant peaks from diagram i (ii) are labeled by A, B, C (1, 2, 3). Separate plots of
Si and Sii contributions are provided in supplementary Fig. 4; experimentally, we only observe
their sum. Peaks assignments are given in Table I. Peak 1 of Reac-3 is interpreted as
V8  C23  V4  C23  V8. Triple resonances lead to a strong dispersive peak. Valence tran-
sition frequency xðV4Þ  xðV8Þ ¼ 1:4 eV and core transition frequency xðC23Þ  xðV8Þ
¼ 531:7 eV can be directly read from the top and bottom axes, respectively. Peak 3 of Prod-3
probes double resonances for the core transitions V0  C1. Mixing of different channels
appears in CoIn-3. The impurity is caused by the two constituting states V0 and V1 (projected
FIG. 3. Signals for reactant, conical intersection, and product geometries. (a) Simulated O1s ASRS signals of furan at 3
snapshots along trajectory 3: reactant Reac-3, conical intersection CoIn-3, and product Prod-3. Intense peaks contributed
by diagrams i (ii) are labeled by A (1 and 2). Envelopes of pulses 2 and 3 (E2 and E3) are shown on the top. (b) Simulated
artificial “O1s XANES spectra” at these snapshots and the optimized ground-state geometry. Stems label calculated O1s
IPs. (c) Corresponding geometries, with C–O distances given in A˚. (d) Assignment of major transitions. Percentages in pa-
renthesis are contributions of the specified major transitions divided by Si or Sii. (e) Raman transitions are analyzed in terms
of the natural transition orbitals (NTOs),38–40 where dominant particle (left) and hole (right) orbital pairs are plotted with
contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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from S0 and S1; supplementary Note 2), which have close energy (ca. 0.1 eV) and similar state
population. For instance, peak 2 (from Sii) is interpreted as V0;1  C2  V1;0  C2  V1;0.
To see the involved valence transitions between the two states, we decomposed the signal into
each (b, c) pair as the Sii channel probes the b c valence transition. This assigns a mixture
of anti-Stokes transition V0  V1 (47%) and Rayleigh transitions V0  V0 (26%) and V1
 V1 (15%).
We had further analyzed the valence Raman transitions in terms of the natural transition
orbitals (NTOs)38–40 (Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)). The NTOs obtained from singular value decomposi-
tion of the spin-summed transition density matrix provide a visual illustration of each transition
through one or several hole and particle orbitals (NTO pairs). For instance, the V8  V4 to
transition of Reac-3 (peak 1) is mainly characterized by the creation of an electron in the delo-
calized, bonding p orbital and a hole in the localized, anti-bonding C-pz orbitals. CoIn-3 is a
biradical. Peak A is characterized as V9  V0 transition, through which the biradicals on the
two terminals become more delocalized. By contrast, in peaks B and C, the electrons are trans-
ferred from a delocalized p orbital to be more localized on the two terminals. For peak 2, the
NTOs picture the electron movement for the V0  V1 transition.
Figure 3(b) gives the simulated O1s X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra
from the ground state at each geometry. Even though these are not experimental observables
(since the molecule is in a superposition of valence states instead of ground state), they provide
a window into the transition energies and dipole moments. In CoIn-3 and Prod-3, the C–O
bond is broken and the oxygen site becomes a radical. This leads to a 3–4 eV red shift for the
main peak positions in the simulated XANES spectra, as compared to GS or Reac-3. A similar
red shift was observed experimentally in the C1s XANES spectra of the  CH3 radical.41 Unlike
XANES, there is no large global shift in the ASRS signals because the broadband pulse covers
a wide region (ca. 10 eV, top of Fig. 3(a)) and can excite different valence-core transitions.
D. Signals in the vicinity of conical intersections
The ASRS signals clearly reveal the rapid passage through a CoIn. We use two MD trajec-
tories 21 and 24 to illustrate the diabatic and adiabatic passage, respectively. Figure 4 displays
the energy and amplitude variation of four states S0–S3 in the first 50 fs of the MD simulations.
Initially, the molecule is excited to the bright S2 state, then it redistributes into S1 during
15.0–25.0 fs, reaching the S1/S0 CoIn at 29.0 fs (traj. 21) or 28.5 fs (traj. 24). The difference is
that the system then turns into S0 in traj. 21, while it remains in S1 in traj. 24. The two consti-
tuting states populations change steeply in the vicinity of a CoIn. We study the passage for 10
consecutive snapshots in a time window of 4.5 fs (26.5–31.0 fs). Each set provides a series
with minor perturbations in chemical structure but show noticeable variations in electronic
structure due to the breakdown of the BO approximation.
Figure 5(a) displays the simulated ASRS signals of traj. 21, where from left to right we
show the total signal and separated contributions arising from populations (q00 and q11) and the
coherence (q01 þ q10) of the two constituting states, V0 and V1. The system gradually evolves
from V1 to V0 (see their amplitudes in Fig. 5(b); other valence states have negligible
TABLE I. ASRS peak assignments. Assignments of major transitions along the entire pathway of wavefunction evolution
b x c y a (Fig. 1(c)) for ASRS peaks defined in Fig. 3(a). Peak positions are in eV.
Geometry peak position b x c y a
Reac-3 1 531.7 V8  C23  V4  C23  V8
CoIn-3 A 527.0 V0;1  C3;4;2  V9  C3;4;2  V0
B 528.3 V0;1  C3;4;2  V6  C3;4;2  V0
C 529.7 V0;1  C3;4  V3  C3;4  V0
2 531.6 V0;1  C2  V1;0  C2  V1;0
Prod-3 3 531.8 V0  C1  V0  C1  V0
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amplitudes, see supplementary Note Fig. 2). The total signal is thus dominated by the q11 compo-
nent first and then by q00. In the middle region (T¼ 28.5–29.5 fs), both states have comparable
populations (thus induce coherence of comparable magnitude), so the total signal is composed by
both population and coherence terms on similar footing. Time-dependent signals exhibit a “jump”
around 29.0 fs (see also 2D contour plot in supplementary Fig. 6), which reflect the geometry and
electronic structure changes in furan when the CoIn is approached. Such signal variation is caused
by the change in valence-core transition dipole moments, and the sensitivity comes from the quad-
ratic dependence which amplifies the difference. The evolution of V0-core and V1-core TDMs is
interpreted in supplementary Fig. 7 by using the corresponding Gaussian convoluted oscillator
strengths, where each exhibits a piecewise function switching at 29.0 fs. Apart from the short tran-
sition period (say, before 28.0 fs and after 29.5 fs), the electronic structure evolves much more
slowly and accordingly the signals show relatively mild changes.
To understand the signal evolution, coherence contributions, and resonances that enhance
the signals during the CoIn, we followed a major absorptive peak at ca. 527 eV (labeled by
“o”), which comes from the Si channel. The peak is interpreted as V1  C3  V9  C3  V1
in the beginning (till 28.0 fs), and V0  C3  V9  C3  V0 in the end (from 29.5 fs). While
in the transition period (28.5–29.0 fs), both V0 and V1 are involved. The switch from V1 to V0
involved in the major transitions indicates that the ASRS signal picks up the state features
regardless of their energy reversal. Underlying valence transitions (V9  V1 or V9  V0) are
interpreted as mainly oxygen p orbital to p transitions by the NTOs (Fig. 5(c)). The NTOs
verify the similar features of active transitions during the time. Meanwhile, they also visualize
the progression for these transitions. As time increases, the hole (particle) orbitals change from
delocalized to localized on the O atom (C-O terminals).
The calculated ASRS signals of traj. 24 is given in Fig. 6(a) to demonstrate the signal evo-
lution during the adiabatic passage of the V1/V0 CoIn. The CoIn is approached at ca. 28.5 fs.
FIG. 4. Time-dependent energies and amplitudes. Time-dependent CASSCF energies (top) and amplitudes (bottom) of
valences states S0–S3 in the first 50 fs of (a) and (b) MD traj. 21 and (c) and (d) traj. 24. The S1/S0 CoIn of the two trajecto-
ries appears at ca. 29.0 fs and 28.5 fs and is characterized as mainly diabatic and adiabatic passage, respectively. A time
window of 4.5 fs (T¼ 26.5–31.0 fs, see dotted boxes) is chosen to study its CoIn passage (enlarged view provided in sup-
plementary Fig. 5). Insets show the superposition of snapshots in the time window, with rmsd change in coordinates of 0.11
and 0.18 A˚, respectively. In top panels, cyan crosses denote MD-active states and gray lines are total energies (sum of ki-
netic and potential energies).
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The wavepacket still remains in state V1 after passing the CoIn (in contrast to traj. 21; Fig.
6(b)), while the state character of V1 and V0 interchanges. As a result of the evident total signal
change around the transition point (cf. signals at 27.5 – 29.0 fs in Fig. 6(a); see also 2D plot in
FIG. 5. Rapid variation of ASRS signals in diabatic passage of a conical intersection. (a) Simulated ASRS signals of furan
during the diabatic passage of V1/V0 conical intersection (T¼ 26.5 – 31.0 fs in MD trajectory 21). From left to right, total
signals and contributions from q00 and q11 populations, and q01 þ q10 coherence (0 and 1 refer to states V0 and V1). (b)
Absolute amplitudes of the two constituting states. (c) Major valence transitions (denoted by “o”) visualized by NTOs at
selected time. Dominant hole and particle orbitals are plotted with contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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supplementary Fig. 8), the absorptive double peaks at 527–528 eV (denoted by “o” and “þ”)
decay while the dispersive, elastic peak (denoted by “E”) at 528.5 eV grows. For instance, peak
“o” comes from V1  C2;3  V9  C2;3  V1 in the beginning and V0  C2;3  V9  
C2;3  V0 transitions in the end. Clear sequence and progression of the NTOs for valence
FIG. 6. Rapid variation of ASRS signals in adiabatic passage of a conical intersection. (a) Simulated ASRS signals of furan
during the adiabatic passage of V1/V0 conical intersection (T¼ 26.5 – 31.0 fs in MD trajectory 24). From left to right, total
signals and contributions from q00 and q11 populations, and q01 þ q10 coherence (0 and 1 refer to states V0 and V1). (b)
Absolute amplitudes of the two constituting states. (c) Major valence transitions for the two main peaks (denoted by “þ”
and “o”) visualized by NTOs at selected time. Dominant hole and particle orbitals are plotted with contour isovalue¼ 0.08.
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Raman transitions is depicted in Fig. 6(c). The peak E corresponds to elastic valence transition
V0  V0 transition at 28.0 fs and V1  V1 since 28.5 fs, both via an intermediate core state
C1. The evolution of V0-core and V1-core TDMs is interpreted in supplementary Fig. 9.
E. Ensemble averaging
Above discussion had shown that the ASRS signals are capable to probe the diabatic or ad-
iabatic passage of a CoIn along an individual trajectory. Experiments however record the en-
semble average of many trajectories which may average out some features. Ensemble averaging
over the complete trajectory evolution would require repeating the whole computational proce-
dure for hundreds (more likely thousands) of trajectories, which is computationally extremely
expensive. We focus on the fast appearance (< 40 fs) of the S1/S0 CoIns of the ring opening
pathway. Within the short period, the trajectories sample a limited phase space and approxi-
mately resemble a compact wavepacket. We performed 300 short 40 fs MD simulations (in
addition to the 100 250 fs MD trajectories), and chose the sub-ensemble of trajectories
approaching the CoIn between 26.5–31.0 fs (most trajectories did not approach the S1/S0 CoIn
within the period). ASRS signals are then evaluated within this narrow time window to obtain
good statistics. Totally 15 trajectories (including trajs. 21 and 24) were selected out (see struc-
tures in supplementary Fig. 10), and the signal evolution of each trajectory was calculated. For
most trajectories, the initial wavepacket at 26.5 fs has a dominant S1 population and mainly
pr character. They constitute a rich set for the evolution of amplitudes (S0  S1) and charac-
ter [p2  ðpÞ1ðrÞ1] to different extent (i.e., including those mainly retain the character). They
show how the signals overlap and how the branching of different pathways would be observed.
It has been shown above that when the electronic structure change is mild, the signal progres-
sion is slowed down. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the omitted trajectories contribute
a smooth background within this time window.
Figure 7 displays the simulated averaged signal. It exhibits two clear regions contributed
mainly from Si and Sii, respectively, and include two absorptive (labeled by “o” and “*”) and
one dispersive major features (“E”). Features of individual features can still be recognized. One
important reason is that absolute signal intensity of individual trajectory varies by orders of
1–100 (due to the sensitivity to the TDMs). For instance, traj. 21 contributes to the feature “o”
starting at 29.0 fs, while traj. 24 makes invisible contribution (cf. intensity scales in supplemen-
tary Figs. 6 and 8). Statistics selects out those trajectories with strong intensities, with limited
smearing effect by others. Additional feature “*” in the Si region comes from the V8  V1
FIG. 7. Statistical average. Two-dimensional plot of the simulated ASRS signals averaged over 15 trajectories during the
period 26.5–31.0 fs. The signals feature two evident regions (dashes are added to guide eyes), which mainly come from the
Si and Sii channels, respectively. Three peak features are labeled as “o,” “*” (absorptive peaks) and “E” (dispersive peak) at
where they appear or disappear.
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transition which starts to disappear at around 28.5 fs, indicating a CoIn at this region (see a
constituting trajectory contribution in supplementary Fig. 11). Thus, the ASRS technique has its
own capacity to record the main feature and turning point of different channels according to
their signal intensities. Those with large absolute intensities are highly visible in the averaged
signal. The Sii region exhibits evident red shift. A dispersive feature “E” appears at around 27.5
fs and then gradually increases in intensity. It corresponds to mainly V1  V1 (and slightly
V0  V0) elastic transition and appears in many trajectories (see a contributing trajectory in
supplementary Fig. 12). Since this peak resonates with the state with p2 character, the increase
in intensity qualitatively refers to the yield via the adiabatic passage. Thus, it indicates branch-
ing of different trajectories between the adiabatic and diabatic relaxation channels upon passage
of the CoIn. The ASRS technique provides the required selectivity to record the distinct relaxa-
tion channels which arise from non Born-Oppenheimer branching events in the vicinity of
CoIn.
III. CONCLUSIONS
ASRS signals of photo-excited furan simulated at the CASSCF level reveal microscopic
details of the ring-opening pathways. ASRS is highly sensitive to the electronic structure and
serves as a probe for its variation during ultrafast reactions. The signals calculated for represen-
tative snapshots provide clear signatures which allow to discriminate reactant, product, and
transient conical intersection structures as well as different CoIn structures in the seam (supple-
mentary Fig. 13). Furthermore, the nonadiabatic transitions in the vicinity of conical intersec-
tions can be resolved by the proposed technique. Underlying physical processes of major ASRS
peaks have been analyzed in detail. Absorptive and dispersive peaks have been interpreted:
mathematically, they come from the single- and multiple- (double and triple) resonances,
respectively, and chemically, they map out the valence and core resonance information,
respectively.
In the ASRS technique, the attosecond pulse serves as a sharp time mark and ruler to accu-
rately measure the time delay T to the actinic pump—by scanning T, the system dynamics can
be monitored. Attosecond pulses have a broadband spectrum. For example, pulse duration of
100 attoseconds cover an energy range of 10–20 eV. This offers a broader window into elec-
tronic valence transitions. It is thus capable to follow the entire valence state evolution regard-
less of changing inter-valence transition moments or vanishing energy gap during the valence
state relaxation dynamics. Attosecond pulses can be generated in the X-ray or XUV regime.
When the carrier frequency falls in the X-ray regime, the spectroscopy is element-specific. By
tuning the pulse frequency to excite the atom that is directly involved in the bond breaking, the
chemical structure change during the reaction can be localized and followed.
In the vicinity of a conical intersection, electronic changes become increasingly rapid as
the populations of the two constituting states are switched. The ASRS technique has the tempo-
ral resolution for monitoring these changes and detecting the appearance of a CoIn. Moreover,
the combination of narrowband and broadband pulses in the Raman probe sequence facilitates
unprecedented spectral resolution compared to X-ray absorption. When a CoIn is approached,
additional coherence terms emerge from the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix and
affect the ASRS signals. ASRS should provide a novel way for the powerful characterization of
conical intersections, which are essential to the understanding of ultrafast photo-induced chemi-
cal reactions. Due to the high density of states of core excitations, it should deliver clear signa-
tures of CoIn mediated dynamics, even for situations with vanishing energy gaps of valence
electronic states which are often hampered by inter valence transition moments and the limited
bandwidth of optical probe techniques.8
To date, the direct time-resolved experimental probing of conical intersections is rare. Most
reported experiments have indirect circumstantial evidence of their presence, by probing the
fast dynamics of a vibrational wave packet passing through a conical intersection8,42 or via the
product branching ratio.43 Ultrafast femtosecond techniques can locate the CoIn with resolution
of a few tens of femtoseconds.44 Recent examples that are sensitive directly to the change in
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electronic structure include high harmonic generation study of NO2,
45 X-ray ionization and
fragmentation of hexane,46 and the Auger probe of thymine.47 ASRS signals offer a new possi-
bility for capturing signatures of conical intersections. The technique provides a measure for
coupled electron nuclear dynamics by mapping the instantaneous occupied valence state on
core excitations. The incorporation of dephasing effects due to vibrational motions on different
potential energy surfaces will be an important subject for future research. By combining
femtosecond-attosecond pump-probe pulses for X-ray Raman detection, broadband signals are
recorded in a single shot, making ASRS a promising tool for nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy.
IV. METHODS
A. MD simulation
Trajectories were simulated using the NewtonX 1.2 package48,49 modified50 to be compati-
ble with Molpro.51 The starting points for the individual trajectories were 100 structures taken
out of a Wigner phase space distribution along the normal modes of the optimized ground state.
Optimization and vibrational frequencies were calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-31G* level.
Nonadiabatic dynamics was simulated using the TSH algorithm.33 No thermostat was used.
Energies, gradients, and nonadiabatic couplings were computed every 0.5 fs at the CASSCF/
6-31G* level averaged over 4 states. The (10, 9) active space was employed which consists of
the entire p-system of furan and both CO-r bonds and all corresponding antibonding orbitals
(supplementary Fig. 14). The nonadiabatic coupling was evaluated only for states closer than
2 eV. Snapshots were then harvested for signal calculations.
B. Transition dipole moments between valence and core states
The MD provided wavefunctions (jWMCSCFn i) and amplitudes (dn) of 4 valence states
(n¼S0–S3) at each geometry. However, the 6-31G* basis set used in these trajectories is not
suitable for core hole calculations since it does not adequately describe the short-range asymp-
totic behavior of the core hole states. We therefore switched to a larger aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set.52 Point test with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set,52 verified36 for well description of the core
excited furan, was also performed and similar results were obtained (supplementary Fig. 15).
The TDMs between the core and valence states are easier to calculate with the same basis set.
We recalculated the valence excited states using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, and projected the
amplitudes dn into the new basis set (cm) (supplementary Note 2). Additional states are needed
in order to cover reasonably broad energy range for the ASRS spectroscopy. 10 valence states
(V0–V9) and 50 core-excited states (C1–C50) were computed. This provided low-lying valence
excited states up till 10 eV and core states up till the ionic potential (IP). The Molpro pack-
age51 was used for valence and core calculations. The CASSCF method was used for valence
calculations. For validation, we calculated the artificial “UV absorption” spectra at different
active space sizes. Even though this is not a physical observable at geometries other than GS, it
provides a good test for the accuracy of the calculated TDMs. Comparison of different active
space sizes for selected geometries shows that the active space with 10 orbitals and 10 electrons
led to converged spectra (supplementary Figs. 16(a)–16(b)). This active space was used for
valence state calculations at all geometries.
MCSCF core state calculations were initiated in the 1980s by A˚gren and co-workers.53–56
In recent years, Odelius et al.57 first employed the state-averaged RASSCF method37 in con-
junction with the state-interaction treatment of SO effects58 for metal L-edge XANES and
RIXS calculations. We started with the optimized 10-state-averaged valence wavefunction and
employed RASSCF to calculate the core states. The O1s core orbital was frozen and set with a
single occupation (RAS1). For geometries other than GS and Reac-3, we selected 10 orbitals in
the RAS2 space, which allows full configuration interaction (CI). For GS and ground-state-like
geometry Reac-3 with mainly closed-shell feature, only 4 orbitals are set in the RAS2 space
while 20 more orbitals are included in the RAS3 space with maximum occupation of 1 electron.
This gives additional states in the high-energy region, as required for better agreement of the
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calculated “O1s XANES spectroscopy” with experiment. Similarly, different active spaces had
been tested for selected geometries to verify the accuracy of the calculated TDMs (supplemen-
tary Figs. 16(c)–16(d)). The O1s IP was calculated as the difference of the state-specific
RASSCF total energies of the ionized and the neutral molecule. Core state energies of GS were
shifted by 3.05 eV by aligning the first resolved main peak of O1s XANES spectrum to
experiment (535.1 eV).59 The same shift value was then applied for all structures. Additionally,
for the ground state geometry, the simulated UV and XANES spectra compare well with
experiment59–62 and theoretical TD-DFT results36 (supplementary Fig. 17).
We then calculated the TDMs between all valence states m and core states p. The MCSCF
wavefunctions are respectively given by jUMCSCFm i ¼
P
jk
m
j j/mj i and jHMCSCFp i ¼
P
ij
p
i jhei i,
where j/mj i and jhpi i are Slater’s determinants, kmj and jei are the CI coefficients. The transition
dipole matrix between jUMCSCFm i and jHMCSCFp i is given by
hUMCSCFm jl^jHMCSCFp i ¼
X
i
X
j
ðkmj Þjpi h/mj jl^jhpi i: (4)
h/mj jl^jhpi i were calculated using the L€owdin rules.63,64
C. ASRS signal simulations
Using wavefunction and dipole integral matrices, the signals were calculated by our home
built code. The two X-ray pulses were X polarized, while the molecule in the initial geometry
stays in the XY plane. The narrowband frequency x2 was set to 533.0 eV to coincide with the
first main peak in the O1s XANES spectra (an average value for all structures). The broadband
pulse central frequency x3 is set to 5 eV lower, and pulse duration r¼ 100 as. 0.13 eV lifetime
broadening was assumed for O1s core excited states.24 For all valence excited states, a generic
value of 0.05 eV was employed.36,65 For the detection window, x’s from 525 to 540 eV with
0.05 eV intervals were used. Point test was also carried out for CoIn-3 to examine the effects
of pulse (supplementary Fig. 18), where the narrowband frequency x2 was tuned from 529.0 eV
to 535.0 eV with x3 fixed at 528.0 eV.
Our ASRS simulation protocol can be summarized as follows:
1. Nonadiabatic MD simulations at the CASSCF/6-31G* level for 4 valence states (S0–S3) gener-
ate wavefunctions jWMCSCFn i and amplitudes dn; select representative snapshots for consequent
steps.
2. CASSCF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations for 10 valence states (V0–V9) to get jUMCSCFm i.
3. RASSCF/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations for 50 core-excited states (C1–C50) yield the wavefunc-
tions jHMCSCFe i.
4. Project the amplitudes obtained from step 1 (dn) to the aug-cc-pVDZ level (cm) according to
supplementary Eq. (5).
5. Calculate the TDMs between jUMCSCFm i and jHMCSCFe i using Eq. (4).
6. The amplitudes from step 4 and TDMs from step 5 are used to calculate the signals Eqs.
(1)–(3).
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Chapter 4
Summary and outlook
Photorelaxation plays a role in diverse fields. It is constituting properties of synthetic products,
and taking part in shaping nature. Ultrafast photorelaxation of a single molecule through CoIns
involves typically large deformations and to theoretically describe the process, large areas of the
PES have to be considered. Naturally, simulation of the whole dynamics of those mechanisms
is desirable. The present work features as one major topic the interfacing between NewtonX
and Molpro and describes the implementation of the quantum chemical methods ONIOM and
CASPT2 into non-adiabatic semiclassical on-the-fly dynamics, which are well suited for this
purpose. Furthermore, quantum chemical studies are presented, which focus on the influence
of substituents on different regions of the pathways, and lastly the passage through a CoIn is
investigated. All aspects are presented for different molecules, which entail their own specific
results.
In the first chapter, using the ONIOM approach within the dynamics simulations on a whole
dinucleotide, it is shown that the formation of the Dewar photolesion of DNA is backbone-
controlled. Non-adiabatic dynamics on CASPT2 level of theory were successfully implemented
and by this, the photorelaxation of ethylene was simulated, including the 3s-Rydberg state.
Both examples show, how non-adiabatic semiclassical dynamics can be augmented, to increase
both, the size of molecules considered, as well as the accuracy which is available for the descrip-
tion. Moving forward, implementing the Firefly program package [57] would allow to use a fast
CASPT2 routine, which, in contrast to the fast CASPT2 versions of Molpro and Molcas, has
an extended MS option, to assure a constant level of accuracy even in the vicinity of CoIns. As
in the other program packages, too, analytic gradients are not available for this method. Here,
the interface to Molcas, presented in appendix A, could be used as template.
In the second chapter, the Z to E isomerization speed of the hemithioindigo photoswitch was
connected to the Hammett constants of substituents on the stilbene moiety. The speed of the
reaction increases with raising electron donor strength of the substituents (decreasing Hammett
constants), until at a certain point the FC state changes its electronic character due to their
influence. As a result the isomerization speed peaks and its linear relationship with the Hammett
constants changes its sign. Based on the relation found, the, up to this date fastest isomerizing
hemithioindigo could be designed and synthesized. For the related thioindigo derivatives it
was shown that the introduction of a hydroxy group on one moiety can open up an efficient
decay channel for the excited state, which involves an ESIPT. This concept potentially could
be used for other dyes and other compounds, too, as this fast relaxation pathway provides
greatly enhanced photostability, because the proton easily recombines in the GS, which leads
back to the reactant structure. Lastly, for the series furan, furfural and β-furfural the effect
of the aldehyde substituent on the relaxation dynamics was investigated. Alongside uncovering
an additional decay path and proposing a complete relaxation scheme for the two derivatives,
the electronic structures of all three molecules is discussed in detail, also with respect to the
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quantum chemical methods used. Special focus is given to one of the main S1/S0 CoIns, which
is explained within the two electron two orbital model used to predict the geometrical influence
of the substituents on the considered CoIn. Altering the molecule, to tightly link the structural
impact of the substituents to energetic consequences, for example via sterical hindrances, could
pose yet another point of action to manipulate and tailor photorelaxation processes.
All in all, it is shown that rational design of molecules, despite the complications arising due
to the numerous geometries a molecule can form, and the diverse electronic structures, which
need to be considered, is more and more feasible, even for photoprocesses, which require the
calculation of excited states and large regions on the PES, away from the FC point.
Finally ASRS, a novel spectroscopic detection scheme was presented, and spectra for the
ring opening reaction of furan were simulated and analyzed. The method is a promising tool, to
directly record the passing of a wavepacket through a CoIn. ASRS proved to be highly sensitive
to the populated electronic states and to the actual region on the PES the molecules are located
at. Even before put into praxis, much theoretical work can be done on trying to fade transitions
in and out, as desired, by altering the ASRS pump and probe pulses, and formulating precise
rules how diverse peak shapes and positions are to be interpreted in experimental spectra, where
the underlying electronic processes are not known a priori.
Appendix A
NewtonX
moldyn01
QC-interface
moldyn02
interpolation
sh
moldyn03
exit?
molprostart
moldyn.pl
exec_prog
R -
v -
g -
h - 
Ep - potential energy
molecular geometry
i -
velocity vector
gradient
non-adiabatic coupling
populated state
v
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R, v, g
R, v0.5
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Ep, g, h
v0.5, g
Ep, houtput
Figure A.1: Scheme of the main functions of moldyn.pl, the central script of NewtonX. The
variables needed by a routine are noted before, the variables updated by the routine are noted
behind it, in clockwise direction. At the start of the trajectory, the interface to the quantum
chemistry package is called once, to compute energy and gradient of the starting structure.
From here, moldyn01 and moldyn02 are responsible for the velocity-verlet algorithm, where
the velocity is calculated in two steps. Before the execution of moldyn02, exec prog calls the
interface to update the energy, gradient and non-adiabatic coupling. After completing the step
of the propagation of the nuclei, the electronic wavefunction is integrated by interpolating all
values, updating the coefficients of the adiabatic states (see chap. 1.2.1), and using the fewest
switches surface hopping routine in sh, to determine which state is populated. The output is
then written by moldyn03.
NewtonX uses the Velocity-Verlet algorithm (formula B.3) to propagate the molecules within
the on-the-fly dynamics. This is combined with non-adiabatic surface hopping (see chapter 1.2)
and various other enhancements and features. NewtonX is written in a modular approach in
Perl 5 and Fortran 90. The central Perl-script moldyn.pl, schematically depicted in fig. A.1,
organizes the propagation of a single trajectory by calling a set of subroutines and programs
which are in charge of specific subtasks within the algorithm. The communication between
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external programs is realized by a set of files which store options and variables. This makes
implementation of altered or new programs in principle easy.
In the following two sections, the features, added to NewtonX, mostly via the interface
to Molpro, are presented chronologically, comments on the usage of Molpro (and Molcas) in
NewtonX are given, and the structure of the interface is explained.
A.1 Overview of the development and capabilities of the inter-
face
In the process of the development of the interface, the code was completely rebuilt two times. The
first version was adopted from Benjamin P. Fingerhut. It based on the interface to Gaussian03,
provided by NewtonX 1.2, and was rewritten to allow ONIOM (CASSCF/HF) simulations for
one specific molecule, combining Gaussian03 for the HF calculations and Molpro10 for the
CASSCF calculations (see chapter 1.1). For the implementation of CASPT2 (see chapter 1.2),
the interface was programmed from scratch, to be universal with respect to which molecules
are computed. Within the process of refining the computation of the CASPT2 non adiabatic
coupling, a second major reconstruction of the interface was undertaken. It was linked to
NewtonX 1.4 and focused on allowing implementation of diverse additional features in an easy
and clear way. The features below list the main capabilities of the interface. Minor options are
given in the section A.2.
CASSCF
CASSCF is the basic method for which the dynamics are implemented. For the non-adiabatic
coupling usually the coupling vectors calculated by Molpro analytically should be used. For
verification of the numerical calculation used in other methods, the numerical calculation of its
projection onto the velocity vector (see chapter 1.2.1) is available, too.
CASPT2 (RS2)
Non-adiabatic CASPT2 dynamics are available for the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory
(RS2) implementation of Molpro, using its analytic gradients and the calculation of the non-
adiabatic coupling, implemented in the interface (chapter 1.2.1).
CASPT2 (Molcas)
To be able to simulate molecular dynamics on CASPT2 level of theory even for larger molecules,
one version of the interface was changed, to be able to use Molcas instead of Molpro. The Molcas
CASPT2 is a faster version, comparable to RS2C of Molpro, but with the option to do multi-
state calculations. It has no analytical gradients available, though, therefore the calculation
of numerical gradients was added to the interface in a highly parallelized manner (see chapter
A.2). To save computation time, the gradient is only calculated in forward direction. Although
the implementation worked for ethylene, early trajectories tested on furan exhibited problems
with the gradient and quickly violated the conservation of energy. In retrospect, this can most
likely be attributed to the combination of the complicated electronic situation of furan at the FC
point (chapter 2.3), where single reference CASPT2 might not be exact enough, combined with
the gradient being calculated via two instead of three points. Further testing and verification is
required here, nonetheless.
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Field effects on the nuclei motion
In an additional version, the interface was enhanced by Robert Siemering [58], to enable the
inclusion of an electric field from a laser pulse, which then acts on the motion of the nuclei.
Excitation by a laser field
The effect of the field on the hopping probability between the electronic states was included, by
adding its interaction with the transition dipole moment into Tullys surface hopping algorithm,
as suggested, e.g. by Tavernelli et al. [59]. Equation 1.4 becomes:
c˙i = −
∑
j
cj
(
i
h¯
Hij + R˙hij −∆Eij A0
ch¯2
λ · µije−iωt
)
, (A.1)
where ∆Eij = Ei − Ej and λ · µij is the scalar product between the direction of the electric
field of the laser and the transition dipole moment between the two states considered. The rest
of the additional term (underlined) is the field strength at a given time t. Instead of calculating
the latter for a continuous wave, as done in [59], we read the current field strength in each step
from a file, to be able to describe laser pulses.
This part of the code is not yet implemented in the main fork of the program. Firstly some
larger adjustments outside the interface were needed, and, more important, secondly we disabled
the algorithm which checks whether hops between states are energetically allowed.
ONIOM
After the calculations on the formation of the dewar lesion were performed using the first version
of the interface, the ONIOM routine was not directly added when rewriting it. This was later
done by Matthias Roos, who now uses Molpro exclusively for the ONIOM routine.
A.2 Comments on the usage and the source code of the interface
and NewtonX
Using Molpro with NewtonX requires the usual steps of generating starting conditions via a
previously performed frequency analysis and the files containing the options and parameters
using the script nxinp. In the general options menu, Molpro (number 15) has to be set as
quantum chemistry software. Two additional files have to be provided: In the TRAJECTORIES
folder a file opt has to be placed, which contains information used by the queuing system
established in our group, in the base directory molpro.par has to be provided, which contains
all options specific to the interface. Formerly its configuration was included in the non-adiabatic
information option of nxinp, but it didn’t prove to be practicable and was not maintained. (An
important side note for the reader setting up a set of trajectories - some versions of NewtonX
are bugged and do not default to using random seeds for the surface hopping procedure. Run
two short test trajectories, check whether the seed provided in sh.out either differs or is 1, which
means a random seed is used in newer versions, and if not, set up the optional file sh.inp.)
Options for the basic version of the interface, set in Molpro.par are provided in table A.1.
The template Molpro input Molpro.inp, which has to be provided in the JOB NAD folder,
can be formatted relatively free. The Molpro-file containing the orbitals, “file,2”, has to be
named Molpro.wfu, however, and, although the actual geometry information can be skipped, as
it will be overwritten by the interface, the curly brackets have to be supplied. The interface will
generate appropriate cpmcscf and force commands for each step, whereas the general calculation
containing the multi block has to be prepared by the user, to provide the maximal amount of
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Table A.1: Options provided via the configuration file Molpro.par. The format is a simple line
separated list of parameter name and value, separated by whitespace or “=”. The option tdmxyz
in conjunction with nstatdyn = 0 in the control.dyn file will perform an extra calculation at the
starting structure of the trajectory and set the initial state to the state with the largest absolute
dot product between its transition dipole moment with the ground state and the provided vector.
ncpus <number> number of cpus to use
mode quantum chemical method used
cas CASSCF
srpt2 single-reference CASPT2
mrpt2 multi-reference CASPT2
nacm method to compute the non-adiabatic coupling
an analytical vectors from Molpro
dr numerical (see chapter 1.2)
nacs non-adiabatic couplings to compute
a all (with a maximum of four - see below)
n none (adiabatic dynamics)
<number> maximum energetic gap between considered states
tdm 1 read and print transition dipole moments each step
cp when to store output and molden files
a always
n never
<number> each n’th step
r not at the displaced geometry (in case of “nacm = dr”)
tdmxyz <x y z> in conjunction with other options; see the caption
flexibility. One copy of Molpro.wfu, preferably from the FC point, should be provided, to serve
as a starting guess for the CASSCF wave function.
Together with the interface a set of smaller scripts were programmed, which primarily serve
to perform the dynamics at the group’s computing cluster, and to help with basic analysis.
tsub is used to submit trajectories.
en plots the energetic course of a single trajectory.
dyn is used together with the program gmolden to visualize the motion of the molecules.
rep can be used to check aborted trajectories and assist in fixing them.
sven.pm is a perl-library containing auxiliary subroutines.
The basic structure of the interface, run-molpro.pl, is rather simple. After the definition of
various global variables, the main program calls readctd() to read NewtonX specific variables and
what to do() to read molpro.par and determine its tasks. modify input() prepares the Molpro
input and run molpro() executes Molpro, read molprolog() parses the output and write nx()
writes the files read by NewtonX. This is a bit obstructed as run molpro() and read molprolog()
are executed in a loop which checks for errors in the execution of Molpro and automatically
restarts the calculation in attempt to fix certain ones.
In case of “nacm = dr” Molpro is executed a second time at the displaced geometry. The
molpro.inp which is used as template therefor is prepared by placing “!r!” and “!dr!” in front
of lines which should only be executed at one of the geometries.
At the end of the program code, a class named Matrix is defined, which is used for variables
like geometries, gradients and couplings.
After reading molpro.par, the subroutine what to do() determines between which states the
non-adiabatic coupling has to be calculated. As Molpro2012 computes only a maximum of five
cpmcscf orders per multi block, usually a maximum of four non-adiabatic coupling vectors will
be calculated. In the case that more than this number are requested, the four energetically
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closest to the occupied state are included, the rest is left out.
The subroutine run molpro() which executes Molpro contains the path to Molpro and poten-
tially sets environment variables. It has to be adjusted, if the interface should be used elsewhere.
read molpro log() defines the variable parser, a hash, which contains the code to read each
variable on different levels of theory in separate entries. Depending on which are needed, the
array extractor is built and used to finally extract the information in a rather small while-loop
further into the subroutine. In the parser for the non-adiabatic coupling information of the
multi-reference CASPT2, in the latest version a small external program written by Artur Nenov
is called, which diagonalizes the effective Hamiltonian extracted by the parser. This is done
in the output of Molpro, too, but the phase information between the states seems to not be
reliable.
The subroutines calc nac() and rootflip() are responsible for the calculation of the non-
adiabatic coupling when the numeric treatment is selected, and in case of CASPT2 dynamics,
to keep track of the order of states of CASPT2 compared to CASSCF. In case of rootflipping,
i.e. the order of the CASPT2 states differs from their respective CASSCF reference states,
the gradient of the respective state has to be recalculated, when single-reference CASPT2 is
used. For Molpro2010, regardless whether single- or multi-reference is used, the order of the
states of the transition dipole moments has to be adjusted. For Molpro2012 and Molpro2015
the output is not consistent between all CASPT2 versions and options (especially the extended
multi-state (XMS) option), and the ordering of the transition dipole moments has to be checked.
The interface can be executed with parameters, which is done at two stages of the execution
of NewtonX: A subroutine called check initial state was added to the main program moldyn.pl,
which, if “nstatdyn = 0” is set in control.dyn, calls the interface once, to compute the transition
dipole moment at the starting geometry, and then determines the electronic state the trajectory
is started from. Additionally the source code of sh.f90 and sh mod.f90 was changed, to allow
the surface hopping routine to call the interface, in case of a hopping event to a state which does
not have its gradient computed (which usually is the case for all but the currently populated
state). In both cases the interface will perform only the required tasks to retrieve the needed
information.
The run-molcas.pl routine, which was written to perform CASPT2 dynamics with Molcas,
contains the subroutine calc grad(), which numerically calculates the gradient of the molecule.
To do this, in modify input() the whole set of inputs at displaced geometries is prepared and
placed in a folder accessible from all nodes of the cluster. run-molcas.pl is programmed to
successively initiate all computations if necessary, but will also check for outputs. This means,
that the Molcas jobs can be performed externally, too. A script called helper was set up, which
can be submitted to the queue multiple times on independent nodes, and is supposed to run
alongside a couple of trajectories, to conduct the computation of the gradients. This can highly
parallelize this step.
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Appendix B
Formulas
Newtons equation of motion describes the acceleration in terms of the second derivative of
the coordinates R of time, acting on a particle with mass m in presence of the energy gradient
∇RE:
mR¨ = −∇RE . (B.1)
The time-independent electronic Schro¨dinger equation obtains the electronic energy E
of a system by applying the electronic Hamilton operator Hˆ to the electronic wavefunction Ψ,
which depends on the electronic coordinates r and parametrically on the coordinates of the
nuclei R. Hˆ hereby consists of the operator for the kinetic energy of the electrons Tˆe and the
potential operators Vˆ which describe the electron-electron repulsion, the attraction of the nuclei
on the electrons, as well as the repulsion between the nuclei. (Whether the last is included, is
subject to definition.)
HˆΨ(r; R¯) = EΨ(r; R¯) ,
Hˆ = Tˆe + Vˆee + Vˆen + Vˆnn .
(B.2)
The Velocity-Verlet algorithm integrates Newtons equation of motion, to evolve the coordi-
nates R and the velocity v of the nuclei using a time-dependent gradient g along discrete time
intervals ∆t.
R(t+ ∆t) = R(t) + v(t)∆t+
g(t)
2
(∆t)2 ,
v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
g(t) + g(t+ ∆t)
2
∆t .
(B.3)
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List of abbreviations
AS active space
ASRS attosecond stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy
CASSCF complete active space self consistent field
CCSD coupled cluster singles and doubles
CoIn conical intersection
DFT density functional theory
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
ESIPT excited state intramolecular proton transfer
FC Franck-Condon
GS ground state
HF Hartree-Fock
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
IPEA ionisation energy electron affinity
MRCI multi-reference configuration interaction
MS multi-state
ONIOM our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics
PES potential energy surface
CASPT2 complete active space second-order perturbation theory
RS2 Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory
SA state average
SS single-state
UV ultra violet
XMS extended multi-state
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